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Abstract 

Marine bivalves are a group of species composed of clams, mussels and oysters. Bivalves are 

keystone species in coastal ecosystems and represent an increasingly important segment of the 

global aquaculture industry. Domestication of shellfish species is in the early stages, with few 

organized breeding programmes and a heavy reliance on wild seed. Consequently, the 

development and use of genomic markers may significantly assist shellfish aquaculture 

breeding and production. However, molecular genetic markers typically exhibit unusual 

patterns of segregation in bivalve species, which result in deviations from Mendelian 

expectations, and could potentially limit their use in parental assignment, mapping of 

quantitative trait loci and genomic prediction. Previous studies have suggested that segregation 

distortions originate at the larval stage, as a result of the linkage of markers to deleterious 

mutations. This high genetic load has been associated with the high fecundity of bivalve 

species. However, no direct evidence of a high incidence of de novo mutations has been 

provided. The aim of this thesis is to gain further insight into segregation distortions in bivalve 

species by studying the phenomenon at a genome-wide scale, using modern high-throughput 

sequencing technology. The studies presented in this thesis derive from experiments involving 

genotyping of parents and offspring from pair-crosses of three different bivalve species (the 

Pacific oyster Crassostrea gigas, the Blue mussel Mytilus edulis, and the GreenshellTM mussel 

Perna canaliculus) using high throughput sequencing and SNP arrays. The parent and offspring 

genotype data were used to characterize patterns of segregation distortion at a genome-wide 

level, followed by exploratory analyses to test hypotheses related to possible causes of this 

distortion. Three main findings resulted from the genome-wide analysis of segregation 

patterns. First, by using Restriction site Associated DNA sequencing (RAD-Seq) we observe that 

technical artefacts are more widespread than previously considered, contributing to apparent 

distortions via unreliable genotype calls. By analysing read depth data from RAD-Seq, we 

suggest that apparent homozygous genotype calls may actually be hemizygous, suggesting a 

very high frequency of null alleles which contribute to distorted segregation patterns. 

Bioinformatic pipelines to improve RAD-Seq locus assembly and marker genotyping for bivalve 

species are presented. Second, by using a high-density SNP array and RAD-Seq in pair crosses of 

Pacific oyster and aligning to the reference genome assembly, we find that segregation 
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distortions cover extensive regions of the genome, and that certain genomic regions are 

consistently distorted in different families. Finally, following previous suggestions that the 

reproductive strategies of bivalve species may favour a high mutation rate, we provide 

preliminary evidence of a high incidence of de novo mutations that appear spontaneously (i) 

during male and female gamete formation and (ii) post-zygotically, during larval development. 

This putative high de novo mutation rate is likely to also contribute to deviations from 

Mendelian inheritance patterns in these species. New genomic technologies have allowed us to 

gain substantial insight into the intriguing yet poorly understood phenomena related to 

inheritance in bivalve species. The results have both fundamental and practical implications for 

genetic analysis interpretation and selective breeding for aquaculture in this large and highly 

diverse group of species. 
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Lay Summary 

Marine bivalves are a group of species composed of clams, mussels and oysters. Bivalves (i.e., 

animals with two valves) are keystone species in coastal ecosystems and represent an 

increasingly important segment of the global aquaculture industry. Domestication of bivalve 

shellfish species is in the early stages, with few organized breeding programmes and a heavy 

reliance on wild juveniles to sustain the production. The quality and quantity of these juveniles 

varies inter-annually. Therefore, efforts are being made to start producing these juveniles in 

hatcheries (nurseries) through artificial fertilisation. If we have control of reproduction, then 

we will have an opportunity to genetically improve farmed bivalves through selective breeding. 

However, there is a potential issue with selective breeding in bivalves. The basis of selective 

breeding is the stable transmission of genetic information from parents to offspring. Bivalves 

appear to deviate from this expectation and we do not understand why. The general aim of this 

thesis is to explore the reasons for the unusual inheritance patterns of bivalves. For my 

research, I created mussel and oyster families and used high-throughput sequencing 

technologies to study genetic transmission (from parents to offspring) at a high genomic 

resolution. The results of this work have both fundamental and practical implications for 

genetic analysis interpretation and selective breeding for aquaculture in this large and highly 

diverse group of species. 
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1.1 Introduction 

Mendel inferred the principles that govern inheritance and explain how traits in offspring 

can be predicted from traits in their parents, the Mendelian laws of inheritance (reviewed 

in Singh (2015)). Soon after Mendel’s scientific breakthrough was recognized, the first 

example of non-Mendelian inheritance was published (reviewed in Sakamoto et al. (2008)). 

Although most traits in animals and plants follow Mendel’s laws of heredity, some traits 

and species show more complex patterns of inheritance. Particular examples of non-

Mendelian inheritance include the t-alleles of mice and the SD-chromosomes of Drosophila 

(Taylor and Ingvarsson, 2003). Remarkable cases of apparent non-Mendelian inheritance 

are observed in marine bivalves, with frequent reports of unexpected genetic marker 

segregation patterns (Plough, 2016a) and inconsistencies between parent and offspring 

genotypes (Peñaloza, 2013). Despite decades of research into bivalve genetics, our 

understanding of why these unusual segregation patterns emerge is still very limited. 

Bivalves are a highly diverse class of molluscs comprised of mussels, oyster, clams, and 

scallops. They exhibit a high diversity of reproduction strategies, which are influenced by 

both genetics and environmental factors (Breton et al., 2017). Bivalve species are generally 

gonochoric (i.e., have both sexes), although sequential hermaphroditism also occurs 

(Heller, 1993). Most bivalves reproduce externally by synchronously releasing gametes into 

the water during massive spawning events. After fertilization, larvae drift in the water 

column for 3-5 weeks. Subsequently, they settle onto a suitable substrate and remain 

virtually immobile for the rest of their life, filtering food particles from the water (Gosling, 

1992). The biphasic life-history of these organisms is suggested to have profound 

consequences for their evolution, as selective pressures on the different stages are 

potentially decoupled, therefore limiting their evolution. This implies that, to evolve, traits 

and their underlying genotypes must be simultaneously adapted to the radically different 

ecological contexts that organisms experience during their ontogeny (Raff, 1987, Schluter 

D. et al., 1991, Marshall and Morgan, 2011). In spite of these evolutionary constraints, 

bivalves have successfully colonized a wide range of environments. They inhabit the 

temperate and boreal waters of both hemispheres (Gosling, 1992), and can be found in 

tidal and sub-tidal waters, from rocky coasts to deep-sea hydrothermal vents at >3,000 m 

depth (Duperron et al., 2006). Moreover, they can survive in heavily contaminated areas 

(Kim et al., 2002), and spread into new environments as invasive species (Marescaux and 
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Van Doninck, 2013).  As part of their mechanisms to cope with harsh marine environments, 

bivalves have developed a sophisticated immune system that is based on an expanded 

repertoire of key genes (Guo et al., 2015). The expansion of specific gene families has been 

suggested to be the result of adaptation to fluctuations in environmental stressors. For 

instance, the Pacific oyster Crassostrea gigas genome contains 88 heat shock protein 70 

Hsp70 (group of proteins associated with the stress response) compared to ~17 in humans 

(Zhang et al., 2012). The phylogenetic analysis of the Hsp70 proteins from the Pacific oyster 

and the pearl oyster Pinctada fucata indicates that the extensive expansion of genes 

occurred prior to the divergence of the two species, but also arose independently in each 

lineage (Takeuchi et al., 2016), suggesting that tandem duplication events are common in 

bivalves and have facilitated their adaptation to stressful environments.  

Bivalves also fulfil critical ecological and economic roles in coastal systems (Dumbauld et al., 

2009). As filter-feeders, the functional role of bivalves is to influence benthic-pelagic 

coupling and nutrient cycling (Newell, 2004). As aquaculture resources, they represent 15% 

of the world production (FAO, 2014), with a high potential for expansion (Gentry et al., 

2017). Due to their importance for ecosystems and human consumption, in addition to 

their use as model organisms to study the evolution of innate immunity and stress 

responses (Guo et al., 2015, Liu et al., 2016, Zhang et al., 2012), a significant amount of 

genomic and transcriptomic data is being generated. However, the development of tools 

needs accompanying progress in a fundamental aspect of bivalve biology that remains 

unresolved, namely a fuller understanding of their mechanisms of genetic transmission and 

inheritance. 

 

1.1.1 Bivalve Inheritance                                                                                                                   

In the cell of eukaryotic organisms, genetic information is present in two distinct forms – as 

nuclear or mitochondrial DNA. Nuclear and mitochondrial genomes differ in several ways 

(Taylor and Turnbull, 2005); however, the most distinctive feature is their mode of 

inheritance. Nuclear DNA is transmitted both from the paternal and maternal lineage, and 

is expected to adhere to Mendelian laws; whereas mitochondrial DNA is strictly inherited 

from the maternal line in a relatively clonal fashion (Birky et al., 1978), although leakage has 

been described (Dokianakis and Ladoukakis, 2014). Bivalves are remarkable in the sense 
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that they do not appear to conform – either at the mitochondrial or nuclear level – to these 

nearly universal patterns of inheritance.  

 

1.1.2 Mitochondrial Inheritance                                                                                                      

Mitochondria are responsible for producing most of the energy (>90%) required to run the 

cell. This function is achieved by converting lipids and carbohydrates into a high-energy 

molecule called adenosine triphosphate (ATP), through the process of oxidative 

phosphorylation (OXPHOS). The number of mitochondria within a cell varies according to 

cell type, reflecting the direct relationship between cell function and energy (ATP) demand. 

Consequently, cells such as those in the liver and muscle tend to have larger numbers of 

mitochondria (e.g., 1000-2000 per liver cell in humans), whereas mammalian erythrocytes 

completely lack mitochondria. Mitochondria are unique compared to other animal 

eukaryotic organelles as they contain their own DNA. Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) is 

circular, double-stranded and haploid, and contains genes that encode proteins involved in 

the OXPHOS process. A key characteristic of mtDNA is its higher mutation rate compared to 

their nuclear counterpart. The mitochondrial genome is more prone to nucleotide change 

mainly due to (i) the highly oxidative environment produced during ATP generation, (ii) an 

error-prone replication system (in higher metazoans), and (iii) the limited repair function of 

mitochondria (reviewed in Singh et al. (2012)). As a result, mutations occur at a rate 

approximately ten times higher in animal mitochondrial genomes than in equivalent 

nuclear genomes (Brown et al., 1979). 

In most animal species mtDNA is maternally transmitted, where the mtDNA transferred to 

the next generation is the population of molecules present in the oocyte just prior to 

fertilization. Maternal inheritance is achieved by preventing paternal transmission of 

mtDNA through different species-specific mechanisms. For instance, in some tunicates (sea 

squirts) the mtDNA of the spermatozoa does not enter the oocyte (Rokas et al., 2003). In 

comparison, during human fertilization the paternal mtDNA penetrates the egg but within a 

few hours is selectively tagged with a proteolytic marker and is destroyed by the ubiquitin-

proteasome system (Chan and Schon, 2012). In bivalve species of the families Mytilidae and 

Unionidae (sea and fresh water mussels, respectively) however, empirical evidence 

indicates that mtDNA is inherited both from the maternal and paternal line, although it 
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appears not to be a universal mechanism, as exceptions have been described (Obata et al., 

2008).  

This system of mtDNA inheritance from both parents is known as Double Uniparental 

Inheritance (DUI) (Skibinski et al., 1994, Zouros et al., 1992, Zouros et al., 1994), and 

represents a complex exception to the central tenets of mtDNA inheritance. Under DUI two 

gender-associated mitochondrial genomes coexist, within an individual, in a theoretically 

stable state. One mitochondrial genome, known as maternal (symbolized as F), is 

transmitted from mothers to both female and male progeny. The other mitochondrial DNA 

is paternal (symbolized as M), and is transmitted from males solely to their male offspring. 

This leads to the female offspring being homoplasmic (within an individual all mtDNA is 

near identical) for the F genome and the male offspring being heteroplasmic (individuals 

have more than one type of mtDNA, in this particular case: F and M mtDNA molecules). 

Furthermore, in sexually mature males the distribution of F and M genomes is tissue 

specific. The F mtDNA is predominant in somatic tissues, whereas the gonadal tissue is 

dominated by the M genome, although lower amounts of F mtDNA have also been 

observed in the gonad of male Blue mussels (Mytilus edulis) (Garrido-Ramos et al., 1998). 

Due to the fact that the M mtDNA establishes itself in the gonad of males, the transmission 

of the M genome to the next generation is ensured.  

A possible mechanism to explain why M mtDNA is abundant in the male gonad and how it 

colonizes this tissue was proposed by Cao et al. (2004). The sex-ratio determination in 

mussels is, at least partially, under the control of the nuclear DNA of the female parent 

(Saavedra 1997); some dams produce mainly female offspring, whereas others produce a 

high frequency of male offspring (Kenchington et al., 2002). Cao and co-workers performed 

mussel crosses using females that produce offspring biased towards either sex and then 

followed the fate of sperm mitochondria in the developing embryo. They noticed that in 

embryos from females that produce mainly daughters, the M mtDNA (from the male donor) 

dispersed randomly among cells of the zygote, and became diluted in the F mtDNA pool of 

the embryo. In contrast, in embryos from male-biased mothers, the paternal mitochondria 

formed an aggregate that was maintained as a cluster until the termination of the 

experiment at 72 hours post fertilization. Based on this behavior, the researchers proposed 

that M mtDNA (once inside a male-to-be embryo) follow a pre-defined path towards the 

cell aggregates that will originate germline primordial cells (i.e., the future gonad). 
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Interestingly, DUI is not a robust inheritance mechanism, and many disruptions have been 

described. For instance, M-type mtDNA has been detected in the adult tissue of several 

females (Garrido-Ramos et al., 1998, Kyriakou et al., 2010). Moreover, in some occasions, 

the maternally transmitted F mtDNA can invade the paternal route of transmission. This 

event is referred to as the masculinization of the maternal mtDNA, which leads to its 

transmission to the next-generation as a new M-type (Breton et al., 2006, Burzynski et al., 

2006, Hoeh et al., 1997). Other examples of disrupted DUI include homoplasmic males for 

the F genome (Fisher and Skibinski, 1990) and the presence of M and F mtDNA in 

unfertilized eggs (Obata et al., 2008). It can be concluded from the present knowledge on 

DUI that this is an extremely dynamic mechanism of inheritance, and many knowledge gaps 

remain. 

 

1.1.3 Nuclear Inheritance in Bivalves                                                                                              

Most bivalve species studied to date are diploids (Thiriot-Quievreux, 2002). Nuclear 

(chromosomal) inheritance in sexual diploid organisms is expected to follow Mendelian 

segregation, resulting in each homologous chromosome being present in 50% of the 

gametes on average. Following this principle, genotypic ratios in the offspring can be 

predicted from the genotypes of their parents. The deviation from Mendelian expectation 

is known as segregation distortion (SD) and has been observed in a wide range of 

organisms, but is particularly frequently in plant and fungi species (Taylor and Ingvarsson, 

2003).  

SD is a hallmark of bivalve genetics, and has been identified in oyster (Zouros et al., 1983, 

Saavedra et al., 1993); scallop (Beaumont and Beveridge, 1984); mussel (Koehn and 

Gaffney, 1984, Diehl and Koehn, 1985, Beaumont, 1991); and clam species (David et al., 

1997, Borsa et al., 1991). The widespread nature of SD was an unexpected finding, as it is 

inconsistent with bivalves’ life history traits. Most marine bivalves show high fecundities, 

large population sizes, and extensive larval dispersal (Barnes and Ruppert, 1994), thus 

genotypic proportions within populations should conform to – rather than deviate from – 

Hardy-Weinberg expectation of ratios (although see Hedgecock and Pudovkin (2011)). 

Insights into the origin of SD in bivalves were enabled when marker segregation ratios were 

evaluated in progenies of experimental crosses. Evidence from family-based experiments 
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indicates that the tendency for SD differs between individuals from inbred crosses 

compared to the progeny from wild-parents, suggesting that the underlying mechanism 

requires a more thorough exploration.  

Substantial SD is present in inbred crosses (~15-50% of markers assayed; Plough (2016a)), 

with a general tendency to observe a deficiency of homozygote genotypes in the offspring 

with respect to the expected Mendelian ratios (McGoldrick and Hedgecock, 1997). Given 

that distortions were exacerbated in inbred families (McGoldrick and Hedgecock, 1997), 

increased with the age of the animal (Zouros et al., 1983, Zouros et al., 1980), and showed 

no consistent pattern across families or markers (McGoldrick and Hedgecock, 1997, Mallet 

et al., 1985), the deficiency of homozygote genotypes was suggested to be caused by 

selection against deleterious recessive mutations at linked loci. By default, this would imply 

that fitness-related genes are evenly scattered throughout the genome. A further landmark 

study performed by Bierne et al. (1998) provided the empirical evidence that showed that 

the origin of SD was due to genotype-dependant mortalities. Two crosses between full-

siblings were created, and by genotyping offspring with four microsatellite markers at 

different ages (including larvae and juveniles), the timing of distortions was established. 

When markers were tested for conformity to Mendelian inheritance, genotype ratios 

conformed to Mendelian expectations at early larval stages, while showing distortions 

towards a deficiency of homozygote genotypes (or conversely, excess of heterozygotes) in 

later sampled time points. The results suggested that SD was indeed caused by a high 

genetic load that became unmasked by the partially inbred state of the animals used in the 

study. Genetic load is the presence of unfit genotypes in a population compared to a 

theoretical population optimum (Whitlock and Davis, 2001). The mechanism by which 

genetic load may cause a reduction in the mean fitness of a population may be, for 

example, recurrent deleterious mutations. Plough (2016a) has proposed that bivalves may 

exhibit high mutation rates based, among other evidence, on their remarkably high ratio of 

non-synonymous to synonymous substitutions in oysters (e.g., dn/ds ratios =0.38 averaged 

across 37 loci; Harrang et al. (2013)). The dn/ds ratio is used to measure the strength and 

mode of natural selection pressures on protein-coding regions (Jeffares et al., 2015). 

Because amino acid changes will tend to have a detrimental effect on fitness, they will be 

removed by purifying selection. Therefore, non-synonymous mutations are expected to 

occur at a low frequency relative to synonymous mutations. Since the observation of a high 

dn/ds ratio in oysters is coupled with an excess of non-synonymous mutations segregating 
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at low frequencies (Harrang et al., 2007), a large fraction of weakly selected mutations was 

suggested to be segregating in wild populations, thus supporting a high genetic load 

(Plough, 2016a).  

In the case of bivalve families created from unrelated parents (i.e., wild-caught parents) the 

patterns of SD tend to be different from those described for inbred families. Among the few 

studies available, all indicate that SD is mostly caused by a deficiency of the heterozygote 

genotype ratio with respect to Mendelian expectations (instead of the homozygote 

deficiency observed in inbred families). It is important to note that the majority of early 

studies in natural populations of bivalves agree with these findings, as they revealed that 

deviations from Hardy Weinberg equilibrium were mainly due to heterozygote deficiencies 

(Beaumont, 1991, Foltz, 1986, Raymond et al., 1997, Borsa et al., 1991, Toro and Vergara, 

1995, Gosling and Wilkins, 1985, Lassen and Turano, 1978).  Mallet et al. (1985) analyzed 49 

blue mussel full-sibling families with six allozyme markers. An overall heterozygote 

deficiency was detected and was attributed to differences in larval viability or gametic 

selection (non-random fertilization). In a study performed by Plough et al. (2016), four pair-

crosses of wild Pacific oysters were created, and offspring aged 1.4 and 2.3 years were 

genotyped with microsatellites and SNP markers. Results from the segregation analysis 

indicated that 97% of the microsatellite markers that showed distortions were because of a 

deficiency of heterozygote genotypes in the offspring. The use of highly polymorphic 

microsatellites markers allowed the researchers to estimate paternal effects associated 

with genotype deficiencies. By analysing crosses that allowed the authors to unambiguously 

associate alleles with linked deleterious mutations (e.g., in the case of the cross type: 

"ABxCD"→ expectation in offspring should follow a 1:1:1:1 ratio), they observed that 66% 

of the distorted markers were deficient in 3 or 4 genotype categories, suggesting that 

independent deleterious mutations were segregating from both parents under the 

assumption of larval selection being the cause of SD. Another interesting observation from 

this study was that to explain the substantial amounts of individuals “assumed” to carry 

distorted genotypes, ~99% of the progeny had to have died. This is in striking contrast with 

what is expected from an outbred family under the hypothesis that bivalves carry 

significant numbers of deleterious recessive alleles, as they would tend to be masked in a 

highly heterozygous genome. Moreover, previous studies on inbred Pacific oyster families 

show similar mortalities, 90-96% (Plough, 2012, Plough and Hedgecock, 2011). High 

mortalities in outbred Pacific oyster families was interpreted by the authors as the 
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consequence of partially dominant deleterious mutations. Overall, this illustrates that the 

genetic architecture of SD varies depending on the genetic background of individuals 

(inbreed vs. cross-bred), suggesting that a better understanding of the mechanisms 

underlying SD patterns in bivalves is required. 

 

1.1.4 Cytogenetics                                                                                                                               

Data on standard karyotypes indicate that the majority of mollusc species studied to date 

are diploid, with the most frequent chromosome number being 2n = 38, indicating it may 

represent the ancient karyotype of bivalves (Thiriot-Quievreux, 2002). Nevertheless, most 

aquaculture bivalve species with karyological data show a tendency towards lower 

chromosome numbers (e.g., 2n=20 in the Pacific oyster and 2n=28 in Mytilus mussels; 

Thiriot-Quiéveux and Ayraud (1982)). The genome content of bivalve mollusks varies 

greatly across species. Comparative analysis indicates that the DNA content of the haploid 

nucleus (termed C-value) ranges from 0.9 pg in the Pacific oyster to 3.4 pg in the horse 

mussel (Thiriot-Quievreux, 2002). Notably, apart from this wide inter-specific variation, 

intra-specific variation in genome-size has also been reported, suggesting that at least part 

of the genome of bivalves is free to vary among individuals of the same species without 

major biological consequences (Rodriguez-Juiz et al., 1996, Martínez-Lage et al., 1997). 

Indeed, a striking feature of the bivalve genome is the frequent natural occurrence of 

aneuploidy (Longwell and Stiles, 1968, Thiriot-Quiévreux et al., 1992).  

Aneuploidy refers to the loss or gain of one or more chromosomes with respect to the 

normal chromosome set (Dey, 2004). Although levels of chromosomal imbalance are 

generally associated with disease or lethality in higher animals (Korenberg et al., 1994, 

Hassold et al., 2007), bivalves can tolerate significant levels of unbalanced chromosome 

numbers. Abnormalities in chromosome number can result from errors in cell division such 

as homologs failing to cross over (MacLennan et al., 2015) or defects in the spindle check-

point (Bharadwaj and Yu, 2004), and are expressed by cells exhibiting hypodiploidy or 

hyperdiploidy. Hypodiploidy is the condition in which fewer chromosomes are detected 

with respect to the baseline diploid set. Conversely, hyperdiploidy indicates an excess in the 

number of chromosomes. In a study performed in Pacific oyster individuals from a natural 

population, hypodiploidy was found in up to 33% of the cells, although most commonly was 
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found to affect 14% of cells (Zouros et al., 2009). Additionally, in this study, a negative 

correlation between somatic aneuploidy and body size was found. The authors 

hypothesised that (i) the high occurrence of aneuploid somatic cells and (ii) the negative 

correlation between the individual’s degree of aneuploidy and growth rate was caused by a 

high mutation rate in the germline due to high gamete output (i.e., high fecundity). If these 

mutations affected mitosis-related genes, then spontaneous chromosomal loss would occur 

during development. This loss of DNA would lead to the unmasking of fitness-related 

mutations, consequently causing a detrimental effect on growth. Because they found no 

single individual with aneuploidy in all examined cells, they concluded that the mitosis-

regulating mutations have a post-zygotic function and that 100% aneuploid zygotes are 

likely to be unviable. Another characteristic of cytogenetic abnormalities in bivalves is that 

they become exacerbated in contaminated areas. For instance, oysters were shown to 

increase their levels of aneuploidy in response to an herbicide of the triazine class (atrazine) 

(Bouilly et al., 2003). Aneuploidy in the group of juveniles exposed to the highest 

concentration of atrazine (465 nM) ranged from 24.3% to 25.3%, whereas in the control 

treatment ranged from 9.7% to 10.3%. In another study by Dixon (1982), aneuploidy was 

reported in ~8% of the embryos of laboratory-spawned mussels. However, this frequency 

rose to 26 % when the mussels were from a hydrocarbon-polluted area. Notably, a genetic 

basis for levels of aneuploidy has been suggested, as a significant difference in the degree 

of aneuploidy has been detected among families raised under the same environmental 

conditions (Leitão et al., 2001); the aneuploidy level within the family with the lowest mean 

weight was 36%, a value significantly higher compared to the level of 13% detected for the 

family with the highest mean weight.  

 

1.1.5 Genomic resources                                                                                                                   

Genomic resources are valuable tools for ecological and evolutionary studies, and for the 

enhancement of traditional breeding programs through genomic selection (Meuwissen et 

al., 2001). The advances in next-generation sequencing (NGS) have contributed enormously 

to the development of genomic resources in bivalve species, providing an unprecedented 

opportunity to examine genomes at a high-resolution. Genomic resources in bivalve 

molluscs do not tend to be associated with the economic importance of the group of 

species. Despite the fact that clams lead aquaculture production (FAO, 2014), only recently 
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a high-density linkage map has become available for a clam species, the Manila clam 

Ruditapes philippinarum (Nie et al., 2017). Instead, oysters have the majority of developed 

resources, among which the Pacific oyster Crassostrea gigas has received most attention 

(Astorga, 2014). The genomic resources of oysters include BAC libraries (Cunningham et al., 

2006), linkage maps for several species (Hubert and Hedgecock, 2004, Yu and Guo, 2003, 

Yaohua et al., 2009, Hedgecock et al., 2015, Li and Guo, 2004, Lallias et al., 2007), genome-

wide SNP markers (Jones et al., 2013), and SNP arrays (Gutierrez et al. 2017, Qi et al. 2017). 

For mussels, on the other hand, a low-density AFLP linkage map is available for the 

Mediterranean mussel M. galloprovincialis (Lallias et al., 2007). Additionally, a 

microsatellite linkage map has also been produced for the triangle pearl mussel Hyriopsis 

cumingii (Bai et al., 2015). For scallops, fosmid libraries (Zhang et al., 2007) and linkage 

maps (Jiao et al., 2014, Yuan et al., 2010) are the main resources. Although not strictly a 

genomic resource, transcriptome data have been produced for several species, and were 

used to gain insight into bivalves: (i) tolerance to strong temporal changes in environmental 

conditions (typical of coastal environments), such as prolonged hypoxia (Sussarellu et al., 

2010) and salinity stress (Zhao et al., 2012); (ii) growth heterosis  (Hedgecock et al., 2007); 

(iii) shell formation (Yarra et al., 2016, Zhang et al., 2012, Clark et al., 2010); (iv) sex 

determination (Zhang et al., 2014); and (v) susceptibility to viral (Segarra et al., 2014) and 

bacterial diseases (de Lorgeril et al., 2011). Additionally, given the use of bivalve molluscs to 

monitor water-quality as sentinel species, the transcriptomics response to pollutants has 

also been evaluated (Dondero et al., 2011). Currently, transcriptome databases are 

publically available for the Mediterranean mussel (Venier et al., 2009), the Pacific oyster 

(Riviere et al., 2015), the Manila Clam (RuphiBase), the striped venus clams Chamelea 

gallina (Coppe et al., 2012), and the deep-sea hydrothermal vent mussel Bathymodiolus 

azoricus (Bettencourt et al., 2010). 

A significant advance in the study of a species is to obtain a full representation of its 

genome, as it reveals important organizational, structural, and functional features of genes 

(Berg, 2006). Draft genomes have been published for the Pacific oyster Crassostrea gigas 

(Zhang et al., 2012), the Pearl oyster Pinctada fucata (Takeuchi et al., 2012, Takeuchi et al., 

2016), the Yesso Scallop Patinopecten yessoensis (Wang et al., 2017), a deep-sea mussel 

Bathymodiolus platifrons (Sun et al., 2017), the Philippine horse mussel Modiolus 

philippinarum (Sun et al., 2017), and the Mediterranean mussel Mytilus galloprovincialis 

(Murgarella et al., 2016), although the latter was highly fragmented. In general, the 
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assembly of most bivalve genomes is a complex task, mainly because with high levels of 

heterozygosis it is often difficult to distinguish between polymorphisms at the same locus 

(in the case of divergent alleles) or a similar sequence at a different genomic location (in 

the case of paralogues). In particular, greater complications are experienced if a de Bruijn 

graph is used for assembling short sequencing reads, as highly heterozygous genomes 

produce a higher density of variant branching in the assembly graph (Simpson, 2014). A 

common strategy to circumvent the issue of genome heterozygosity is to reduce the 

genetic diversity of an organism through selective (in)breeding. This approach has proven 

useful in the assembly of bivalve genomes. For instance, Zhang et al. (2012) sequenced and 

assembled a Pacific oyster individual derived from four generations of full-sibling mating. 

Nevertheless, the reduction in heterozygosity was lower than the predicted from the 

mating scheme (expected polymorphism rate: 46%, observed: 73%), an observation that 

was interpreted as natural selection favoring heterozygotes. On the other hand, for the 

generation of the scallop genome, a single male from a family derived from the self-cross of 

a hermaphrodite was used for whole-genome sequencing and assembly (Wang et al., 

2017).  

The characterization of different bivalve genomes has revealed that these animals have 

more complex genomes. Among the most distinctive features of the bivalve genomes is 

their high level of polymorphism. The levels of sequence polymorphism in bivalves are 

higher than those reported for most studied animal genomes, such as humans, nematodes 

or shrimps (Hillier et al., 2008, Venter et al., 2001, Yu et al., 2014, Reich et al., 2003). For 

instance, the genome heterozygosity of a wild Pacific oyster individual was of 1.3% and 

0.73% for an inbreed individual (Zhang et al., 2012). Whereas for the sequenced mussel 

species, the genome-wide heterozygosity rate was 1.24% for the deep-sea mussel and 

2.02% for the Philippine horse mussel (Sun et al., 2017). Regarding repetitive elements, 

they were found to be similar in the Pacific oyster and scallop – representing 36% and 39% 

of the genome, respectively – and are dominated by tandem repeats. These values are not 

particularly high compared to other species such as the Atlantic salmon (58-60%; Lien et al. 

(2016)) or humans (66-69%; de Koning et al. (2011)). However, repetitive elements in the 

mussel genomes were comparatively higher, representing 48% of the genome of the deep 

sea-vent mussel and 62% of the Philippine horse mussel genome. Notably, in the Pacific 

oyster genome a significant fraction of repetitive elements is represented by mobile 

elements, which were found to be actively shaping genomic variation (Zhang et al., 2012). 
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1.1.6 Limitations of applying molecular markers in bivalves                                                      

As new genomic resources continue to expand for bivalve species, old challenges resurge.  

The limitations that researchers experienced in the early days of allozyme analysis are 

similar to those experienced in recent years with microsatellite (Rico et al., 2017) or SNP 

markers – i.e., high levels of SD. A concerning aspect of this issue is that the widely 

accepted explanation for SD is the linkage of markers with deleterious mutations, which are 

expressed near metamorphosis. For this high mutational load to exist in natural 

populations, with rates remaining relatively unaffected by natural selection, then they must 

be replenished continually. A high mutation rate would have profound consequences for 

the biological interpretation of genetic diversity and inheritance patterns, although it has 

rarely been considered in bivalve genetic studies. The reason for this may be that, despite 

being acknowledged as a relevant factor (Yu and Guo, 2003), they are still perceived to 

occur at negligible rates. Given that no study has directly assessed their frequency, the 

presumption of a particularly high mutation rate in bivalves remains to be tested. Thus, 

there is a knowledge gap in bivalve genetics – we are developing thousands of molecular 

markers but still do not know with confidence if they completely adhere to Mendelian 

rules. Altogether the frequent presence of SD and the uncertainty of high mutation rates, 

suggest that a deeper characterization of inheritance patterns would provide the 

connection required to understand why genetic markers in bivalves display such unique 

features. In the short-term, understanding the nature of the particularly complex genetic 

patterns of bivalves will become a necessity if markers are to be applied in instances in 

which a high precision is required (e.g., parental testing, genome-wide association studies, 

genomic selection).  

Interest in bivalve genomics has emerged during the recent years, owing to the importance 

of these organisms as aquaculture resources and to their role in marine environmental 

science (Saavedra and Bachère, 2006). Enabled by NGS technologies, high-density 

molecular markers are increasingly becoming available for bivalve species, mainly driven by 

the aquaculture industry. Bivalve shellfish represent nearly 21 % (12.9 million tonnes) of 

world production and 10 % (US$12.8 billion) of world economic value of the aquaculture 

industry (FAO, 2010). In general, the bivalve farming industry relies heavily on the 

environment for spat (juveniles) supply. However, this spat varies year to year likely due to 

changes in environmental conditions (Robert and Gerard, 1999). Because of the uncertainty 
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of the long-term supply of seeds, and to ensure a sustainable growth of the industry, spat 

needs to start being produced in hatcheries. This shift in the production-cycle will bring 

significant opportunities for the genetic improvement of bivalve species via selective 

breeding programs. However, this could only be possible if accurate genetic information is 

being conveyed by genetic markers. To meet these challenges, basic research on primary 

aspects of genetic transmission has to be conducted. 

 

1.2 Thesis aims and summary of approaches 

In a previous study (Peñaloza, 2013) we evaluated the inheritance patters of SNP markers in 

two Chilean mussel families (Mytilus chilensis) by applying restriction-site associated DNA 

sequencing (RAD-Seq). The research revealed that heterozygote deficiency was, in fact, a 

strong, widespread genomic phenomenon; ~70% of the discovered markers showed SD. 

Further preliminary evidence of a high number of novel (de novo) SNP alleles was 

presented, as adult offspring carried genetic variants that were not observed in their 

parents. The substantial marker SD was rather consistent with previous findings. 

Nevertheless, the presence of novel alleles in adult individuals was unexpected, and 

provided the first empirical confirmation of predictions of high mutation rates in bivalves.  

Extending upon the important research that has determined that SD in bivalves originate at 

the larval stage (Bierne et al., 1998, Launey and Hedgecock, 2001, Plough, 2016b, Plough 

and Hedgecock, 2011, Plough et al., 2016), and intrigued by the frequent presence of de 

novo alleles in F1 mussel progeny (Peñaloza, 2013), this dissertation revisits some long-

standing, unusual genetic features of bivalves by making use of high-throughput sequencing 

technologies. By analyzing bivalve families at a genome-wide scale, an increased resolution 

of inheritance patterns is enabled, which allowed the investigation of the molecular basis of 

genetic transmission in greater detail than previous efforts that have focussed on limited 

numbers of genetic markers.  

The overall aim of this dissertation is to provide insights into genomic patterns of SD and 

the potential origin of de novo alleles in bivalves. The general experimental approach 

involved creating families from pair-crosses of different bivalve species, genotyping 

individuals with high-throughput sequencing methods, and evaluating possible causes of 

the deviations of markers from Mendelian inheritance expectations. Two genome-wide 
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genotyping methods were used – a SNP chip (only used in Chapter 4) and the RAD-Seq 

method (used in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6). The first part of the research consisted of 

evaluating different de novo assembly and variant calling pipelines for the RAD-Seq data in 

bivalve species, which is of particular relevance when sequencing species with a complex 

genome (Chapter 3). Second, three Pacific oyster families were typed with two high-

throughput genotyping technologies, a SNP array (~55k) and the RAD-Seq method. Levels of 

Mendelian errors were estimated for both technologies and compared, as a first approach 

towards assessing the presence of null alleles in widely used genotyping platforms. In 

addition, the high SNP marker density was used to characterize the genome-wide patterns 

of SD in the oyster genome (Chapter 4). Third, Mendelian errors detected in the RAD-Seq 

data of Chapter 4 were utilized to evaluate in detail the hypothesis that they were being 

caused by technical artifacts, namely null alleles. The approach incorporated marker locus 

read-depth to the analysis of marker inheritance patterns and evaluated the likelihood that 

patterns that fitted with the segregating of null alleles were responsible for Mendelian 

errors (Chapter 5). Finally, I aimed to determine the stage at which de novo mutations arise 

by sequencing gametes and larvae. Five GreenshellTM mussel families were created, and 

samples from adults, their respective gametes and offspring were sequenced. The 

sequencing of gametes provides an experimental way of examining the putative germline 

origin of de novo mutations. On the other hand, the sequencing of larval stages provides 

information on putative post-zygotic mutational events.  A view of the main contributing 

factors to the genetic makeup of larval offspring provides insight into how the high levels of 

genetic variation are potentially maintained by bivalve populations (Chapter 6).  
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2.1 Material and Methods 

2.1.1 Larval rearing and sampling 

In the following Chapters of this thesis we study the genetics of bivalves by focusing on 

three species: the GreenshellTM mussel Perna canaliculus, the Blue mussel Mytilus edulis 

and the Pacific oyster Crassostrea gigas. The process of family creation and rearing for each 

species is described in the following section. 

 

2.1.1.1 GreenshellTM (Perna canaliculus) mussel families 

Two full-sibling and three half-sibling GreenshellTM mussel families were created from single 

bi-parental crosses at the Cawthron Institute, New Zealand, in October 2016. The origin of 

the sires used as broodstock was different from that of the dams. The sires derived from a 

sample of 50 wild-caught GreenshellTM mussels that were cleaned from epibionts and 

transferred to the laboratory for conditioning; whereas the dams belonged to a commercial 

growth-selected line. Spawning of mussels was induced via thermal stress in a communal 

tank. Males and females were identified at the time of spawning by the color of their 

gametes and were separated from the rest (Figure 1). Gametes from each individual were 

collected successively in plastic containers. To ensure the purity of the gametes, only the 

third collection of gametes was used for fertilization (the first and second collections were 

discarded).  
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Figure 1. Individually spawned GreenshellTM mussels. 

 

To account for tank effects, each family was created in replicate. That is, eggs and sperm 

from the same parents were combined in two different 1-L beakers containing treated 

(filtered and UV irradiated) sea water that had been aged for a day. Spawning was induced 

by thermal shock. A total of 2-3 million eggs per family replicate were fertilized at a 1:200 

egg to sperm ratio. Sperm and egg concentration was estimated from microscope counts of 

subsamples in a haemocytometer and a Sedgewick-rafter counting chamber, respectively. 

After 30 minutes of intermittent mixing with a plastic plunger, the developing embryos 

were transferred to 170-L static incubation tanks (Figure 2). All tanks contained 1 micron 

filtered sea water that was maintained at 18⁰C with constant aeration. To minimize the 

chance of cross-contamination of individuals between families, we incremented the 

physical distance between incubation tanks by interspacing empty tanks. At three days 

post-fertilization, the larval offspring of the incubation tanks were drained through a 

screen, rinsed into 1-L beakers, and the number of larvae estimated. From each incubation 

tank (x2 per family due to replication), approximately 750,000 larvae were used to stock, 

again in replicate, the tanks of the Cawthron Ultra-Density Larval (CUDL) rearing system 

(Ragg et al., 2010) (Figure 2). The CUDL rearing system is comprised of an array of 2.5-L 

acrylic tanks designed to raise veliger larva at a high density (in this study ~ 300 larvae/ml). 

Each tank is connected to a feeding-line that provides a pre-mixed algal suspension (see 

below) at a constant rate. In addition, filtered air is injected into each tank with a glass 
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dropper, as a means of inducing gentle agitation. In this new rearing system, again we 

arranged the tanks to maximize the distance between different replicates and families.  

The feeding scheme for mussel larvae consisted of a mixed diet of Chaetoceros calcitrans 

(C. calc) and Isochrysis galbana (I. galb). From day 3 until day 10 of cultivation the offspring 

were fed ad libitum a 2:1 C. calc to I. galb algae mixture at 10,000 cells/ml. As larvae grew 

larger, we increased the number of algal cells to 50,000 cells/ml. At day 12 post-

fertilization, and because larval survival in our experiment was higher than expected, we 

had to reduce larval density in order to ensure the long-time survival of the offspring. 

Larger individuals were kept to continue with the culture (i.e., those retained on a 175-

micron mesh), whereas smaller individuals were discarded. To account for the potential 

effect of this artificial size-selection on the estimates of offspring genotype proportions, 

both size categories were sampled for genetic analysis. Once all family replicates had 

individuals that showed a settling behavior (e.g., distinct eyespots and exploratory 

behavior; Lutz and Kennish (1992)), we divided the larval culture by size into two 

categories: (i) early settlers, represented by the largest larvae, and (ii) late settlers, 

represented by the smallest size class. Briefly, larval offspring from all families were 

screened through a 175-micron mesh: the larvae that were retained on the screen were 

relocated to new 2.5-L CUDLs (early settlers), whereas those that passed were returned to 

the same CUDL (late settlers). Larvae were provided with a rope as settling substrate and 

were fed ad libitum an algae mixture of I.galb and C.cal in a 2:1 ratio. The settled offspring 

were allowed to grow for 2 additional months, then samples from all families and replicates 

were taken for future genetic analysis. 
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Figure 2. Rearing systems used for growing the GreenshellTM mussel progeny. To the left, 

interspaced empty 170-L incubation tanks used in the first phase of larval rearing.  To the 

right, CUDL rearing system (2.5-L) used for rearing larvae from 72 hours post-fertilization to 

the termination of the experiment at 2 months after settlement. 

 

2.1.1.1.1 Sampling 

Five parental tissues were sampled and preserved in absolute ethanol: gonad, adductor 

muscle, foot, gill and mantle. Because one of the aims of creating the GreenshellTM mussel 

families was to detect germline de novo mutations, we collected pools of sperm and eggs 

from the mussel parents. Pools of gametes were snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and 

preserved at -80⁰C until DNA extraction. The GreenshellTM mussel has a 17-day larval stage 

at 18⁰C. Mussels experience three conspicuous morphological transitions during post-

embryonic development: from trochophore to veliger; from veliger to pediveligers; and 

from pediveligers to settled mussels (Gosling, 1992). For the temporal analysis aimed at 

detecting significant changes in allele frequency during larval development, samples of 

5,000-10,000 larvae were taken from each family at ~20 hpf (trochophore), ~70 hpf (early 

veliger), 4 days post fertilization (dpf) (veliger), 8 dpf (veliger), and 12 dpf (late veliger). At 
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day 12 post-fertilization, samples were taken from both early and late settlers (defined 

above), corresponding to the group of large and small size larvae, respectively. Additional 

to the larval stage, offspring were also sampled at earlier stages of their benthic life, just 

after settlement. Samples were taken from settled individuals at day 15 post-settlement 

(=30 dpf) and at day 180 (=195 dpf). Samples of settled mussel offspring were collected in  

50 ml Falcon tubes and preserved in absolute ethanol at a 1/3 ratio. 

DNA was extracted from the pools of offspring using protocols developed in this thesis 

(section below). Unfortunately, day 12 samples from the late settler category (i.e., small 

size larvae) experienced unsupervised de-frosting from -80⁰C to -20⁰C. The impact of this 

change in temperature led to highly fragmented DNA extractions that were not suitable for 

the NGS technology used in this thesis (RAD-Seq). These samples were therefore discarded 

from the analysis. Settled offspring samples were not included in this thesis, but are 

currently stored at the Cawthron Institute, New Zealand for future studies. 

 

2.1.1.2 Blue mussel (Mytilus edulis) families 

In 2014, eighteen half-sibling and six full-sibling British blue mussel families (total n = 24 

families) were created at the Centre for Environment, Fisheries and Aquaculture Science 

(Cefas), Weymouth, UK. We used a half-sib family design to evaluate whether the patterns 

of inheritance in mussel progeny are influenced by the parent of origin. To account for 

rearing-environment effects, three families were randomly chosen to be grown in replicate. 

To evaluate the potential risk of gamete cross-contamination during artificial fertilization, a 

single control family was created one week before establishing the rest of the families used 

in this experiment. 

Adult mussels were collected from different wild and farmed populations across the UK 

(Fig. 3) and transferred to the laboratory located in Weymouth to be conditioned for 

spawning. 
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Figure 3. Map of the UK showing locations where the parent stock was sourced. 

 

Ripe mussels were kept either in flow-through tanks with treated seawater (UV-sterilized 

and filtered at 0.2 microns) or in moist conditions until the experiment started. Experiments 

were carried out in an insulated cold room set at 17⁰C. Spawning was induced by thermal 

shock: mussels were maintained for 1 hour on ice and then placed in individual beakers 

containing 400ml of heated sea water (24-26⁰C). They were monitored at 20 min intervals, 

and once a spawning individual was detected the beaker was covered with parafilm, in 

order to prevent cross-contamination of gametes between beakers. The sex of spawning 

mussels was determined visually – females release a tightly formed cluster of bright orange 

eggs, whereas males release a milky white fluid. Sperm and egg concentration was 

estimated from microscope counts of subsamples in a hemocytometer and a Sedgewick-
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rafter counting chamber, respectively. Crosses were performed by fertilizing 1000 eggs/ml 

at a sperm:egg ratio of 50:1 in 1-L beakers. The percentage of successful fertilization was 

assessed by the appearance of the first polar body. Blue mussel larval offspring were grown 

in a static system, at 17⁰C in filtered and UV-irradiated seawater (Figure 4). Fertilized eggs 

were allowed to develop undisturbed until the veliger larval stage was reached, 

approximately 72hrs post-fertilization. Subsequently, sea water was changed every two 

days. At each water exchange, larvae were carefully collected in a 0.2-micron mesh to 

remove debris and exogenous species (e.g., rotifers). Dedicated, family-specific, materials 

were used throughout the experiment to prevent cross-contamination of progeny during 

the rearing procedure.  

 

 

Figure 4. Blue mussel larval offspring were reared in a static culture system. 
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The feeding regime of mussel larvae followed that provided by Helm and Bourne (2004) for 

the Pacific oyster Crassostrea gigas. Different larval stages have different dietary 

requirements, reflecting their differing metabolic needs. Larvae were initially fed with a 

combination of the diatom Chaetoceros muelleri and the flagellate Isochrysis galbana. A 

third phytoplankton species, Pavlova lutherii, was incorporated into the diet when the 

larvae reached a length of 200µM. Mussel offspring were maintained at a culture density of 

10 larvae mL-1
. Normal larval development (Figure 5) was monitored daily by observing 1 ml 

aliquots of the culture under a stereoscopic microscope. Once the larvae metamorphosed 

into pediveligers and showed signatures of competency, they were provided with a surface 

for settlement by placing a rope at the bottom of the beaker. 

 

2.1.1.2.1 Sampling 

Different tissue (gill, mantle, gonad, and foot) from the pool of sires and dams used as 

breeding stock were sampled and preserved in absolute ethanol. In addition, at the 

moment of spawning, a suspension of sperm and eggs from each parent were collected and 

cryopreserved in 5% DMSO. The F1 progeny from all mussel families were sampled at two 

larval stages: trochophore at 15 hpf, and the veliger stage at 72 hpf. Larval samples were 

gradually frozen to -80⁰C in a mixture of 10% DMSO. The preservation method for gametes 

and larval offspring was chosen based on the preliminary evaluation of different 

cryopreservation protocols. 
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Figure 5. Embryonic and larval developmental stages of mussels. (A) Fertilised egg with 

the first polar body, (B) Embryo at the four-cell stage, (C) Transitional stage between the 

Trochophora and Veliger, (D) Trochophora (~16 hpf), (E) Veliger D-shaped larvae (~72 hpf) 

and (F) Pediveliger larval stage. 
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2.1.1.3 Pacific oyster Crassostrea gigas families 

Three full-sibling families were created in 2016 by staff at Cefas, Weymouth, UK. Two 

families shared the same dam. To generate these families, adults containing ripe gametes 

were obtained from Guernsey Sea Farms (The UK). The method used for gamete release 

consisted of opening the oysters by breaking of the hinge, inserting a clean glass Pasteur 

pipette into the gonad to a depth of 1 – 2 mm, and aspirating the gonadal tissue into clean, 

0.2-micron-filtered seawater irradiated with UV. The presence of sperm or eggs was 

determined by assessing sub-samples under a stereoscope microscope at 100x 

magnification. Sperm and eggs were filtered through 60 and 90 µm mesh sieves 

respectively to remove tissue debris. Eggs were diluted with seawater to a concentration of 

3000 – 6000 eggs/ml.  Approximately 2-3 ml of sperm was added per liter of eggs and 

stirred every 20 – 30 minutes. Larvae were reared in a static system, with constant 

aeration, at 25°C in 25 ppt seawater. Larval offspring were fed with a mixture of 

Chaetoceros muelleri, Isochrysis galbana and Pavlova lutherii, following guidelines 

proposed for larvae at different stages of development (Helm and Bourne, 2004). Once the 

oysters had grown to over 100µm in diameter, C. muelleri was gradually replaced with 

Tetraselmis sp., as the food requirements of larvae increase. After 4 weeks, ready-to-settle 

oysters were transferred to an upwelling system with flow-through water (22⁰C +- 2⁰C) and 

grown for 8 months until the termination of the experiment.  

 

2.1.1.3.1 Sampling 

Mantle tissue and gamete samples from each parent were collected at the time of 

fertilization. Tissue samples were preserved in absolute ethanol. Whole individual offspring 

were frozen and transferred to the Roslin Institute for genetic analysis. 
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2.1.2 DNA extraction methods 

The isolation of high-quality genomic DNA is a key prerequisite for the high-throughput 

sequencing technique used in this thesis, RAD-Seq. The same DNA extraction procedure is 

unlikely to be optimal for DNA extraction from different biological sources, as expected 

from different sample composition. As follows, we describe the DNA extraction methods 

that were utilized for extracting genomic DNA of high quality from the three different 

sample types used in this study. 

 

2.1.2.1 Adults and juveniles  

Genomic DNA was extracted from all mussel samples using a CTAB (cetyl 

trimethylammonium bromide) method modified from Richards et al. (2013), as follows:   

1. Slice approximately 200 mg of tissue with a clean scalpel. Place tissue in a 

1.5 ml Eppendorf tube containing 400 µl of CTAB extraction solution (3% 

CTAB, 100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 25 mM EDTA, pH 8, 2 m NaCl). 

2. Add 5 µl proteinase K (20mg/ml) and mix by inverting tube 8-10 times. 

3. Incubate at 65°C until lysed (~60 minutes or longer, depending upon tissue 

thickness), and mix by inverting occasionally.  

4. Add 2ul of RNAse (10mg/ml) and leave at 37°C for 30 minutes. 

5. Add 400 µl chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (24:1). Shake gently to emulsify. 

Leave at room temperature for 2 minutes and shake again. 

6. Spin lysate at 13 000 rpm for 2 minutes in a bench top centrifuge, and 

transfer the upper layer to a clean 1.5 ml Eppendorf tube. Add 1 volume of 

chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (24:1). 

7. Spin at 13 000 rpm for 2 minutes and transfer the upper layer to a new 

1.5ml tube containing 900 µl CTAB dilution solution (1% CTAB, 50 mM Tris-

HCl, pH 7.5, 10 mM EDTA, pH 8). Mix by inverting gently. 

8. Spin at 13 000 rpm for 10 minutes. 

9. Remove the supernatant with a micropipette, and then add 1000 µl of 0.4 

M NaCl in TE, inverting tube to wash the pellet. 

10. Spin again at 13 000 rpm for 5 minutes, and remove supernatant.  
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11. Add 300 µl 1.42 M NaCl in TE. This dissociates CTAB from DNA. Invert tube 

until pellet appears transparent. 

12. Add 600 µl ethanol previously left at -20°C. Invert by hand and leave the 

DNA to precipitate overnight at -20°C. 

13. Centrifuge at full speed for 8 minutes. Remove supernatant. Dry at room 

temperature, or in a heat block for 37 °C. 

14. Suspend in 50 µl of buffer EB. 

 

Genomic DNA from the Pacific oyster samples (adults + ~2-month-old offspring) was 

extracted with the REALPURE® Genomic DNA extraction kit (REAL RBMEG03, Durviz, Spain), 

following the manufacturer’s instructions.  

 

2.1.2.2 Larvae  

Two types of larvae were sampled in this study: trochophore and veligers. Each larval stage 

posed unique challenges for DNA extraction methods. The main limitation for extracting 

DNA from the trochophore is that they are positively buoyant (personal observation). 

Therefore, they were not easily separated from the sea-water after collection. Additionally, 

they appeared to be very fragile and were prone to cell disintegration at high-speed 

centrifugation. Regarding the veliger stage, the main complication was that at this stage 

bivalve species develop a calcium carbonate shell, which required being broken before DNA 

was released by chemicals. Taking these issues into consideration, stage-specific extractions 

methods were developed to maximize DNA yield and quality. 

DNA was extracted from the pooled trochophore larvae by successive centrifugation steps. 

Three vials of trochophore (~5,000 larvae each) were concentrated by centrifuging at low 

speed, then removing the supernatant and adding another vial on top, then centrifuged 

again, and so on, until the three vials were completed. Once the sample was concentrated, 

DNA was extracted from the pellet of larvae using the cell DNA extraction protocol from the 

DNAeasy Blood and Tissue kit (Qiagen).  
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To extract DNA from the pooled, shelled veliger larvae we crushed each sample three times 

on dry ice with a sterilized plastic pestle. The sample was left incubating with ATL buffer at 

56⁰C for 1 hour; additional mechanic disruption with plastic pestles (20 min intervals) is 

required for the larger size larvae (e.g., day 12 GreenshellTM mussel larvae). After 

incubation, the tubes were spun at 100g x 2 min to concentrate the shells in the bottom. 

The supernatant was transferred to a clean 1.5 Eppendorf tube. DNA was extracted from 

this supernatant following the manufacturer’s instructions provided in the cell DNA 

extraction protocol from the DNAeasy Blood and Tissue kit (Qiagen). 

 

2.1.2.3 Gametes  

Total genomic DNA was extracted from bivalve mollusc gametes (sperm and eggs) following 

an online user developed protocol based on the DNAeasy Blood and Tissue kit (Purification 

of total DNA from animal sperm using the DNeasy® Blood & Tissue Kit; protocol 2). 

Although this protocol is standardized for DNA extraction from sperm, it was also utilized 

for the isolation of DNA from the oocytes, given that it performed comparatively better 

than other protocols tested (e.g., CTAB method). 

 

2.1.3 RAD sequencing 

Restriction Associated DNA sequencing (RAD-Seq) (Baird et al., 2008, Miller et al., 2007) 

was the main genotyping technology used in this thesis. The same library preparation 

method was utilized for the three species, with slight variation in the amount of input DNA. 
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The method for library preparation was as follows: DNA extractions were assessed by 1% 

agarose gel electrophoresis and 260/280 and 260/230 Nanodrop measurements 

(260/280>1.8, 260/230>2.0). Quantification of the DNA extraction with PicoGreen 

fluorometry (ds BR assay), samples were diluted to a working concentration of 25ng/ul. 

Each sample was digested with a SbfI high-fidelity restriction enzyme from the New England 

Biolabs (NEB) at 37°C for 60 min. The enzyme was heat inactivated for 20 min at 65°C. For 

ligation of P1 adaptors to the SbfI restriction site, 10nM of SbfI-P1 Adapters containing a 5 

bp Molecular Identifier (MID) sequence were added to each sample. The ligation reaction 

was incubated overnight at 16°C. After heat inactivation at 65⁰C for 20 min, samples were 

multiplexed so that each pool contained six samples. Pools of DNA were sheared to a size 

range from ~200 to 500bp using a Bioruptor® (Diagenode). Samples were cooled down on 

ice for 10 min before sonication. The settings for sonication were: 9s on followed by 30s off 

for 8 cycles. To promote a homogeneous shearing of the fragments, after the 4th cycle, 

sample pools were removed, spun down and gently mixed with a micropipette. The 

sheared, pooled samples were then purified using AMPure beads (Agencourt) at a 1.8:1 

ratio of beads to DNA. Fragments ranging from ~300-500 bp were size-selected by agarose 

gel electrophoresis. A physical gap between libraries (i.e., pooled samples) was made in the 

gel to avoid cross-well contamination. After purification from the gel slice, libraries were 

end-repaired using the New England Biolabs (NEB) sample preparation kit (using an 

incubation time of 30 min). Following end-repair, libraries were purified using a 1.8:1 ratio 

of AMPure Beads to DNA. A single dA-tail was added to the 3′ end of each blunted, 

phosphorylated DNA strand using Klenow Fragment DNA Polymerase (3′->5′ exo-) from the 

NEB sample preparation kit (incubation time of 30 min at 37⁰C). At the end of the 

incubation, the libraries were again purified using a 1.8:1 (Beads/DNA) ratio. The fragments 

were ligated to a P2 adapter (at 10 nM) with the T4 DNA Ligase. The ligation reaction was 

cleaned with a 0.9:1 ratio of beads to DNA, and eluted in 50 µL of buffer EB. Ten 

independent PCR reactions of 3ul each were performed to reduce PCR bias, using the 

Phusion HF Master Mix (NEB). The Phusion PCR settings followed product guidelines for a 

total of 18 cycles. PCR-enriched libraries were cleaned with 0.9:1 (beads/DNA) ratio, 

electrophoresed on a 1.1 % gel and excised between 300–700 bp. Fragments were purified 

from the gel slice using a MinElute Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen) and eluted in 20 µL of buffer 

EB. All sub-libraries (i.e., ligated and PCR amplified pools of six samples) were mixed into a 

single master pool. The quality of the RAD-seq library was assessed using the 2200 
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TapeStation (Agilent Technologies). Libraries were diluted to a concentration of 10nM and 

were sequenced on a single lane of either a Illumina HiSeq 2000 or an Illumina HiSeq 2500 

instrument by the Edinburgh Genomics Sequencing Facility, University of Edinburgh 

(https://genomics.ed.ac.uk/). 
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CHAPTER 3 

Evaluation of de novo assembly and variant calling 

methods for bivalve RAD-Seq data 
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3.1 Introduction 

Restriction site-associated DNA sequencing (RAD-Seq) has been widely used to 

simultaneously discover and genotype genome-wide polymorphisms in non-model 

organisms. In RAD-Seq the complexity of the genome under study is reduced through the 

enrichment of DNA sequences contiguous to restriction enzyme cut sites. This strategy 

enables the sub-sampling of a genome at putative homologous loci across many individuals 

for DNA sequencing, and large-scale SNP discovery and genotyping. Given that no prior 

genomic information of the organisms under study is required, and dozens of individuals 

may be sequenced simultaneously to potentially discover and genotype thousands to tens 

of thousands SNPs, thus lowering sequencing costs, RAD-Seq has become a staple 

technique for genetic studies in non-model organisms. Since the publication of the novel 

RAD-Seq approach (Baird et al., 2008), several variations have emerged (e.g. ddRAD 

Peterson et al. (2012); 2b-RAD Wang et al. (2012); and ezRAD Toonen et al. (2013), among 

others), each with their own benefits and drawbacks (Andrews et al., 2014), which has 

further expanded the versatility of this set of techniques. As powerful tools for genome 

analysis, the family of RAD-Seq methods have been used to obtain genetic information 

from a variety of species for a range of applications, including genetic mapping 

(Chutimanitsakun et al., 2011, Gonen et al., 2014), phylogenetic inference (Takahashi et al., 

2014), and the identification of genomic regions responsible for adaptation and speciation 

(Tariel et al., 2016). 

Most RAD-Seq studies aim to generate large SNP datasets across families, populations or 

species. Although RAD-Seq data has proven to be a reliable sequencing strategy (Catchen et 

al. (2017), although see Lowry et al. (2017)), as with any technique, errors may arise during 

the data generation process, which in turn may bias relevant biological estimates based on 

the inferred SNPs and genotypes (e.g., inbreeding coefficients or estimates of population 

structure). From the quality of the DNA source (Graham et al., 2015) to the size distribution 

of sheared DNA fragments (Davey et al., 2013), a range of potential sources of technical 

noise have been identified for the RAD-Seq laboratory protocol. However, an additional 

step that has received little attention, yet has been shown to significantly affect the amount 

and quality of the variants identified is RAD-Seq assembly, specifically de novo assembly 

(Pante et al., 2015, Mastretta-Yanes et al., 2015). For species that lack a reference genome, 

de novo assembly of short reads into RAD loci (i.e., DNA sequences flanking a restriction 
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site) is of crucial importance. The purpose of de novo assembly is to accurately reconstruct 

a complete set of loci within and across individuals for variant discovery. The process of loci 

reconstruction depends on the assembly parameter values, the choice of which will depend 

on: (i) the biology of the species under study, specifically their inherent level of 

polymorphism; (ii) the experimental design, mainly how many samples were 

simultaneously sequenced (multiplexed), given this will affect sample coverage; and (iii) 

externalities, such as poor quality DNA. Consequently, de novo parameter settings should 

be tailored to a RAD-Seq dataset based on a previous parameter optimization step (Paris et 

al., 2017, Mastretta-Yanes et al., 2015). 

A few optimization approaches have been developed for de novo assembly of short reads 

obtained from the genomes of less studied species. Ilut et al. (2014) suggest assembling 

datasets at a series of incremental clustering threshold values and locating the value at 

which the number of single haplotype clusters (putative homozygous loci) and two 

haplotype clusters (putative heterozygous loci) asymptote. This value represents the limit 

beyond which the over-splitting of loci is negligible. Others (Mastretta-Yanes et al., 2015) 

recommend including technical replicates and exploring a range of de novo assembly 

parameter values and their effect on the genotype consistency between different datasets. 

The optimum parameter profile will be the one that both increases the number of output 

loci while reducing genotype inconsistencies between replicate samples. By following this 

approach, Mastretta-Yanes et al. (2015) detected a significant variance in the amount of 

loci and reliability of the SNP dataset obtained for the non-model plant species Berberis 

alpina. The mean proportion of SNP mismatches between replicate pairs ranged from 2.4% 

(optimized de novo assembly) to 4.2% (de novo assembly under default parameter values). 

These relatively high error rates confirm the importance of evaluating assembly strategies 

beforehand and understanding the tolerable error rates for the biological question under 

study. Moreover, an empirical study assessed the effect of bioinformatics pipelines on 

different population parameters for the Galápagos sea lion (Zalophus wollebaeki) (Shafer et 

al., 2016). They showed that while the variant output (i.e., SNP genotypes) from some 

pipelines supported outbreeding and population expansion, others, in contrast, supported 

population bottleneck and inbreeding. Given that the assembly parameters that truly 

reconstruct genetic variation are ignored, ultimately, appropriate de novo assembly will 

depend on several factors that reflect the genome of the species under study and the 

experimental goals (Catchen et al., 2011, Catchen et al., 2013). 
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Bivalves are an ecologically and economically relevant group of marine species. They are 

among the most polymorphic group of metazoans studied to date (Harrang et al., 2013, 

Zhang et al., 2012, Saavedra and Bachère, 2006). Hence, de novo assembly of bivalve RAD-

Seq data is expected to be challenging. This because to reconstruct these highly 

heterozygous regions a high mismatch value between sequencing reads has to be allowed, 

increasing the possibility of over-merging non-homologous regions, thereby introducing 

assembly artefacts (Pryszcz and Gabaldón, 2016). This Chapter aims to establish a de novo 

assembly pipeline of RAD-Seq data from bivalve species. Technical replicates were 

sequenced from a set of mussel and oyster samples to evaluate the performance of three 

pipelines for de novo assembly of RAD-Seq loci. The pipelines evaluated included: (i) Stacks 

(Catchen et al., 2011, Catchen et al., 2013), (ii) PyRAD (Eaton, 2014), and (iii) a pseudo-

reference approach where we use a combination of Stacks, BWA (Li and Durbin, 2009), and 

either GATK (McKenna et al., 2010) or SAMtools (Li, 2009) for variant calling (hereafter 

BWA+GATK and BWA+SAMtools, respectively). The putative optimal pipeline was the one 

that showed the highest genotype consistency between replicate samples across different 

bivalve species. The selected pipeline is utilized in future Chapters of this thesis to produce 

datasets of high confident SNPs to characterize genome-wide patterns of inheritance in 

bivalve species. 

 

3.2 Material and Methods 

3.2.1 Samples 

Genomic DNA samples from three species were used to evaluate and optimise a de novo 

assembly and variant calling method for bivalves: the Blue mussel Mytilus edulis, the 

Chilean mussel Mytilus chilensis, and the Pacific oyster Crassostrea gigas. The quality of de 

novo assembly was assessed by evaluating the genotype consistency between technical 

replicates. Technical replicates are defined as samples that share the same template DNA 

(i.e., same individual), but the library preparation steps are performed separately. In our 

study, technical replicates were sequenced either in the same or different sequencing lanes 

of an Illumina Hiseq platform.  
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In total, a set of nine replicate groups (RGs) were evaluated. A summary of the RG 

information is shown in Table 1. The number of samples processed by technical RG varied 

from 2 to 3. That is, the same DNA sample (i.e., same individual) was used twice or thrice 

for library construction. In addition, we included two technical replicates that consisted of 

different tissue types from a single male or female Blue mussel individual. From a single 

male (RG 6), four tissue types were sampled: foot, mantle, gill, and adductor muscle. From 

the single female mussel (RG 5), five different tissue types were sampled; we sampled the 

gonad in addition to the same tissue types sampled from the male individual. Also, as a 

control for de novo assembly, a control RG that was composed by two tissue samples (gill 

and fin) from a non-bivalve species, a single male Nile tilapia (Oreochromis niloticus) 

provided by the Institute of Aquaculture (Stirling, UK), was included. 

DNA extractions and library preparation methods were followed according to the protocol 

outlined in section 2.1.3 of Material and Methods (Chapter 2). 

 

Table 1. Summary of RG information 

Replicate group Species N° of samples Sequencing  lane 

RG 1 M. edulis 2 different 

RG 2 M. edulis 2 different 

RG 3 M. edulis 2 different 

RG 4 M. edulis 2 different 

RG 5 M. edulis 5 same 

RG 6 M. edulis 4 same 

RG 7 M. chilensis 3 different 

RG 8 C. gigas 2 same 

RG 9 C. gigas 2 same 
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3.2.2 De novo assembly of RAD loci and SNP calling 

Paired-end reads were de-multiplexed and filtered for low read quality, missing restriction 

site, or ambiguous barcodes using the process_radtag module of Stacks version 1.40. After 

quality filtering, we explored the effect of sequentially changing relevant parameters in 

three de novo assembly and variant calling pipelines, Stacks v1.4 (Catchen et al., 2013, 

Catchen et al., 2011), PyRAD (Eaton, 2014) and a pseudo reference  approach that 

employed a combination of either BWA+GATK-HC or BWA+SAMtools. To the extent 

possible, equivalent parameter settings were used for pipeline comparison. 

An initial single-end de novo assembly at default parameters in Stacks was used to identify 

spurious SNPs. A frequency histogram of the number of SNPs per nucleotide position shows 

an enrichment of polymorphisms towards the 3’ end of the RAD loci assembled from single-

end reads (Figure 2). As these SNPs likely represent sequencing errors (Schirmer et al., 

2016), single-end reads were trimmed to 100bp using the fastx_trimmer program from 

FASTX-Toolkit (http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/). 

 

 

Figure 2. An increasing number of SNPs is observed after position 100bp on the RAD loci 

assembled from single-end reads. The numbers of SNPs below 6 bps are not shown 

because they represent the unique barcode sequence assigned to each individual. 
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3.2.3 Stacks 

The most widespread approach for processing RAD-Seq data is the Stacks pipeline.  Stacks is 

a software pipeline that organizes RAD-Seq data into loci, anchored by the presence of a 

restriction enzyme cut site (Baird et al., 2008, Etter et al., 2011a, Etter et al., 2011b), to 

identify and genotype polymorphisms across individuals. In the absence of a reference 

genome, de novo assembly and SNP calling are performed by Stacks in three stages: first, 

(RAD) loci are assembled within individuals by identifying loci and their constituent alleles 

(ustacks); then a catalogue of loci is synthethised  (cstacks); and, finally, individual samples 

are matched back to the catalogue (sstacks) for variant discovery and genotyping. For de 

novo assembly optimization in bivalves, RAD-loci were identified within each individual by 

changing two core parameters in the ustacks module, parameters m and M. We evaluated 

a minimum read depth to call a stack (i.e., an allele) (-m parameter) of 3, 10 and 30; and a 

maximum sequence mismatch between stacks (-M parameter) of 1, 6, and 12 bps. A wide 

spectrum for the M parameter was used in an attempt to assemble highly polymorphic loci. 

The deleveraging and highly repetitive stacks removal algorithms were enabled. A 

maximum of six stacks per locus was permitted as a means to intentionally over-merge 

putative paralogues into single loci. This approach allowed the identification of conflicting 

RAD-loci (i.e., those with > 2 haplotypes) for further analysis of paralogues. The value for 

the number of mismatches allowed when building a catalogue/list of RAD-loci across 

samples (-n) was always set to M+2. Note that a catalogue of loci was created 

independently for each bivalve species. All combinations of m and M parameter values 

were tested. Each parameter was changed sequentially while keeping the remaining fixed. 

Parameters that are not mentioned above were kept to default values. A catalogue of SNPs 

was retrieved for each RG using the population program. To call a variant a minimum of one 

individual with sequencing information was required. The minimum coverage per SNP 

marker was set to two times the value used for the m parameter. 

 

3.2.4 PyRAD 

The PyRAD pipeline differs to Stacks in that it was designed to analyze highly divergent 

samples, and may therefore be adequate for de novo assembly in species with high 

polymorphism. Instead of using a strict similarity criterion, PyRAD includes an alignment 

step before applying a clustering algorithm to identify homologous regions. PyRAD has 
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been extensively used to recover orthologous loci in distant taxa, allowing, for example, the 

phylogenetic reconstruction of species that diverged over 17 Myr (Cruaud et al., 2014). One 

of the anticipated advantages of using PyRAD to accurately perform de novo assembly and 

genotyping in bivalves is that it is able to detect larger indels than Stacks (Sovic et al., 2015). 

We used the PyRAD pipeline to test three clustering thresholds (Wclust), 88%, 94% and 99% 

(equivalent to 12, 6 and 1bp mismatch differences in Stacks, respectively), at a minimum 

depth for a cluster (Mindepth) of 3x, 10x and 30x. The minimum number of samples in a 

final locus (MinCov) was set to 1. The parameter that identifies/removes paralogues 

(MaxSH) by controlling the maximum proportion of shared polymorphic sites was disabled, 

given that technical replicates are expected to share all heterozygous sites. 

 

3.2.5 Pseudo-reference approach: BWA+GATK versus BWA+SAMtools 

The pseudo-reference approach consists in defining a representative set of loci from a 

group of samples, mapping all sample reads back to the pseudo-reference and calling 

variants based on the alignment. Two variant calling software were tested in our pseudo-

reference approach: GATK-HC (McKenna et al., 2010) and SAMtools (Li et al., 2009). To 

define a representative set of loci for each species, an initial de novo assembly of single-end 

reads was performed using Stacks. The chosen parameter values were the same for all 

three bivalve species and the Nile tilapia control. Within individuals, reads were assembled 

into RAD-loci with the ustacks module using a minimum stack depth of 10, and a maximum 

number of mismatches between stacks (or putative alleles) of 6. The presence of indel 

variation was enabled using the ‘--gapped-alignment’ command. The consensus sequence 

of the RAD loci from each individual were extracted, grouped by species, and collapsed to a 

representative set of species-specific loci using three clustering thresholds (to equate to the 

approach used by the Stacks and PyRAD). The consensus sequences were clustered using a 

similarity of 88%, 94% and 99% (equivalent to a 12, 6 and 1bp mismatch differences 

between alleles in Stacks, respectively) with CD-hit (Li and Godzik, 2006, Fu et al., 2012). 

Single-end reads from all samples were aligned to their respective species pseudo-

reference (Blue mussel, Pacific oyster or Chilean mussel reference) using BWA (Li and 

Durbin, 2009). Reads were aligned without seeding (-l was set to a size larger than read 

length), and up to two gap openings (-o 2) of up to 12bp (-e 12 -d 12) were allowed. To 

reproduce the parameter values used in the Stacks and PyRAD pipelines, three values were 
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evaluated for the maximum number of mismatches allowed between the reference and the 

sequencing reads: 1, 6 and 12 (equivalent to -n=~0.8, 0.01 and, 0.00001, respectively). 

Ambiguously mapped reads were removed from the dataset.   

SNP calling on the mapped reads was performed using SAMtools and GATK-HC 

(HaplotypeCaller). Variant discovery was conducted separately for each species. Sample 

names and read group information were added to the input BAM files using bamaddrg 

(https://github.com/ekg/bamaddrg). For variant calling in SAMtools, and to avoid spurious 

mapping around indels, the generated BAM files were subjected to a local realignment with 

GATK (McKenna et al., 2010). Being a haplotype-based variant detector, GATK-HC does not 

require a re-alignment step. An initial set of variants were called with the MPILEUP 

command in SAMtools, with a filter for a minimum mapping score of 20 and a minimum 

read base quality of 10 (i.e., equivalent to 90% base call accuracy), to match default values 

in GATK. For variant calling with GATK-HC, default values were used. No hard filters were 

applied to the GATK dataset to allow for a direct comparison with SAMtools. Markers with 

missing data for more than 30% of individuals from a RG were excluded.  To avoid spurious 

loci that may have been generated by paralogue (over) merging into a single locus (which is 

possible at the high mismatch values evaluated), loci containing excess haplotypes were 

removed (Willis et al., 2017). The species-specific VCF files from the BWA+GATK and 

BWA+SAMtools pipelines were scanned for common genetic variants using BCFtools 

(Danecek et al., 2011). To the final dataset of common SNP markers (i.e., same positions at 

which both the BWA+GATK and BWA+SAMtools pipelines detected a polymorphism), three 

filters for locus coverage were applied: 3x, 10x and 30x (for comparison with other 

pipelines). 

 

3.2.6 Preliminary analysis: detection of paralogues in Stacks 

In the de novo assembly optimization procedure described above, we evaluate different 

values for the parameter that controls the number of mismatches allowed between alleles. 

One of the values tested allowed for an extremely high mismatch (parameter M in Stacks 

equivalent to 12). Thus, we are accepting the possibility that reads that map to a single 

locus may come from independent loci. This is expected to occur, for example, in cases of 

undetected paralogy, repetitive elements, and copy number variation. As these conflictive 

regions are likely to lead to spurious genotype calls, they are typically removed from the 
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analysis. However, and given our aim is also to get an insight into the genome complexities 

of bivalves, we evaluated the presence of paralogues in the dataset obtained from the 

Stacks pipeline. We used the Stacks output because it was obtained without applying 

stringent filtering for paralogues. For the Stacks pipeline, once RAD loci were assembled 

within each replicate sample, we extracted (i) the read coverage of alleles at a locus, and (ii) 

the number of haplotypes and SNP frequency per locus. Evidence of over merging of 

paralogues was considered if SNP frequencies and haplotype number correlated with 

coverage.  

 

3.2.7 De novo pipeline comparison 

Polymorphic sites produced from the Stacks, PyRAD and the pseudo-reference approach for 

all parameter combinations were converted into VCF files. The degree of consistency 

between RGs across both pipelines was assessed by estimating two metrics, following 

(Mastretta-Yanes et al., 2015): (i) the Locus error rate, estimated as the proportion of RAD 

loci found only in one of the samples of a technical replicate group (i.e., quantifies missing 

data), and (ii) the SNP error rate, measured as the proportion of SNP genotype mismatches 

(i.e., quantifies genotype discordance) between replicates, without taking into account 

missing genotypes. Loci (or RAD-loci) are defined as the consensus sequence generated 

from the assembly of single-end reads. Both metrics were estimated based on the pairwise 

comparison of replicate samples. It is worth noting that each locus, which in our data 

extends along 100bp up or downstream of a SbfI recognition site, may contain several SNP 

markers.  

The best pipeline for de novo assembly and SNP calling for bivalves was considered to be 

the profile of parameter combinations that minimized locus and SNP error rates, 

irrespective of the number of RAD loci or SNPs identified. Although some authors 

(Mastretta-Yanes et al., 2015) suggest choosing the set of parameters that minimize errors 

and maximize the retrieval of informative loci, our analysis revealed that by aiming at 

maximizing the number of (RAD) loci we increasingly identified highly polymorphic regions. 

These regions contain information from contiguous SNPs and will mostly add redundancy 

instead of reflecting an independent genetic signal.  
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3.3 Results and Discussion 

To develop and optimise a pipeline for de novo assembly and SNP calling of bivalve RAD-Seq 

data we evaluated the genotype consistency of 9 RGs that underwent three different 

assembly procedures – performed either by Stacks, PyRAD or a pseudo-reference approach. 

After quality filtering, the number of reads across samples averaged 2,399,400. The mean 

GC content of the retained reads was 38% for the Pacific oyster, 36% for the British mussel, 

and 36% for the Chilean mussel. Two samples that belonged to RGs 7 and 8, which were 

composed by four and three technical replicates each, were removed from the analysis due 

to their low number of quality reads (< 500,000). The number of reads between replicate 

samples varied significantly, with some samples showing more than twice the standard 

deviation from the mean number of reads. The fact that we also observed significant read 

variation within technical RGs that were sequenced in the same sequencing lane suggests 

that significant technical noise accumulates during the library preparation process. To 

reduce the bias due to sequencing coverage variation across samples, sequences were 

normalized randomly to the sample with the lowest post-quality filtered read count per 

species – 600,000 for the Pacific oyster, 1,500,000 for the Chilean mussel, and 770,000 for 

the British mussel.  

 

3.3.1 Preliminary analysis: detection of paralogues in Stacks 

Prior to the comparison of the different pipelines tested, we assessed the presence of 

putative paralogues in the bivalve RAD-Seq data assembled with Stacks. As expected, the 

distribution of the average number of SNPs per RAD loci varied with different combinations 

of de novo assembly parameters. However, the mode of the SNP frequency distribution was 

extreme at the highest value tested for the parameter that controls the number of 

mismatches allowed between haplotypes (M =12 in Stacks) – ~3 SNPs per RAD loci for both 

the British mussel and Pacific oyster samples (Figure 3). This large SNP frequency was 

consistently observed at all the coverages examined (locus read-depths = 3x, 10x and 30x). 

Therefore, before the pipeline comparison, we evaluated the validity of these RAD loci, as 

they may represent spurious loci derived from the ‘over-merging’ of paralogues. 
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Figure 3.  A high SNP frequency is observed across British mussel and Pacific oyster RGs 

when RAD loci are assembled at a mismatch value of 12bp. The mean SNP frequency per 

RG is indicated by a red dotted line. 

 

We assessed the possibility that this dataset harboured a high SNP frequency due to the 

over-merging of paralogues by (i) evaluating the correlation between SNP frequency and 

coverage and (ii) counting the number of haplotypes per assembled locus. Under the 

scenario that a high SNP frequency was caused by the over-merging of non-homologous 

genomic regions, a positive correlation between coverage and SNP frequency may be 

expected. The correlations between SNP frequency and coverage was low but significant 

for all RGs; Pearson’s correlation coefficient averaged -0.18 for the British mussel (p-

value<2.2E-16), -0.015 for the Chilean mussel (p-value=0.003), and -0.028 (p-value=8.5E-12) 

for the Pacific oyster. The second metric we used to detect the potential merging of 

paralogues into single loci was to count the number of haplotypes observed for all the RAD 
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loci assembled within individuals. Bivalves are diploid (Thiriot-Quievreux, 2002). Thus the 

maximum number of haplotypes expected for any locus representing a single genomic 

region is expected to be two. A histogram of haplotype number per locus shows a greater 

frequency of bi-allelic RAD loci (i.e., two haplotypes) at all M parameter values tested in 

Stacks (1, 6 and 12). A significant increase in the proportion of bi-allelic RAD loci was 

observed for all RGs when a higher mismatch value was used for de novo assembly (test for 

equality of proportions between M=1 and M=12; p-value<0.0001 for the Blue mussel, 

Chilean mussel and Pacific oyster RGs). Further evaluation revealed that this increase is due 

to the merging of monomorphic RAD loci into regions of high nucleotide diversity, as a 

change in the M parameter value from 1 to 12 increases the SNP frequency of the 

polymorphic loci from 1.06 to 2.97 for the Chilean mussel, 1.22 to 3.01 for the Pacific 

oyster, and 1.14 to 3.12 for Blue mussel. These high diversity regions appear to be not 

associated with the over-merging of paralogue regions, as no significant increase in the 

proportion of loci showing 3, 4 or >4 haplotypes was observed after allowing for a higher 

nucleotide mismatch between alleles (Figure 4) (test for equality of proportions between 

M=6 and M=12; p-values for all haplotype categories within RGs was >0.11). In the same 

line of evidence, similar profiles of histograms of coverage are observed for loci showing 

different SNP frequencies (Figure 5). Taken together this evidence suggests that bivalve 

genomes harbor high diversity regions, as when we allow for the reconstruction of highly 

polymorphic regions (i.e., at high M parameter values), no significant increase in average 

coverage per locus is observed. The opposite would be expected under the assumption that 

these high diversity regions emerge due to the ‘over-merging’ of highly similar but loci (i.e., 

paralogues), as this would lead to an increase in the average coverage of the locus. 
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Figure 4. A higher number of monomorphic (1 haplotype) and polymorphic (2 haplotypes) RAD loci are observed across different mismatch values 

tested (1, 6, and 12) compared to spurious loci (i.e., those with >2 haplotypes). 
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Figure 5. Evaluation of the effect of varying different M parameters (1, 6 and 12) on the 

coverage of RAD loci with different SNP frequencies (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 SNPs per RAD 

loci). Coverage is shown on the x-axes. In the right y-axes the SNP frequencies observed in 

the RAD-loci. In the left y-axes the frequency of RAD loci. Each column (color coded) 

represents the different M parameters tested and the distribution obtained for RAD loci 

with different SNP frequencies (stratified by rows). Note that the values on the y-axes 

(Number of RAD loci) were allowed to vary independently for each SNP frequency category. 
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Although we do not find a significant association between coverage and polymorphism rate 

of the assembled loci, which may have been indicative of ‘over-merging,' we find a strong 

association between coverage and the polymorphic status of a locus (i.e., whether a locus is 

categorised as monomorphic or polymorphic). A monomorphic locus is defined when the 

two alleles of diploid individuals are identical. In contrast, a polymorphic locus is defined 

when there is sequence variation between two alleles at a locus. After the de novo 

assembly of RAD-loci within individuals, we observe a bimodal distribution of the coverage 

(per locus) histogram. Interestingly, the two modes of the distribution correspond to the 

peak coverage of the monomorphic and polymorphic RAD-loci. These two coverage peaks 

of unknown copy number are separated by approximately twice the median coverage. This 

pattern is strikingly consistent, as it was observed for all the values of allele mismatch (M) 

and coverage (m) tested in Stacks (Figure 6). Moreover, given that the control RG (i.e., the 

Nile tilapia replicate) shows a unimodal distribution for both monomorphic and 

polymorphic categories (Figure 6), we conclude that the two peaks of loci present in the 

mussel and oyster species likely reflect a genome property of bivalves. 

This type of distribution has been observed in species that experienced recent genome 

duplication events, such as salmonid fishes (McKinney et al., 2016), and have been 

attributed to spurious assemblies generated by paralogue over-merging. Although a 

plausible explanation for salmonids, it would be difficult to explain why a high proportion of 

polymorphic RAD-loci are a by-product of paralogue over-merging (referred to hereafter as 

hypothesis 1).  An alternative, reciprocal explanation would be that the true diploid state is 

represented by the higher coverage peak and that the monomorphic mode represents 

hemizygous loci, which would explain why the depth of coverage is exactly half for the 

monomorphic RAD-loci (referred to hereafter as hypothesis 2). A hemizygous locus is that 

for which one allele is missing, as a result, for example, of intragenic deletions. Under this 

scenario, however, it would be difficult to explain why most of the monomorphic loci lack 

genetic information for the other allele at a locus, whether the missing allele is identical 

(true monomorphic) or not (true polymorphic). Despite evidence supporting aneuploidy as 

a common phenomenon in bivalves (Rico et al., 2017, Thiriot-Quiévreux et al., 1992), the 

levels would have to be exceptionally high to explain the unusual distribution observed in 

Figure 6.  
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Figure 6. Histogram of RAD-loci coverage at different combinations of M and m Stacks assembly parameters values for the (left) Blue mussel RG 

and (right) a Nile tilapia control.
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We further examined the hypothesis that the average coverage of polymorphic loci is 

higher than their monomorphic counterparts due to the merging of paralogues (hypothesis 

1). The prediction is that if reads from distinct but highly similar loci are being merged into 

a single locus, then this should be reflected in the ratio of the alleles. To fit the distribution 

that we observe in Figure 6, we would have to be ‘over-merging’ two duplicated regions (to 

explain the 2-fold coverage of polymorphic over monomorphic loci). Under the scenario of 

assembly artefacts caused by the over-merging of two loci, it would be more likely to 

observe a bias towards 1:3 allelic ratio compared to a 1:1 ratio, as it is more probable that 

the difference between two paralogue regions is a single bp (e.g., C/A + A/A = 1:3 ratio) 

rather than two bp (C/C + A/A= 1:1 ratio), which would require two consecutive mutational 

steps. The allele dosage of heterozygous RAD loci with less than 500x coverage was 

estimated. As shown in Table 2, most of the allele ratios of di allelic RAD loci conform to the 

1:1 ratio predictable for heterozygote Mendelian loci. Any deviations from Mendelian 

expectations may be caused by technical variations derived, for example, from an extended 

PCR step (Heinrich et al., 2012). We also tested whether the reads of a locus conformed to 

a 1:3 ratio, given that conformity to this ratio would be indicative of paralogue over-

merging. A significant amount of the allelic fractions of the RAD loci (44% to 46%) followed 

a predicted 1:3 ratio, after adjusting for multiple testing in a chi2 test. This evidence would 

indicate that the aforementioned polymorphic RAD loci are not necessarily Mendelian loci, 

and could, in fact, be the result of paralogue over-merging. In general, the evaluation of 

allele ratios suggests that most RAD-loci are single Mendelian loci, as they tend to follow a 

1:1 allele ratio, although a fraction appears to follow the allelic ratio pattern of paralogue 

over-merging. 

We have no means at this stage of our analysis to evaluate whether the bimodal 

distribution of coverage is caused by extensive hemizygosity in the bivalve genome 

(hypothesis 2).  
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Table 2. Number of SNPs across all bivalve RGs that follow a 1:1 and a 1:3 allele ratio at 

different M parameter values. In parenthesis the percentage of SNPs tested that 

conformed to the expectation of the ratio between alleles.  

 

  Allele mismatch (parameter M) 

Genotype Allelic ratio 1 6 12 

AABB 1:1 60,491 SNPs (83%) 128,500 SNPs (88%) 140,676 SNPs (88%) 

ABBB or AAAB 1:3 32,190 SNPs (44%) 65,975 SNPs (45%) 72,625 SNPs (46%) 

 

 

Overall, the evidence presented herein indicates that irrespective of the de novo assembly 

parameters that we use, two conspicuous groups of RAD-loci are detected in the bivalve 

genome (example presented in Figure 6). One group shows a comparatively moderate 

coverage (~50x) and mostly comprises monomorphic loci, whereas the other group is 

characterized by a higher coverage (~100x) in addition to a higher proportion of 

polymorphic loci. This double coverage-depth relationship between peaks has been 

observed previously in whole genome sequencing projects of bivalves (Zhang et al., 2012, 

Takeuchi et al., 2012), and has been interpreted as an artifact caused by genome 

heterozygosity. Because of a high divergence between alleles, reads from one allele can 

only map onto the haploid (allele) sequence they came from but cannot map to the 

homologous locus, leading to a group of loci with half-coverage. A further analyses 

attempting at deciphering whether this abnormal distribution is generated by null alleles is 

explored in Chapter 5. 
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3.3.2 Comparison of de novo assembly pipelines for bivalve RAD-Seq data 

Bivalve species have a highly polymorphic genome, with an average density of SNPs being 

equally high in both coding and non-coding regions (one SNP every 60bp vs. one every 

40bp, respectively; Sauvage et al. (2007)). De novo assembly of polymorphic genomes is 

challenging, mainly because of the difficulty of handling highly divergent haplotypes, and 

appropriately reconstructing highly polymorphic loci in a single individual. Hence, to obtain 

a reliable set of genetic markers of bivalve species, it is critical first to optimize de 

novo sequence assembly parameters. We compared three different pipelines for RAD-Seq 

data processing, using both technical and biological replicates to assess the robustness of 

these variant calling methods. Two of the evaluated pipelines were Stacks and PyRAD. In 

addition, we explored a ‘pseudo-reference’ approach in which a pseudo-reference genome 

was created, reads were mapped with BWA, variants were called either with GATK-HC or 

SAMtools, and the intersection of these two variant calling files was used as a high 

confident SNP dataset (Figure 7). 
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Figure 7. Number of common SNPs identified by two variant calling pipelines, GATK-HC 

and SAMtools, across the RGs from three different bivalve species. 
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A total of 9 RGs (Table 1) were assembled de novo and used for SNP calling via three 

different pipelines. To facilitate the comparison, RGs were combined by species: Pacific 

oyster (C. gigas), Blue mussel (M. edulis), or Chilean mussel (M. chilensis). Results obtained 

from the three pipelines show intra and inter-pipeline variation regarding (i) number of 

RAD-loci and SNPs identified, (ii) SNP error rate, defined as a genotype disagreement 

between replicate pairs, and (iii) Locus error rate, defined as instances in which a sample 

from a replicate pair has missing data whereas the other has been genotyped.  

 

3.3.3 Pipeline comparison: Number of RAD loci and SNPs 

Regarding the total amount of RAD-loci and SNPs identified, we noted that  the Stacks and 

PyRAD pipelines numbers varied considerably, although consistently, across the two major 

de novo assembly parameters tested for optimization, m and M. These parameters 

represent the minimum coverage to call an allele (m) and the maximum number of 

nucleotide differences allowed between alleles (M). For both pipelines, the effect of the 

coverage was to reduce the number of RAD-loci identified, as expected (example in Figure 

8). For instance, increasing the minimal allele coverage from 3x to 30x led to a 30% and 50% 

reduction in the number of RAD-loci identified in Stacks and PyRAD, respectively. This 

reduction in the number of RAD-loci identified at higher coverages also affects the number 

of SNPs discovered; at higher coverages the frequency of variants is reduced due to the 

lower amount of regions available for variant screening.  
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Figure 8. Representative example of the relationship between the (i) total number of 

RAD-loci (solid grey line) loci and (ii) SNPs (dotted yellow line) identified after changing 

the threshold of allele coverage (m) and the number of mismatches allowed between 

alleles (M) in the Stacks and PyRAD pipelines.  

 

 

The most relevant de novo assembly parameters controlling the number of SNPs identified 

is parameter M. Indeed, we found that the maximum number of mismatches allowed 

between alleles (parameter M and WClust, in Stacks and PyRAD, respectively) is a key 

source of variation for bivalve RAD-Seq data. Because bivalves exhibit extreme levels of 

sequence polymorphism, allowing for more divergence between alleles (Figure 3) enabled 

the recovery of putatively single loci harboring high SNP frequencies. For polymorphic 

genomes, this parameter is expected to play a major role when reconstructing true 

patterns of biological variation. If this threshold parameter is set too low, a locus that 

contains dissimilar alleles (i.e., highly polymorphic regions) will be split into two different 

monomorphic loci (over-splitting). Inversely, if this parameter is set too high, there is a risk 

of assembling paralogue regions into single loci (under-splitting). Of the three M parameter 

values tested (1, 6 and 12), the total number of SNPs increases dramatically across 

mismatch vales at the time monomorphic loci decrease (Figure 8), which suggests that at 

relaxed values (M=12) monomorphic loci are allowed to merge into high diversity loci. 

Nevertheless, there is a possibility that a fraction of these regions resulted from the 
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merging of paralogue containing regions, as no filter for paralogy was applied in the Stacks 

and PyRAD pipelines. 

 A direct comparison of the number of RAD-loci and SNPs with the ‘pseudo-reference’ 

approach was not possible. Due to the fact that variants from this approach were filtered 

for coverage at the end of the analysis, SNPs that did not pass the threshold were set to 

missing by the software instead of being removed from the dataset, making it difficult to 

quantify an overall effect for comparison. 

 

3.3.4 Pipeline comparison: SNP and Locus error rates 

As mentioned above, SNP error rates and Locus error rates show intra and inter-pipeline 

variation. SNP error rates are defined as the fraction of SNPs typed in a replicate pair for 

which genotypes between samples disagrees, after the removal of markers with missing 

data. Hence, a low SNP error is an indication of higher accuracy and better assembly 

parameter values. A Locus error rate is defined as the fraction of SNPs typed in a replicate 

pair for which one sample is successfully genotyped and the other exhibits a missing 

genotype. First, results are discussed for each pipeline separately, followed by a cross-

comparison of pipelines for the same species-specific replicates.  

Results for the Stacks pipeline show that the SNP error rate is maintained relatively 

constant across replicates from the same species for both the m and M parameters, except 

for the M parameter in the Pacific oyster set of replicates (Figure 9A). A comparison across 

species indicates that, overall, the error is significantly higher for the Chilean mussel 

replicates, as it ranged from 20% to 40%. The reason for this high error rate may have been 

a bias caused by the lower DNA quality of this set of replicates or because technical 

replicates from this group were sequenced in different platforms (Hiseq2500 vs. 

Hiseq2000). For the Blue mussel replicates, errors ranged from 0.6% to 6%, whereas for the 

Pacific oysters replicates the SNP error rate ranged from 2% to 13%. Regarding the Locus 

error rate, a higher variation across parameters values and species was observed (Figure 

9B). At the species level, Chilean mussel replicates show higher Locus error rates at most of 

the parameter values tested, ranging from 9% to 19%. This higher error rate, as mentioned 

above, may have been associated to the fact that technical replicates for this RG were 

sequenced in different platforms. However, because we did not formally evaluate inter-

platform variability, this hypothesis cannot be tested. When analyzing the m parameter 
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(i.e., the minimum number of reads to call an allele) values, at the highest value tested 

(m=30), an overall increase in Locus error rates is observed in both the Blue mussel and 

Pacific oyster replicates, suggesting the occurrence of allelic dropout. Oppositely, Locus 

error rates are higher at the lowest m parameter values tested (m=3) for the Chilean 

mussel replicates.     

For the PyRAD pipeline, SNP error rates were higher for the Chilean mussel replicates, 

consistent with the results from Stacks (Figure 10A). However, SNP error rates were found 

to be higher compared to Stacks, ranging from 16% to 40%. The fact that these error rates 

were greater than those obtained from the Stacks pipeline suggests that PyRAD is 

misplacing sequencing reads, inflating genotyping errors. The SNP error rates for the Blue 

mussel replicates ranged from <1% to 9%. On the other hand, the SNP error rates for the 

Pacific oyster replicates ranged from 3% to 9%. The effect of the different m parameter 

values tested had a marginal effect on SNP error rates for both the blue mussel and the 

Pacific oyster; whereas for the Chilean mussel, at higher allele read-depths lower SNP error 

rates were observed, probably indicating that the process of genotype calling in PyRAD 

performs better at higher depths. No clear difference is observed for SNP error rates across 

species-specific replicates when the M parameter is changed. Regarding the Locus error 

rate in PyRAD, no clear pattern across m and M parameters is observed across species-

specific replicates (Figure 10B). Nevertheless, a slight increase in Locus error rates is 

observed at m=30 in both the Blue mussel and Pacific oyster replicates, similar to what was 

observed in the Stacks pipeline, and probably an indication of allelic dropout.  

Finally, for the pseudo-reference pipeline, SNP error rates were lower compared to those 

obtained for the Stacks and PyRAD pipelines for all species-specific replicates. SNP error 

rates reached 0.6% for the Blue mussel replicates, 1.9% for the Pacific oyster replicates, and 

7% for the Chilean mussel replicates (Figure 11A). No significant difference in the range of 

the SNP error rates was observed when the parameter that controls for locus depth (m) 

was set to 3, 10 or 30 in the Blue mussel group of replicates. For the Chilean mussel 

replicates, the same tendency was observed across the different minimum locus read-

depths evaluated (m= 3, 10 or 30) at different M parameters (i.e., mismatch values 

between alleles). For the Pacific oyster replicates, the range of SNP errors was different 

depending on the m parameter value used. Particularly higher ranges of SNP error rates 

were detected in the Pacific oyster replicate group at lower read-depths per locus (m=3) if a 
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mismatch between alleles of one or six is allowed (0.6%-5%); whereas at the highest locus 

read-depth tested (m=30) the ranges of SNP error rates were minimal (0.25%-1.5%). On the 

other hand, regarding the Locus error rate (i.e., estimate that evaluates whether genotypes 

are present in both replicate samples), the lowest Locus errors are detected in the Chilean 

mussel replicates, ranging from 0.4% to 5.7%, taking into consideration all combination of 

m and M parameter values tested (Figure 11B). The highest Locus error rates are detected 

for the Pacific oyster replicates, ranging from 1% to 15%, considering all combination of m 

and M parameter values tested. Across m parameter values, the locus read-depth of 30 

(m=30) generates the highest Locus error rates across species replicates, suggesting that 

setting this value too high causes locus dropout, as expected. This trend is observed for 

species-specific RGs, although again is more severe in oysters. 

To simplify the visualization of the optimal pipeline and combination of parameter values 

for de novo assembly of bivalve RAD-Seq data, the SNP error rates obtained for all three 

pipelines were graphed together for a (i) the Blue mussel replicate group (the species-

specific group of replicates that comparatively showed lower error rates) and the (ii) 

Chilean mussel replicate group (the species-specific group of samples that performed 

worse, with high error rates). We took the approach of comparing the pipelines in ‘good’ 

and ‘bad’ quality samples to account for instances in which a mixture of DNA qualities and 

sequencing qualities is retrieved, which is the most common scenario in genetic analysis. 

As shown in Figure 12, the lowest error rates for the ‘good’ quality replicate group (i.e., the 

Blue mussel M. edulis RGs), were identified with the pseudo-reference approach at all 

combination of m and M parameter values tested, with an average SNP error rate of 0.6%. 

This implies that good quality RAD-Seq data that is processed with the pseudo-reference 

pipeline should yield high confidence SNP genotypes in a species with high sequence 

polymorphism. On the other hand, the worst performing pipeline for the RAD-Seq data was 

PyRAD, with errors averaging 3.3%. Since all pipelines are processing the same sequencing 

data, the difference in error rates is reflecting differences in the internal algorithms of the 

software. The most commonly used pipeline to process RAD-Seq data, Stacks, averaged a 

SNP error rate of 3% across all combination of m and M parameter values. 

When the pipelines were used to assemble ‘bad’ quality RAD-Seq data (represented by the 

Chilean mussel RGs), the pseudo-reference also performed better than the PyRAD and 

Stacks pipelines (Figure 13). SNP error rates averaged 7% for the pseudo-reference 
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approach, whereas the average was 23% for the PyRAD pipeline and 29% for Stacks. 

Overall, all pipelines perform poorly for ‘bad’ quality samples, although some more than 

others.  
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Figure 9. Effect of two different assembly parameter values on the (A) SNP error rate and 

(B) Locus error rate for RAD loci obtained from the Stacks pipeline in three different 

species-specific RGs. In the x-axes the different M parameter values tested are shown. In 

the y-axes the proportion of markers showing either a SNP or a Locus error is shown. 

Parameter m is the minimum coverage to call an allele and parameter M is the maximum 

number of nucleotide differences allowed between alleles. Chilensis stands for M.chilensis 

(the Chilean mussel), edulis stands for M.edulis (blue mussel), and gigas stands for C. gigas 

(the Pacific oyster). Outliers are represented by black dots. 
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Figure 10. Effect of two different assembly parameter values on the (A) SNP error rate 

and (B) Locus error rate for RAD loci obtained from the PyRAD pipeline in three different 

species-specific RGs. In the x-axes the different M parameter values tested. In the y-axes 

the proportion of markers showing either a SNP or a Locus error. Parameter m is the 

minimum coverage to call an allele and parameter M is the maximum number of nucleotide 

differences allowed between alleles. Chilensis stands for M.chilensis (the Chilean mussel), 

edulis stands for M.edulis (blue mussel), and gigas stands for C. gigas (the Pacific oyster). 

Outliers are represented by black dots. 
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Figure 11. Effect of two different assembly parameter values on the (A) SNP error rate 

and (B) Locus error rate for RAD loci obtained from the ‘pseudo-reference’ pipeline in 

three different species-specific RGs. In the x-axes the different M parameter values tested. 

In the y-axes the proportion of markers showing either a SNP or a Locus error. Parameter m 

is the minimum coverage to call an allele and parameter M is the maximum number of 

nucleotide differences allowed between alleles. Chilensis stands for M.chilensis (the Chilean 

mussel), edulis stands for M.edulis (blue mussel), and gigas stands for C. gigas (the Pacific 

oyster). Outliers are represented by black dots. 
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Figure 12. Comparison of the SNP error rates obtained from three different pipelines for a 

‘good’ quality RG at different combinations of m and M parameters. In the x-axes the 

different M parameter values tested. In the y-axes the proportion of markers showing a 

SNP error. Parameter m is the minimum coverage to call an allele and parameter M is the 

maximum number of nucleotide differences allowed between alleles. 
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Figure 13. Comparison of the SNP error rates obtained from three different pipelines for a 

‘bad’ quality RG at different combinations of m and M parameters. In the x-axes the 

different M parameter values tested. In the y-axes the proportion of markers showing a 

SNP error. Parameter m is the minimum coverage to call an allele and parameter M is the 

maximum number of nucleotide differences allowed between alleles.  
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From an optimization standpoint, and following the criteria we established in the Material 

and Methods section, for each pipeline we choose the combination of parameters that 

minimizes both SNP and Locus error rates, regardless of the number of loci or SNPs 

discovered. We did not follow the criteria suggested by Mastretta-Yanes et al. (2015) of 

searching for de novo assembly parameters that maximize the number of loci identified 

because in our dataset this adds redundancy (i.e., through the assembly of highly 

polymorphic RAD loci) and increases the risk of spurious assemblies due to paralogue over-

merging. A trade-off between SNP and locus allele rates for bivalve RAD-Seq data was 

obtained at locus read-depth of 10 (m=10) and an allele mismatch of 6 (M=6).  A summary 

of different statistics obtained for each pipeline is shown in Table 3. As can be observed, 

the pseudo-reference pipeline detects fewer RAD-loci than the PyRAD or Stacks pipelines, 

suggesting that low SNP error rates are caused by the elimination of spurious loci that 

potentially contain paralogues. 
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Table 3. Information content of the locus catalogue built with the optimized parameter 

values m=10 and M=6 using three de novo assembly pipelines. 

  Stacks PyRAD Pseudo-ref 

Chilean mussel Number of RAD-loci 1,654 1,309 1,057 

 Total number of SNPs 3,994 2,480 1,901 

 SNP error rate 0.295 0.236 0.070 

 Locus error rate 0.158 0.063 0.018 

Blue mussel Number of RAD-loci 4,117 3,485 2,328 

 Total number of SNPs 12,616 9,794 5,562 

 SNP error rate 0.030 0.033 0.006 

 Locus error rate 0.091 0.073 0.034 

Pacific Oyster Number of RAD-loci 3,059 2,714 2,236 

 Total number of SNPs 8,222 7,309 4,961 

 SNP error rate 0.067 0.062 0.019 

 Locus error rate 0.169 0.107 0.081 
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3.4 Conclusion 

A critical step for RAD-Seq analyses of non-model organisms is de novo assembly. Even 

though de novo parameter settings have been shown to produce a significant variance in 

retrieved data (Catchen et al., 2013), technical replicates offer an opportunity for empirical 

optimization and are often preferred over other methods. 

Here we used a set of technical replicates from three bivalve species – the British mussel, 

the Chilean mussel and the Pacific oyster – to optimize de novo assembly and genotype 

calling for this group of marine mollusks. Three different pipelines – Stacks, PyRAD and a 

pseudo-reference approach – were compared at different parameter settings. Although the 

strict comparison between pipelines is not feasible, at near analogous parameter settings, 

similar trends were observed. The assembly parameter that had the most significant impact 

in the amount of loci and SNPs retrieved was the one that controls the level of allelic 

divergence (parameter M in the text). The pipeline that showed both the lowest SNP and 

Locus error rates was the pseudo-reference approach. Two different variant calling 

programs were used for SNP calling (SAMtools and GATK-HC). Because most of the SNPs 

detected by GATK-HC were also detected by SAMtools and not vice versa, in future 

Chapters of this thesis only GTAK-HC is used for SNP calling. In our dataset, the best de novo 

assembly parameter profile (m=10 and M=6) gave a SNP error rate of 0.6% in the Blue 

mussel, 1.9% in the Pacific oyster, and 7% in the Chilean mussel technical replicate groups. 

These parameters values will be used to assemble the RAD-Seq data of Chapter 4.  

A fundamental issue for genetic research in bivalves consists of being able to define unique 

genomic regions to extract meaningful genetic variation for analysis. However, in our 

exploratory analysis, a bimodal distribution of the coverage per locus histogram was 

observed (Figure 6). The unusual distribution was maintained under different combinations 

of parameter values test, suggesting it reflects a genomic property of bivalves (which is 

additionally supported by the normal unimodal distribution observed for the Nile tilapia 

control). The vast majority of polymorphic loci are observed at the peak with the higher 

average coverage per locus, suggesting that the abnormal bimodal distribution may be 

caused by (i) the extremely high levels of heterozygosity that prevents the correct assembly 

of particular loci or (ii) null alleles segregating at a high frequency in the data. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Characterization of genome-wide patterns of 

segregation distortion in Pacific oyster full-sibling 

families 
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4.1 Introduction 

Segregation distortion (SD) is the term used to describe a locus that shows a departure 

from the expected Mendelian genotypic ratios. The phenomenon of SD has been observed 

in a variety of species. However, it appears to be most prominent in plants, fungi and 

marine bivalves (Taylor and Ingvarsson, 2003, Plough, 2016, Saupe, 2012). Several 

endogenous and exogenous factors have been shown to cause the SD. Among the 

endogenous causes that may lead to SD, we find genetic elements that favor their 

transmission either by a meiotic drive (Lyttle, 1993) or by suppressing other gametes 

carrying a particular genotype (Engelstädter and Hurst, 2009). On the other hand, the main 

exogenous factor explaining SD in natural populations is natural selection. Natural selection 

can shift genotypic proportions at any stage of life, arising during the gametic phase or 

post-zygotically, during embryonic development or at a later stage in life (Falconer, 1975). 

The evolutionary importance of SD has been associated with the maintenance of species 

barriers in Drosophila (Tao et al., 2001) and Arabidopsis (Seymour et al., 2017). Additionally, 

SD has been shown to be a significant driving force behind sex-determination systems 

(Kulmuni et al., 2010, Taylor and Ingvarsson, 2003, Rutkowska and Badyaev, 2008). 

The understanding of SD patterns in marine bivalves has lagged behind that of terrestrial 

species. The reason for this may be the paucity of efforts towards the development of 

genetic and genomic resources (Kelley et al., 2016), which is in line with their recent history 

of domestication (Duarte et al., 2007). Empirical evidence in pair-crosses of the Pacific 

oyster Crassostrea gigas and the European flat oyster Ostrea edulis suggested that SD 

originates early in life during larval development (Bierne et al., 1998, Launey and 

Hedgecock, 2001, Plough and Hedgecock, 2011). These studies originally aimed to unravel 

the basis of heterosis in bivalve mollusks and were therefore performed on inbred families. 

In this context, the strong selection against identical-by-descent homozygotes (homozygote 

disadvantage) was associated with a dominance (or associative overdominance) mechanism 

for heterosis. To explain the magnitude of SD observed by Launey and Hedgecock (2001), 

the wild founders of the inbred lines would have been required to carry 8-14 lethal 

equivalents in their genome.  

If genetic inviability in oysters was caused by recessive deleterious alleles that became 

unmasked in an inbred genome, then genotype-dependent mortalities should be 

significantly reduced in randomly bred offspring. Following this premise, a subsequent 
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study aimed to map viability loci in an outbred crossing experiment (Plough et al., 2016). 

Contrary to expectation, they found that extensive SDs were mostly caused by selection 

against heterozygote genotypes in the offspring. In this new context, deleterious mutations 

were suggested to be partially dominant, leading to an overall reduction of the 

heterozygous genotype class in the progeny. Also, deleterious mutations were found to be 

segregating from both parents, with no predominant contribution of one parent over the 

other. The results of these experiments suggest that the interaction of spontaneous 

mutations and natural selection at early larval stages has a major role in shaping the SD 

patterns of marine mollusks (Plough, 2016). Despite SD being ubiquitous in bivalve species 

– with the proportion of distorted markers in a study ranging from 15-75% (see references 

in (Plough, 2016)) – the mechanisms underlying this phenomenon are incompletely 

understood. 

To advance our understanding of SDs in marine bivalves, a more complete characterization 

of the genomic regions that show SDs is required. A SD region (SDR) can be identified by 

detecting clusters of loci within chromosome regions showing distortions. This because a 

locus responsible for SD is predicted to distort all linked markers (Luo and Xu, 2003, Zhou et 

al., 2015). With the advent of modern genomic technologies such as genotyping by 

sequencing and SNP arrays, a major opportunity exists to re-examine SD and its potential 

causes in bivalve species at a genome-wide scale, using thousands to tens of thousands of 

loci. An increase in marker density will allow detection of SDR in the bivalve genome at high 

precision, offering a valuable insight into SDs and their evolutionary significance. 

In this Chapter, we examine the phenomenon of SD in bivalve shellfish by analyzing 

patterns of marker segregation in three Pacific oyster Crassostrea gigas full-sibling families. 

We applied two strategies for genome-wide SNP genotyping: a SNP-array (Gutierrez et al., 

2017) and the RAD-Seq method (Baird et al., 2008, Miller et al., 2007). The purpose of using 

these two separate genotyping technologies was two-fold. First, RAD-Seq is a more 

accessible genotyping technique than a SNP-array, as no previous knowledge of the 

genome under study is required. Therefore, genomic resources for bivalve species are likely 

to expand based on the application of RAD-Seq or other reduced representation 

sequencing techniques (Robledo et al., 2017). However, bivalve genomes show a 

remarkably high level of sequence polymorphism and genome complexity (Guo et al., 2015, 

Zhang et al., 2012), which may influence the genotyping outcome depending on the 
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technology applied (Lemer et al., 2011). In bivalves, we anticipate the RAD-Seq approach to 

be more prone to genotyping artifacts compared to an array, although the magnitude of 

this difference is uncertain. By comparing the frequency of Mendelian inconsistencies in 

nuclear families genotyped with both platforms, we assess the suitability of RAD-Seq for 

performing genetic analyses in a species with a complex genome.  

And second, we map the SD loci from both technologies (SNP-array and RAD-Seq) to the 

available Pacific oyster reference genome assembly (Zhang et al., 2012). By co-locating the 

data, we identified high confidence SDRs, as they showed evidence of distortions in 

markers from both genotyping platforms. A subset of scaffolds was then selected to 

represent the ten Pacific oyster linkage groups (2n=20). A high resolution map of the SDRs 

was obtained with the SNP chip data, which allowed a more accurate inter-family 

comparison in contrast to previous similar attempts that used a lower marker density 

(Jones et al., 2013, Hedgecock et al., 2015). Also, we examine the SDRs to determine, when 

possible, whether SD in the Pacific oyster progeny is associated with the paternal or 

maternal alleles. The results presented here provide insight into the frequency, pattern, 

and nature of recurrent segregation distortion in a marine bivalve species of ecological and 

economic relevance, the Pacific oyster. 

 

4.2 Material and Methods 

4.2.1 Oyster families 

In 2016, one full-sib (family 19) and two half-sib families (families 29 and 30) derived from 

pair-crosses of Pacific oysters (C. gigas) were created and reared at the Centre for 

Environment, Fisheries and Aquaculture Science (Cefas), Weymouth, the UK. These families 

were part of an experiment designed to identify regions of the oyster genome responsible 

for susceptibility/resistance to a variant of the oyster herpes virus (OsHV-1 µvar) (see 

Material and Methods Chapter- section 2.1.1.3). Families were tracked throughout the 

experiment to ensure no mixing of individuals. Tissue samples from the parents were 

preserved in absolute ethanol. Offspring samples (~2-8 months old) consisted of whole 

individuals that were snap frozen either when they died during the experiment, or as 

survivors at the end of the experiment. In total, three nuclear families – two of which 

shared the same dam (families 29 and 30) – consisting of the parents and between 40-47 
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offspring each, were sampled and transferred to the Roslin Institute, Edinburgh, the UK, for 

DNA extraction, genotyping and analysis. 

 

4.2.2 DNA extraction and quantification 

DNA extractions and library preparation methods were followed according to the protocol 

outlined in section 2.1.3 of Material and Methods (Chapter 2). DNA samples were 

quantified with a Qubit® 2.0 instrument (Invitrogen) and were diluted to a working 

concentration of 25ng/ul.   

 

4.2.3 Molecular marker genotyping  

4.2.3.1 SNP chip 

All oyster samples - three families comprising 143 individuals in total – were genotyped 

with a 55 K Affymetrix SNP array developed by our group (Gutierrez et al., 2017). The SNP 

chip was developed for two oyster species, the Pacific oyster (C. gigas) and the European 

flat oyster (Ostrea edulis). Consequently, only the Pacific oyster probes of the array (40 K 

SNPs) were scanned for genotypes. The genotyping of the samples is described in detail in 

Gutierrez et al. 2017.  

 

4.2.3.2 RAD sequencing 

The genomic DNA from a subset of the same three Pacific oyster families genotyped with 

the array (n total = 78) were used for genome-wide SNP discovery and genotyping using 

RAD-Seq. Six sub-libraries were prepared following the SbfI RAD-Seq protocol described in 

the Materials and Methods Chapter. The quality of each sub-library was assessed on an 

Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer. Libraries were pooled in equimolar amounts and adjusted to a 

final concentration of 10nm. The library was sequenced on a single lane of an Illumina 

HiSeq2500 instrument (125bp paired end reads) by the Edinburgh genomics facility, 

University of Edinburgh, the UK.  
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4.2.4 Pre-processing of RAD-Seq data 

Paired end reads were de-multiplexed using the unique barcode combination assigned to 

each sample, and reads with low-quality scores (QC<10; Catchen et al. (2011)) or 

ambiguous barcodes were discarded. Due to the fact that we used a single-end de novo 

assembly, PCR duplicates were removed, earlier in the analysis from the paired-end fastq 

files using the BBtools dedupe.sh module. A preliminary analysis showed an enrichment of 

SNPs towards the 3’ end of the single-end reads (Figure 2, Chapter3). Therefore, 20bp were 

trimmed from both reads in a pair with the fastx_toolkit v 0.0.14 

(http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/). The number of reads per individual ranged from 

51,264 to 1,634,309, with an average of 623,460 and standard deviation of 333,971. After 

the removal of individuals with low number of quality reads, and due to the significant 

variation in read count across samples, we normalized samples to the read number of the 

sample with fewer read counts (~320,000 reads). This approach was taken to facilitate the 

direct comparison across samples when coverage is taken into consideration to explore the 

presence of null alleles in the RAD-Seq data (Chapter 5). 

 

4.2.5 De novo assembly of RAD loci 

De novo assembly was performed using the pseudo-reference pipeline developed and 

evaluated in the previous Chapter (section 3.2.5, Chapter 3). Briefly, de novo assembly of 

Pacific oyster single-end reads was performed using Stacks (Catchen et al., 2011, Catchen et 

al., 2013) with the following assembly parameters: reads were assembled into RAD-loci 

with the ustacks module using a minimum stack depth of 10, and a maximum number of 

mismatches between stacks (or the two putative alleles of an individual) of 6. In addition, 

we allowed for the presence of indel variation enabling a ‘--gapped-alignment’. The 

consensus sequence of the RAD loci defined for each individual were extracted, grouped by 

family, and collapsed into a representative set of family-specific loci by applying an 94% 

sequence identity threshold in the software CD-hit (-c 0.94) (Li and Godzik, 2006, Fu et al., 

2012). These files were used to generate a pseudo-reference genome for each family, to 

avoid reference bias and increase the sensitivity (see Chapter 3). Single-end reads from all 

samples were aligned to their respective family pseudo-reference using BWA (Li and 

Durbin, 2009) utilizing parameters that allow for a high divergence between the sequenced 
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samples and the reference (full BWA command: bwa aln -l 210 -o 2 -n 0.01 -e 10 -d 12). 

Ambiguously mapped reads were removed from the dataset.   

 

4.2.6 Variant calling 

SNP calling on the mapped reads were performed utilizing GATK-HC (HaplotypeCaller) at 

default parameters, as described in Chapter 3 section 3.2.5. Variant discovery was 

conducted in each of the three oyster families separately, given that each family was 

mapped to an independent set of family-specific pseudo-reference loci. Subsequently, 

hard-filters were applied, following recommendations for variant calling in non-model 

species. Variants were filtered for a QualityByDepth (QD) >5. QD represents the 

normalization of QUAL score (confidence) of a variant by allele depth, and it was applied to 

avoid the inflation of the variant quality because of a deeper coverage. Loci required a 

minimum read depth of 10 for variants within the loci to be retained for further analyses. 

Most of the reads had a mapping quality of 37 due to previous filtering, therefore, no 

mapping quality filter was applied at this stage of the analysis. No strand bias filter was 

applied because of the nature of the RAD-Seq method. Markers with missing data for more 

than 10 % of individuals in a family were excluded with vcftools (Danecek et al., 2011). The 

visual inspection of RAD-loci (= 100 bp length) harboring extreme SNP polymorphisms 

showed evidence of the collapse of paralogous loci. This result was anticipated from the 

flexible de novo assembly parameters used in this study (M=6) and the highly variable 

genome of C.gigas. Nevertheless, we purposely attempted to collapse highly similar 

paralogous loci to facilitate their filtering from the dataset, as they will typically exhibit 

more than the expected two haplotypes for a diploid species. Conflicting, paralogue-

containing RAD-loci were removed from the dataset with a script that filters based on 

haplotype number (Willis et al., 2017). Initially, and to avoid sampling physically linked 

markers, we selected RAD-loci that contained a single SNP marker. However, loci that meet 

this requirement represent less than half of the data (46%). Therefore, using this approach 

would considerably reduce the resolution of the segregation analysis. Instead, to maximize 

the amount of genetic information, we constructed SNP haplotypes from the RAD-Seq data 

(Willis et al., 2017) and performed a haplotype segregation analysis. 
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4.2.7 Segregation analysis 

4.2.7.1 Individual marker segregation analysis 

As a first examination of SD, we performed a single-marker segregation analysis with the 

genotypes obtained for the three oyster families using the (i) SNP markers derived from the 

SNP array, and (ii) haplotype markers, which were coded from the RAD-Seq data. Family 

genotype data obtained from both genotyping platforms were classified into five 

segregation types according to parental genotypes (sire x dam or vice versa: "AA x AA", "AA 

x BB", "AB x AA", "AB x AB", "AB x BB"). Significant deviations from Mendelian ratios were 

tested using a chi-square test, with the significance levels (α=0.05) adjusted using a 

Benjamini-Hochberg (B-H) procedure (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). When both parents 

are heterozygous for the same alleles ("AB x AB") the progeny genotypes were tested 

against a 1:2:1 (homozygous: heterozygous: homozygous) ratio. When only one parent was 

heterozygous ("AB x AA"), the expectation is 1:1 (homozygous: heterozygous) for genotype 

frequencies.  

 

4.2.7.2 Genome-wide patterns of segregation 

To characterize the genome-wide patterns of SD in the Pacific oyster, the available 

reference genome (GCA_000297895.1), which is not yet assembled into chromosomes, was 

used to colocate the RAD-loci and the SNP array probes onto genome scaffolds. A genome 

scaffold is an incomplete reconstruction of a portion of the genome composed by contigs 

(i.e., contiguous length of DNA sequence in which the order of bases is known with high 

confidence) and gaps (Barton and Barton, 2012). The available Pacific oyster reference 

genome (Zhang et al., 2012) comprises approximately 7,500 scaffolds (N50 = 401,585) and 

approximately 30,000 contigs (N50 = 31,239) that cover 87% (557 Mb) of the oyster 

genome size estimated from flow cytometry (Zhang et al., 2012). A nucleotide database 

containing all scaffolds + contigs from the Pacific oyster assembly was created using BLAST 

(Altschul et al., 1990). The RAD-loci (100bp) and Affymetrix probes (70 nucleotides in 

length) were aligned against the database using 100 % of query coverage and an E-value 

cut-off of 1E-50. The expectation value (E-value) is a parameter in BLAST that describes the 

number of hits expected to be seen by chance when aligning against a database of a 

particular size (https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/). Consequently, at lower E-values, hits are 
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more significant. To avoid assemblies that contained paralogues or repetitive elements, 

only queries that aligned uniquely to the database were retained for further analysis. The 

scaffolds that had segregation information for both genotyping technologies were ranked 

by the total number of markers showing SD, and the top ten were selected for plotting the 

–log10 P-values for each segregation analysis. Nevertheless, by cross-referencing these 

scaffolds with a second generation Pacific oyster linkage map (Hedgecock et al., 2015), we 

noted that most of the scaffolds with highly significant SD (5 out of 10) mapped to a single 

linkage group (LG), LG 10. Since we are interested in obtaining a general genomic view of 

SDs instead of focusing on a single LG, we kept the five scaffolds that mapped to LG 10 for a 

high-resolution analysis and selected additional individual scaffolds (one from each LG) to 

examine patterns of distortion on sections of the remaining chromosomes. For identifying 

and delimiting SDRs, only SNPs from the array were used, due to their higher density. 

Because biological segregation distortion (i.e., not caused by genotyping errors) is always 

associated with clusters of distorted markers, we declared a SDR when, at least in a single 

family, a minimum of two consecutive distorted SNP markers was observed. Once SDRs 

were detected with the array markers, we utilized the RAD-Seq haplotypes to evaluate 

whether the distortions in the offspring originated from unexpected ratios associated with 

specific paternal or maternal alleles. This approach was used because haplotypes are 

expected to be more informative than (typically bi-allelic) SNP markers, allowing us to 

potentially distinguish parent-of-origin allelic effects. For each informative haplotype cross 

(e.g., "AB x CD") we test for the deviation from 1:1 segregation in the male and female 

gametes independently using a chi2 goodness of fit test at a 5% significance level.  

 

4.3 Results 

With the SNP-array, a total of ~25,000 markers were successfully genotyped in each of the 

three oyster families. The total genotyping call rate was > 99 % across individuals. The 

number of segregating SNPs was similar across families, with an average of 9,766 

informative markers per cross (SD=33) 

Regarding the RAD-Seq approach, the sequencing of 78 Pacific oyster individuals yielded a 

total of 200 million reads. Reads were quality-filtered and separated by family to perform a 

family-based de novo assembly of RAD-loci as described in Chapter 3 (section 3.2.5). The 
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final pseudo-reference contained 4,183 RAD-loci for family 19, 3,324 for family 29, and 

3,055 for family 30. RAD-loci that contained more than two haplotypes – around 420 from 

each family – were removed from the dataset, as they likely result from the overmerging of 

paralogues. Compared to the SNP-array, the number of SNPs genotyped with the RAD-Seq 

method was lower and varied considerably across families. After SNP calling and filtering, 

we identified 4,806 SNPs in family 19, 3,340 in family 29, and 2,975 in family 30. The 

average SNP frequency of the RAD-loci corresponded to 1 every 48bp, and was similar 

across families. After haplotyping nearby SNP markers, informative parental cross types 

(e.g., "AA x AB" or "AB x AC") from families 19, 29 and 30 comprised 1,041, 962 and 968 

haplotype markers, respectively. 

 

4.3.1 Segregation analysis 

4.3.1.1 SNP chip 

Over 54 % (41,373 markers) of the SNPs genotyped across families were fixed for the same 

allele in both parents, and were therefore discarded from the segregation analysis. The 

most frequent informative parental cross found across families was of the "AB x AA" type 

(or vice versa for homozygous sire, "AA x AB"), representing 78% of the markers yielding 

segregation data. This parental cross also contains the greatest number of distorted loci 

(Table 1). Across the three families, the total number of significantly distorted markers after 

multiple correction was 3,260 (33%), 1,148 (12%) and 2,229 (23%) for oyster families 19, 29 

and 30, respectively. Generally, the pattern of segregation distortion reported in the 

literature for bivalves is a deficiency of heterozygote genotypes; although heterozygous 

excess has also been reported, particularly with microsatellite markers in partially inbred 

oyster families (Bierne et al., 1998, Launey and Hedgecock, 2001). However, for the 

distorted markers detected in this study, no clear bias for or against the heterozygous 

genotype state was observed. Only 22% of the distorted "AB x AB" crosses were caused by 

a deficiency of heterozygote genotypes in the offspring; the remaining distortions were 

caused by a bias against homozygous genotypes in the offspring. Specifically, when SD was 

caused by deficiencies of homozygotes (n total = 498 markers), 54% (271) of the instances 

were because of the complete absence of one of the expected homozygote categories, and 

15% (73) were represented by cases in which both expected homozygote categories are not 
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observed in the offspring. For the "AB x AA" segregation type (where one of the parents is 

heterozygous and the other homozygous), approximately half of the SNPs (51%) that 

showed deviation from the expected Mendelian ratios were caused by a deficiency of 

heterozygous genotypes, with the other half caused by an excess of heterozygous 

genotypes. A more detailed evaluation of patterns of heterozygote deficiencies or excess by 

type of parental cross (sire x dam or vice versa: "AB x AA" or "AA x AB") is discussed below 

(see Results section: Patterns of marker segregation across Pacific oyster genome 

scaffolds). 

 

4.3.1.2 RAD-Seq method  

Initially, we carried out a segregation analysis of SNP markers selected from RAD-loci with 

low polymorphism (i.e., loci that harbored only one SNP). However, this approach 

significantly reduced the number of markers interrogated, as most of the RAD-loci (around 

54%) harbored more than one SNP. We therefore opted to perform a haplotype 

segregation analysis. Among the five categories of parental mating types identified, the 

majority of informative parental crosses were heterozygous in one parent and homozygous 

in the other (i.e., "AB x AA") (Table 1). The segregation analysis of haplotype markers across 

families indicated that, among the informative crosses, 360 haplotype-markers (35%) were 

significantly distorted in family 19, 140 (15%) in family 29, and 220 (23%) in family 30. 

Similar to the array data, and as expected given the same families were genotyped, 

departures from Mendelian proportions did not show a clear tendency against a certain 

genotype category. Distortions were caused in 54% and 19% of the instances by a 

deficiency of a certain heterozygous haplotype combination in the offspring for "AA x AB" 

and "AB x AB" crosses respectively.  

Overall, and given the difference in the number of markers interrogated by both platforms 

(~25,000 SNPs vs. ~990 haplotypes), results for the segregation analysis in three oyster 

families were generally consistent between genotyping methods. The proportion of 

distorted markers identified by the SNP array and the RAD-Seq method was stable across 

families. Also, distorted SNPs or haplotypes were consistent in that both were not skewed 

towards a specific direction (e.g., towards the typical deficiency of heterozygote genotypes 

observed for bivalve species). Nonetheless, one important distinction was the higher 
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number of apparent Mendelian errors identified in the RAD-Seq data, which resulted in a 

greater loss of data because of quality control pruning; 8% of SNP markers were removed 

from the SNP array data due to Mendelian errors and 27% of RAD loci were removed from 

the RAD-Seq data. 

 

Table 1. Mendelian segregation results of markers genotyped in three Pacific oyster 

families using two high-throughput genotyping methods. Numbers in parenthesis in the 

body of the table represent the number of markers with significant deviations at the 

nominal α=0.05. 

 

SNP markers 

(SNP array) 

Haplotype markers 

(RAD-seq) 

Mating type N⁰ SD loci N⁰ SD loci 

AA x AA 41,373 - 266 - 

AA x BB 3,624 - 674 - 

AB x AA 24,274 6,292 (8,839) 2,644 389 (625) 

AB x AB 6,737 635 (1,088) 1,136 331 (496) 

 

 

 

4.3.2 Detection of Mendelian errors across genotyping platforms 

The term Mendelian error is used in this study to describe occasions in which an offspring 

carries an allele that does not fit with the expectations of Mendelian inheritance based on 

the parental genotypes. The term is used irrespective of the source of the error. It may be 

caused by technical or biological factors such as genotyping errors (e.g., null alleles), 

erroneous family assignment, or, in very rare cases, de novo mutations.  
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4.3.2.1 SNP array 

We observed an association between the type of parental cross and the number of 

Mendelian errors. The category that proportionally showed the highest level of Mendelian 

inconsistencies was the one for which SNPs were fixed for alternative alleles in the parents 

(i.e., "AA x BB"). Levels of inconsistencies in this category were similar across families and 

affected from 28 - 31% of the SNP markers (Figure 1). It should be noted that the 

probability of observing true Mendelian errors in this type of parental cross is higher than in 

any other cross, given only one genotype category is expected in the offspring (100% AB).  

Taking into consideration all the informative SNP matting types across families (n total = 

34,635 segregation ratios), we estimated that 8% had Mendelian inconsistencies. This 

apparently high value is similar to the 7.4% reported by Qi et al. (2017) for a Pacific oyster 

family genotyped with a high-density 190K SNP array. Most of the SNPs showing Mendelian 

errors did not overlap across families (only 61 SNP markers were distorted across the three 

families), suggesting that errors are not associated with the array design (e.g., due to 

paralogous sequence variation). The pairwise comparison between families indicates that 

the majority of distorted SNP markers are exclusive to a family, instead of distorted markers 

being shared by two families (Table 2). It must be noted however that this value depends 

on the type of parental cross (i.e., genotypes of the parents), thus limiting a reliable cross-

comparison across families. 

 

Table 2. Number of shared and unique distorted SNP markers between families. Only 

significantly distorted markers after B-H correction are reported. 

Comparison 

(Family A vs Family B) 

Unique to 

Family A 

Unique to 

Family B 

Present in  

both families 

Family 19 vs 29 3,368 993 155 

Family 19 vs 30 3,027 1,760 496 

Family 29 vs 30 838 1,946 310 
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4.3.2.2 RAD-Seq method 

The number of Mendelian errors for the RAD-Seq haplotypes is markedly higher for all 

mating types, although we find a similar trend (Figure 2). The "AA x BB" category, which 

represents 15% of the observed parental crosses (whether informative or not), 

proportionally shows the highest number of Mendelian errors – 86%. The remaining 

informative category "AB x AA" reached 30% of Mendelian errors, although a strict 

comparison of this category to the equivalent category in the SNP array is not possible. This 

is because for the haplotype analysis the category comprises any cross for which one parent 

is heterozygous and the other homozygous, independent if they share a haplotype allele or 

not. For example, both "AB x CC" and "AB x BB" mating types are pooled into the nominal 

"AB x AA" category. 

By genotyping the same three oyster families with two genotyping platforms, we were able 

to detect Mendelian errors and compare these estimates between platforms (SNP array vs. 

RAD-seq method). The SNPs genotyped with the array were more robust compared to 

those obtained from RAD-seq. This observation is supported by the proportionally lower 

number of Mendelian errors observed for the array-derived SNPs (Figure 1). By definition, a 

Mendelian error is caused by an unexpected genotype in the progeny. These unexpected 

genotypes in our dataset are not novel in the sense that the same alleles observed in the 

parents are present in the offspring but in a different combination than expected under 

normal inheritance. Typically in bivalve genetic research, these unusual offspring genotypes 

(which generate the Mendelian errors) are attributed to null alleles and are recoded when 

possible (Launey and Hedgecock, 2001, Plough et al., 2016). For example, the parental cross 

"AB x AA" that shows three genotype categories in the offspring (AA, AB, and BB) may be 

recoded as "AB x AB", based on the assumption that the true parental genotype is in fact 

"AB x AØ" (with Ø indicating a null allele). Instead of recoding or removing the markers that 

showed evidence of Mendelian errors, in the current study we aimed to study their 

potential origin in Chapter 5.  
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Figure 1. Comparison between the segregation analysis of the RAD-Seq-derived haplotype 

markers (top) and SNP markers genotyped with a SNP array (bottom).  In the x-axes the 

different types of the parental cross are shown, while in the y-axes the number of markers 

per category are presented. For each mating type, the gray fraction of the bars represents 

the number of cases in which the marker segregates according to Mendelian rules, whereas 

the orange fraction represents instances in which the marker segregation data is 

inconsistent with the Mendelian law of inheritance (Mendelian error). 

 

4.3.3 Patterns of marker segregation across Pacific oyster genome scaffolds 

We compared the results from the segregation distortion analysis obtained with the SNP 

chip and the RAD-Seq method by anchoring the data to the available Pacific oyster 

reference genome. Genotype concordance between platforms was not tested at the 

individual marker level, as variants detected by each platform did not overlap. The flanking 

sequence of the SNPs interrogated in the array (i.e., probes) and the RAD-loci were aligned 

against a custom database containing all assembled scaffolds and contigs (7,658 and 
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30,459, respectively) using an e-value of 1E-50. Only queries with one match to the database 

were kept for analysis, in order to avoid paralogous regions. All probes (~40,000) from the 

SNP array aligned to the reference genome; as expected, considering that the C. gigas 

portion of the array was designed from SNPs detected after the alignment of WGS data to 

the reference genome (Gutierrez et al., 2017). Around 91 % of the probes aligned uniquely 

to either a contig or a genome scaffold. On the other hand, the RAD-loci that were 

assembled de novo within each family aligned to a total of 612 contigs and 2,483 scaffolds. 

Compared to the array, a lower mapping rate was found for the RAD-Seq loci, which ranged 

from 68% to 73%, depending on the family. Interestingly, we also find variability in the 

number of exact nucleotide positions interrogated by the RAD-Seq method. Theoretically, 

the same genomic regions should have been sampled across the individuals belonging to 

the three Pacific oyster families, which are defined in our study by the SbfI recognition site. 

Consequently, if we find a scaffold position to which only loci from one family are aligned, 

we would interpret it as a (genome) sampling error that may be of biological or technical 

origin. To test the sampling efficacy of the RAD-Seq method, we searched for the exact 

match of the family-specific RAD-loci to a scaffold position, independent of whether the 

locus is monomorphic or polymorphic. At this point of the study, contigs were removed 

from the reference assembly because of their shorter length, which may limit further 

comparative analysis. By placing the family-specific RAD loci onto scaffolds, we noted that, 

although most of the genome positions were sampled across families (52% → 2,915 out of 

5,614 RAD-loci), a significant amount were exclusive to either a family or pair of families. 

RAD-loci identified exclusively in family 19 represented 20% of the data (1,109 out of 5,614 

loci). Additionally, families 29 and 30 – which had the same dam – also shared a significant 

number of loci (13% → 729 from 5,614) that were not sampled, for unknown reasons, in 

the individuals from family 19. In contrast, the SNP-array platform achieved a higher 

technical consistency, as the same genomic coordinates, and therefore scaffolds were 

interrogated across families.  

To evaluate genome-wide SD patterns, we selected 228 scaffolds that contained 

segregation information for all families on both genotyping platforms, allowing a joint 

analysis. Nearly 67 % (153/228) of these scaffolds contained SNP markers that showed 

congruent results between genotyping platforms. That is, on these scaffolds, markers from 

the RAD-Seq method and the SNP array both show evidence of distortion (93% of the 

cases), or vice versa, both agree on the absence of SD (7% of the cases). For the instances 
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where the segregation analysis results disagreed between genotyping platforms (33% → 

75/228 scaffolds), it was caused mostly by the observation of distortion in the SNP chip 

genotyping data and absence of significant distortion in the RAD-Seq data. The latter result 

is probably consistent with the fact that, because of higher marker density, the SNP chip 

can detect more distortions than the RAD-Seq methodology. 

As mentioned above, 153 scaffolds contained segregation information for all families and 

additionally showed an agreement of the SD results from the two high-throughput 

genotyping platforms. Because at this stage the aim was to obtain a fine resolution of SDRs 

across the Pacific oyster genome, only the genotyping data from the SNP array was used. In 

a previous study, a significant amount of errors in the scaffold assemblies of the Pacific 

oyster reference genome were detected (Hedgecock et al., 2015). We therefore removed 

potentially misassembled scaffolds from our analysis by choosing those that mapped 

unambiguously to a linkage group in the study performed by Hedgecock et al. (2015). The 

Pacific oyster has 10 LGs, however, unambiguous mapping of scaffolds was only possible for 

eight LGs (LGs two and four were excluded). To detect SDRs at a high resolution, the 

scaffold with the largest number of distorted loci among the total number of scaffolds 

mapped to a specific LG was selected for plotting the -log10 p-values obtained for the 

segregation analysis. Given we noted that a significant amount of distortions were 

observed on scaffolds that unambiguously mapped to LG 10, we additionally performed a 

high-resolution analysis on this LG. The length of the selected reference scaffolds ranged 

between ~0.3 and ~1,4Mb, with an average of 0.8 Mb. 

The genome-wide patterns of SD over a theoretically representative set of regions of the 

Pacific oyster genome are presented in Figure 3.  Non-segregating markers are omitted 

(e.g., "AA x AA" type crosses). The pattern of SDRs was not random, as 8 out of 12 scaffolds 

showed consistently distorted regions in families 19 and 30 (e.g., LG 7 in Figure 3). Among 

the three Pacific oyster families, family 29 showed fewer distorted regions, with only four 

scaffolds affected (scaffold number 315, 1,179, 1,866 and 1,528). Across families, we found 

that 90 % of the SNPs displaying SD across the scaffolds belonged to the parental crosses in 

which one parent was heterozygous and the other homozygous (sire x dam; "AA x AB" or 

"AB x AA"). A significant association between parental mating type and the number of 

distorted SNPs was found (chi2 test of independence: p-value<0.001), indicating that it is 

more likely to observe a distortion if the parental cross is a het vs. hom (or vice versa). If we 
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only consider the two families that show the highest consistency regarding SDRs (i.e., 

families 19 and 30), we observe that, overall, for crosses were the sire is homozygous and 

the dam heterozygous ("AA x AB"), most of the distortions are caused by a deficiency of 

homozygous genotypes in the offspring (goodness-of-fit test; p-value<0.001), as opposed to 

a deficiency of heterozygote genotypes. Whereas for the cases in which the sire is 

heterozygous and the dam homozygous ("AB x AA"), SDs were equally as likely to be caused 

by a deficiency of the homozygote or heterozygote genotype categories (goodness-of-fit 

test: p-value=0.7). An illustration of the tendency of the distortions at SDRs shared between 

families 19 and 30 is shown in Figure 4.   

Based on the segregation analysis of SNP markers covering 8 LGs, we find that SDRs are 

extensive in nature, as they usually affect a high proportion of the scaffold lengths, typically 

covering from 30% to 90% of the scaffold (Table 3). Since most distorted regions occurred 

towards the end of the scaffolds, we cannot define their limits. The consistency observed 

between the patterns of SDs of families 19 and 30 suggests that these regions are 

biologically meaningful, and may comprise viability related genes. A striking feature of SDs 

can be observed when the frequency of the minor allele of distorted markers (estimated 

from the progeny) is plotted along the commonly distorted regions in families 19 and 30 

(Figure 4). A ragged pattern of allele frequencies is observed along the SDRs of both 

families, which shows more than 2-fold differences in variation between regions in close 

physical proximity. This pattern of nearby SNP markers showing mixed directions of 

distortion (excess and deficiency of heterozygote genotypes), along with symmetrical minor 

allele frequencies around the expectation of 0.25 (dotted line in Figure 4), suggests that 

markers are linked in large blocks. 

Additional information about the genes underlying these SDRs was obtained from the 

annotated Pacific oyster genes available in the ENSEMBL database (Yates et al., 2016). Most 

of the SDRs comprise a high number of genes, from 8 to 62, with an average of 27 genes. 

This broad set of candidate genes prevents a deeper understanding of the underlying 

mechanism by which SD may arise in bivalves. 
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Table 3. SDRs detected in three Pacific oyster families after B-H correction (p<0.05).  

 

sc: scaffold 

 

Family ID 

SDR 

(marker interval in 

bp) 

SDR              

(length in bp) 
LG 

Number of 

SD markers 

Distortion 

toward parent 

Family 19 25,998-526,367 500,369 10 (sc. 157) 10 dam 

 173,169-374,949 201,780 10 (sc. 315) 5 sire 

 223,833-780,350 556,517 10 (sc. 485) 12 sire 

 131,172-973,908 842,736 10 (sc. 492) 14 dam 

 203,554-469,774 266,220 10 (sc. 1094) 5 dam 

 47,516-981,710 934,194 3 20 sire & dam 

 430,759-498,217 67,458 4 3 dam 

 189,520-834,114 644,594 5 5 sire 

 215,864-399,160 183,296 6 7 dam 

 67,538-385,984 318,446 7 16 dam 

 36,236-282,200 245,964 8 5 dam 

Family 29 530,025-628,588 98,563 10 (sc. 315) 5 dam 

 68,232-1,339,292 1,271,060 1 19 sire 

 197,505-435,518 238,013 6 9 dam 

 36,236-173,241 137,005 8 5 dam 

Family 30 34,507-583,841 549,334 10 (sc. 157) 8 dam 

 357,800-628,588 270,788 10 (sc. 315) 12 sire 

 46,647-561,639 514,992 10 (sc. 485) 10 sire 

 214,092-818,006 603,914 10 (sc. 492) 13 dam 

 42,184-539,053 496,869 10 (sc. 1094) 8 dam 

 137,156-981,719 844,563 3 14 sire & dam 

 391,901-435,518 43,617 6 5 sire 

 257,022-563,100 306,078 7 12 sire 
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Figure 3. Distribution of SDRs for the twelve selected scaffolds (5 scaffolds for LG 10 + 7 scaffolds per LG) across three Pacific oyster families. Family 

19, family 29 and family 30 are coded as fam19, fam29, and fam30, respectively. The x-axes corresponds to the scaffold length in bp, and the y-axes 

corresponds to the –log10(p-value) of the chi2 goodness of fit test. Dots and lines are colour-coded according to the parental segregation type: grey 

circles represent SNP markers with a sire x dam "0/0 x 0/1" (or "AA x AB") parental cross; blue circles represent the reciprocal, "0/1 x 0/0" (or "AB x 

AA") cross; and orange dots represent the segregation results for the "0/1 x 0/1" (or "AB x AB") parental crosses. The vertical black dotted line 

indicates the negative log value of the corrected significance p-value thresholds. 
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Figure 4. Allele frequency of distorted SNP markers across the scaffolds that were 

‘consistently’ distorted in families 19 and 30. Only markers that showed significant 

distortion after correction for multiple testing are shown. Circles represent the allele 

frequency of the minor allele in the progeny, which is colored coded according to parental 

segregation type (sire x dam): "0/0 x 0/1" crosses are represented by orange circles, and 

"0/1 x 0/0" crosses are represented by a grey circles. The dotted line indicates the expected 

minor allele frequency (i.e., 0.25) if the marker conformed to Mendelian inheritance. If the 

minor allele frequency circle is above the dotted line (blue shaded area), then the SD is 

caused by an excess of heterozygote genotypes. On the contrary, if the minor allele 

frequency circle is below the dotted line (pink shaded area), the distortion is caused by a 

deficiency of heterozygote genotypes in the progeny. 
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To investigate whether the SD was associated with the transmission of the maternal or 

paternal alleles, we used the high discriminatory power of the RAD-Seq haplotype 

segregation data. We take advantage of the fact that some haplotype crosses exhibit more 

than two alleles at the SDRs, and therefore provide a means of testing parent-of-origin 

effects, as precise tracking of each parental allele is possible. Only two types of informative 

crosses were detected "AB x CD" and "AB x AC", which represented a low fraction of all the 

available segregation types (as most crosses were uninformative for the analysis). The 

results obtained from fitting each parent separately for an allele expectation of a 1:1 ratio 

are shown in Table 4. The data suggest that both paternal and maternal effects are present, 

although a higher frequency of distortions driven by the transmission of a female allele is 

observed (5 out of 6 tests). 

 

Table 4. Estimation of paternal and maternal allelic effects on SDRs identified in different 

families and Pacific oyster linkage groups (LGs). Chi-square values are given for the 

paternal and maternal analysis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*significant (p-value<0.05), ** highly significant (p-value<0.001) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Family ID LG Mating type Paternal Maternal 

19 3 AB x CD 9* 6.3* 

19 10 AB x AC 3.3 15** 

19 10 AB x AC 8.1* 0.6 

30 3 AB x AC 0.2 5* 

30 3 AB x AC 0.4 5.3* 

30 6 AB x AC 1.2 5.8* 
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4.4 Discussion 

4.4.1 Performance of RAD-Seq in the Pacific oyster: a comparison of genotyping platforms 

In this study, we evaluated the performance of a widely used high-throughput genotyping 

technique – RAD-Seq – against a recently developed Pacific oyster C. gigas SNP array. Our 

approach was to estimate a platform error rate based on the Mendelian errors identified by 

a segregation analysis performed in three nuclear families genotyped with the technologies 

above. We work with the premise that the Pacific oyster genome, similarly to other bivalve 

genomes (Šatović and Plohl, 2017, Murgarella et al., 2016), show a myriad of genome 

complexities that represent significant challenges for accurate genotyping, as others have 

observed (Hedgecock et al., 2004, Lemer et al., 2011, MacAvoy et al., 2008). However, 

during the design of an array, there is a bias towards selecting SNPs in stable genomic 

regions with lower levels of polymorphisms, which are generally easier to genotype 

(Lachance and Tishkoff, 2013). On the contrary, the RAD-Seq method randomly interrogates 

different regions (Davey and Blaxter, 2010, Miller et al., 2007), which may lead to increased 

genotyping artifacts in a challenging genome. This fundamental distinction between 

genotyping platforms allowed us to detect (i) a base-line error, represented by the 

Mendelian errors of the SNP array, and (ii) a RAD-Seq genotyping error, derived from the 

comparison of a number of Mendelian errors detected for the SNP array versus the RAD-

Seq method. To our knowledge, no other comparative assessment of genome-wide 

genotyping technologies has been undertaken for a bivalve species.  

The results of the segregation analysis indicate that Mendelian errors are abundant when 

families are genotyped with the RAD-Seq method (41% of the haplotype markers were 

affected). This degree of error is among the highest described for any platform (Pompanon 

et al., 2005) and may preclude any reliable population or evolutionary inference based on 

RAD-Seq-derived markers. The impact, however, would be minor in trait mapping studies, 

as errors would be easily detected from pedigree information. Among the factors that are 

most likely to explain this high RAD-Seq genotyping error rate are errors in the pedigree, 

quality of the DNA samples, sequencing platform and genome-specific characteristics. Each 

is discussed in the context of this study. First, an error in the pedigree is discarded as an 

explanatory factor because an identity-by-state clustering analysis based on the SNP array 

data (~25,000 SNPs) clearly distinguishes the three family groups (Gutierrez et al., 2017), 

supporting the family integrity of the samples used in this study. The other factor that may 
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have influenced the high rate of Mendelian errors is DNA quality. High-quality DNA is 

essential for the RAD-Seq method because it leads to a more consistent and efficient 

shearing of the DNA fragments (Andrews et al., 2016), which in turn leads to a theoretically 

unbiased sampling (sequencing) of loci across individuals. In our study, the DNA quality of 

the offspring samples showed variable degrees of fragmentation (data not shown), which 

may have affected the adequate sampling of both alleles. However, if due to poor DNA 

quality we systematically sampled one instead of both alleles (allelic dropout), then we 

would expect most of the segregation distortions to be caused by an excess of homozygote 

genotypes in the offspring (or conversely, a heterozygote deficiency). However, the 

majority of the distortions identified in the RAD-Seq dataset (62%) were caused by a 

deficiency (and not an excess) of homozygote genotypes (i.e., excess of heterozygotes). 

Therefore, variable input DNA quality is unlikely to have caused the high error rates. 

Another explanatory factor could have been the RAD-Seq method itself. As discussed in 

previous Chapters, RAD-Seq is not exempt from bias, like any other genotyping technique.  

However, in Chapter 3 of this thesis, and as part of a de novo assembly optimization 

procedure, we sequenced a set of technical replicates from two offspring samples used in 

the segregation analysis discussed herein. From the Pacific oyster technical replicates, we 

estimated a genotyping error rate of 3.5% for the RAD-Seq platform, a value that is 11-fold 

less than our current estimate based on Mendelian errors. The magnitude of this difference 

suggests that genome-specific characteristics, reflecting a biological factor, are likely 

explaining why Mendelian errors are so abundant in the RAD-Seq data, and for this matter, 

also in the SNP array (~8%). It is worth mentioning that other genotyping platforms have 

been developed for the Pacific oyster, and that these usually show low error rates 

determined from replicate reactions or cross-technology comparisons (e.g., 0% for SNPs on 

a Illumina GoldenGate Hedgecock et al. (2015); 0.034% for a high-density 190k SNP array Qi 

et al. (2017)). Nevertheless, when for the same technologies genotyping accuracy is 

estimated according to family data, higher errors are reported, such as the 7.4% detected 

by Qi et al. (2017) for the high-density SNP array. Under the possibility that the pedigree 

structure is decoupled to some extent from the genotypic data, the default assumption that 

genotypes are correct if they conform to Mendelian expectations would be inadequate. In 

the next Chapter, we explore potential biological sources of Mendelian inconsistencies in 

the Pacific oyster genotyping data. 
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4.4.2 Segregation distortion: single-marker analysis 

After the removal of loci showing Mendelian errors, a high agreement between the 

segregation analyses of markers genotyped with a SNP-array and the RAD-Seq method was 

observed. In family 19, 33% of the SNPs from the array were significantly distorted, 

whereas 35% of the RAD-Seq-derived haplotype markers showed deviations from 

Mendelian inheritance patterns. In family 29, 12% and 15% of the markers from the SNP 

array and the RAD-Seq method, respectively, were distorted. In family 30 both platforms 

had the same proportion of distorted markers, 23%. Segregation distortion in our study was 

mostly caused, across families and mating types, by a bias against homozygote genotypes in 

the offspring, in contrast with the widespread observation that distortions in bivalves are 

caused by heterozygote deficiency (Raymond et al., 1997, Beaumont, 1991, Mallet et al., 

1985). This shift in the tendency of distortions could be explained by the fact that the 

parents used in the study were related to some degree, leading to partial inbreeding in the 

offspring. Indeed, partially inbred bivalve crosses have been shown to produce substantial 

deficiencies of homozygous genotypes, which are interpreted as selection against recessive 

deleterious alleles linked to the markers under study (Plough and Hedgecock, 2011, Launey 

and Hedgecock, 2001). On the contrary, outbred crosses of marine bivalves appear to be 

different in the sense that distortions usually manifest as a deficiency of heterozygote 

genotypes (Plough et al., 2016). The notion that bivalves typically show (a phenomenon of) 

deficiencies of heterozygote genotypes most probably stem from the fact that, for decades, 

there were fewer genetic studies on inbred families. Furthermore, most of the literature 

came from field studies, for which heterozygote deficiency was an established 

phenomenon (Beaumont, 1991, Foltz, 1986, Raymond et al., 1997, Borsa et al., 1991, Toro 

and Vergara, 1995, Gosling and Wilkins, 1985, Lassen and Turano, 1978). With the advent 

of NGS technologies and an increasing interest in the development of genomic resources 

and linkage maps, information from SDs in marine bivalves with different breeding 

backgrounds will be available for comparison. Although inbreeding may be a feasible 

explanation for the observed deficiencies of homozygote genotypes, we cannot test this 

hypothesis since no pedigree records of the parents were available.  

Levels of SD have not yet been explored at the high marker density analyzed here 

(particularly with the SNP array). Therefore a strict comparison with previous literature is 

difficult, particularly due to the mixture of the genetic backgrounds (inbred vs. outbred) of 
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the families that different studies have analysed. For the SNP array markers, proportions of 

distortions ranged from 12% (1,148 SNPs) to 33% (3,260 SNPs) across families. For the RAD 

derived haplotype markers, SDs ranged from 15% (140 haplotypes) to 35% (350 

haplotypes). In comparison, and with 19 microsatellites genotyped in eight Pacific oyster 

families, Launey and Hedgecock (2001) reported 21% of non-Mendelian segregation ratios 

after correction for multiple testing. Reece et al. (2004) found approximately 11% of 

significant distortions in the oyster Crassostrea virginica, also after correction. On the other 

hand, during the construction of a high-density linkage map for the silver-lipped pearl 

oyster Pinctada maxima, 13% of the SNP markers were shown to be distorted, affecting 

mainly a single family and specific LGs (Jones et al., 2013). Likewise, in a mapping study on 

the Pacific oyster, distorted marker appeared in most LGs across five families (Hedgecock et 

al., 2015). However, a significant difference in the proportion of distorted makers per LG 

was detected, ranging from 3% in LG1 to 60% in LG 3. 

 

4.4.3 Pattern of SD along genome scaffolds 

A reference genome assembly for the Pacific oyster (Zhang et al., 2012) allowed us to co-

locate the SNP-chip and the RAD-Seq data. The aim was to detect highly confident SDRs by 

selecting assemblies (scaffolds) that contained markers from both genotyping platforms 

that coincide in the presence of significant deviations from Mendelian expectations. 

Scaffolds containing genotype data were then mapped to a second-generation Pacific 

oyster linkage map (Hedgecock et al., 2015). To get a representative view of all 

chromosomes (2n = 20), a single scaffold from each linkage group was sampled; except for 

LGs 2 and 4, which had no unambiguously mapped scaffolds to examine. In addition, a high-

resolution analysis of SDRs was performed for LG 10, as more scaffolds were sampled (n = 

5), allowing to examine the chromosome at a higher coverage (~4 Mb). 

Because SDRs are represented by clusters of markers closely linked to the gene(s) causing 

distortion, the highest-skewed genotypic frequencies should occur near the genomic 

locations of the distorting factor (Lu et al., 2002, Tai et al., 2000). Instead, in this study, 

patterns of SD on the genome scaffolds were observed in large contiguous blocks, with no 

tendency of a single marker showing the highest genotypic imbalance. The average length 

of the scaffolds analyzed averaged ~0.8Mb, and distortions affected from 30 to 92% of the 
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total scaffold length (Table 3). We found that the extent to which the SDRs overlap was 

high between two of the three families analyzed, families 19 and 30. This result was 

unexpected considering that at the level of single markers, it was rare to find SNPs that 

were commonly distorted in two families, similar to what others have observed (Plough and 

Hedgecock, 2011). In accordance with previous studies, we observed that markers showing 

SD tend to cluster in specific LGs (e.g., LG 10) (Jones et al., 2013, Li and Guo, 2004, 

Hedgecock et al., 2015, McGoldrick and Hedgecock, 1997), indicating that these regions 

may encompass viability loci. Among the analysed families, SDRs were driven by the female 

parent in 65% of detected cases (15/23 SDRs detected over three families). This result is 

confirmed by the segregation analysis of the RAD-Seq-derived haplotype markers at 

distorted regions. Although both paternal and maternal effects were found to be associated 

with distortions (Table 4), for most of the crosses analysed (5 out of 6) the female parent 

deviated significantly from a 1:1 allelic ratio. This result would suggest that SD is mainly 

caused by the overall reduced representation of individuals carrying a particular female 

allele. However, this finding does not agree with a study performed in outbred Pacific 

oyster families, where the maternal effect is only slightly higher than the paternal effects 

(29 vs. 25) (Plough et al., 2016)). Although in this study the exact genetic factors underlying 

SDRs cannot completely be resolved, the observation that the segregation ratios show a 

slight tendency to be biased against homozygote genotypes suggests that zygotic instead of 

gametic factors are responsible for SDs. Based on previous genetic evidence from Pacific 

oyster families (Launey and Hedgecock, 2001, Plough and Hedgecock, 2011), it is likely that 

the distortions detected in this study are caused by post-zygotic viability selection due to 

the presence of deleterious recessive genes. This high mutational load would also fit with 

the extreme levels of sequence polymorphisms observed in the present study (one SNP per 

48bp). To date, however, no direct evidence for a high mutation rate in any bivalve species 

has been provided.   
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CHAPTER 5 

Using locus sequence coverage to investigate null 

alleles in Pacific oyster RAD-Seq data 
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5.1 Introduction   

Null alleles at genetic markers are alleles that fail to be detected. They can be the result of a 

deletion encompassing the marker (Crooks et al., 2013) or polymorphisms at the binding 

site of PCR primers, which is relevant for microsatellite analysis (Broquet and Petit, 2004, 

Dakin and Avise, 2004). In the case of genotyping by sequencing approaches, 

polymorphisms occurring at restriction enzyme recognition sites can be a common source 

of null alleles (Andrews et al., 2016, Cooke et al., 2016). Due to the fact that a locus that is 

heterozygous for a null allele (e.g., "AØ") will be genotyped as a homozygote (i.e., "AA"), 

the segregation of null alleles within a family/pedigree structure may result in apparent 

inheritance incompatibilities between parent and offspring genotypes. As such, null alleles 

may be problematic for genetic analysis as they could lead to false parentage exclusion 

(Dakin and Avise, 2004), or potentially artificially inflate population structure in cases of 

significant underlying population differentiation (Chapuis and Estoup, 2007). However, 

instead of discarding markers carrying a null allele some researchers have used them as a 

means of discovering structural genomic variation in humans (McCarroll et al., 2008, 

Conrad et al., 2006, Kohler and Cutler, 2007), chickens (Crooks et al., 2013) and cattle 

(Seroussi et al., 2010). This exemplifies the utility of understanding the underlying factors of 

genotypic incompatibilities in pedigree data, as it may provide an opportunity for an 

improved view of the polymorphism landscape of a species. 

Null alleles are ubiquitous in genetic studies of bivalve species. Based on the observation of 

unexpected genotypes in the offspring of pair crosses, null alleles in marine bivalves affect 

from 16% to 51% of the employed markers (Reece et al., 2004, Launey and Hedgecock, 

2001, McGoldrick et al., 2000, Hedgecock et al., 2004). A few studies have empirically 

confirmed the wide-spread nature of null alleles in marine bivalves and their fundamental 

impact on biological interpretation. In a striking example in the Black-Lipped oyster 

Pinctada margaritifera, Lemer et al. (2011) completely corrected deviations from Hardy 

Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) by re-designing the PCR primers for microsatellite loci. 

Another study in the American oyster Crassostrea virginica (Hare et al., 1996) revealed that 

the genotype scoring of some loci appeared to vary as a function of varying PCR conditions, 

suggesting a high risk of erroneous scoring of genotypes; for example, a locus that showed 

departures from HWE in 58% of the populations examined, conformed to HWE after primer 

redesign. These studies highlight the pervasiveness of technical biases in PCR assays in 
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bivalves, and of particular concern, the difficulty of detecting them in natural populations, 

given the circular argument of using agreement with HWE as a criterion for assessing the 

validity of an assay. The most reliable approach to evaluate genotype errors is direct 

verification of Mendelian transmission through pedigree analysis. In the search for 

developing parentage assignment tools, researchers have encountered several technical 

issues (Pino-Querido et al., 2015, Morvezen et al., 2013, Reece et al., 2004, MacAvoy et al., 

2008) that, although not precluding parental testing, confirm that bivalve species display 

considerable locus complexity. For instance, three of these studies (MacAvoy et al., 2008, 

Reece et al., 2004, Zhan et al., 2007) sequenced the flanking region of a subset of 

microsatellite loci that were being evaluated for parental testing, as means of ensuring 

their allelic state. A substantial number of polymorphisms in the flanking region were found 

at most loci, indicating that genetic variation not only occurred at the microsatellite repeat 

motif itself but also in the surrounding DNA sequence. Due to the high sequence 

polymorphisms of marine bivalves (Zhang et al., 2012a, Harrang et al., 2013, Sauvage et al., 

2007, Pallavicini et al., 2008), a high incidence of technical artefacts may be expected, 

which may severely impact the development and application of markers, along with the 

subsequent interpretation of genetic data. Furthermore, the failure to incorporate the 

interaction between genetic assays and genome complexities during the stages of 

experimental design and data interpretation has led to a few occasions in which 

conclusions were shown to be completely biased by technical artifacts, e.g., Ren et al. 

(2009) correcting Yu et al. (2008). Considering the high risk of bias in genetic data obtained 

from species with complex and poorly understood genomes, of particular relevance is the 

examination of potential sources of technical errors in technologies that are currently being 

used for high-throughput genotyping of non-model organisms.  

Restriction site associated (RAD) sequencing is a cost-effective means of generating large 

numbers of SNPs in virtually any organism. Several potential sources of bias have been 

described for the RAD-Seq protocols (Andrews et al., 2016). A relevant source of bias is the 

presence of polymorphisms in restriction enzyme recognition sites, which may create false 

homozygous genotype calls due to the presence of a null allele (Davey et al., 2013, Arnold 

et al., 2013, Ilut et al., 2014, Gautier et al., 2013). In a bivalve genome, where rates of 

sequence and structural polymorphisms are high compared to most other species (Rico et 

al., 2017, Zhang et al., 2012b), a greater frequency of null alleles is expected. In the face of 

the high number of inheritance incompatibilities detected in Chapter 4 of this thesis, it is 
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reasonable to suggest that null alleles may be explaining at least a proportion of these 

Mendelian errors. Additionally, the fact that we have observed a bimodal distribution in the 

histograms of coverage per locus for all individuals and species analyzed in this thesis 

(example in Chapter 3; Figure 6) may indicate that null alleles are segregating at significant 

magnitudes in the bivalve RAD-Seq data (i.e., the peak of lower coverage may reflect the 

failure to detect one of the alleles at a given locus, or genuine hemizygosity at the genomic 

region). Evidence for the hypothesis of high levels of null alleles in bivalve genetic data has 

support in data obtained from the (Pacific) Oyster Genome Consortium that indicated that 

42% of microsatellite loci occurred in the hemizygous state due to indel variation (personal 

communication in Rico et al. (2017)). 

The aim of this Chapter was to test the hypothesis that the extensive Mendelian errors 

detected in the Pacific oyster RAD-Seq data (Chapter 4) are caused by null alleles. Our 

approach was to establish an association between markers (i) showing Mendelian errors 

and (ii) their patterns in parents and offspring when coverage is taken into account in 

addition to the simple genotype call information. The rationale is that haplotypes 

erroneously typed as homozygous due to a putative null allele (i.e., "AØ") may exhibit lower 

coverage on average – specifically that they should come from the 'low-coverage' peak of 

the individual’s coverage per locus bimodal distribution. Following the same logic, markers 

that show patterns that fit with the presence of a null allele (i.e., presence of genotypes 

corresponding to low-coverage homozygotes) should always be flagged as a locus with high 

potential for Mendelian incompatibility. By evaluating how many violations of Mendelian 

inheritance are consistent with the presence of null alleles, we aim to derive an estimate of 

their abundance in the Pacific oyster RAD-Seq data and their potential contribution to the 

highly unorthodox segregation patterns typically observed in bivalve nuclear families. 

 

5.2 Material and Methods 

5.2.1 Animals and Sequence Data 

RAD-Seq data from the three oyster families (total n = 68) described in Chapter 4 were 

analyzed. In Chapter 4, genotypes were called separately within each family because a 

preliminary analysis in Stacks v1.40 revealed that the number of loci in a catalogue built 

from cross-referencing the family-specific loci was lower than a family-based genotype 
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calling approach (Appendix, Section1: Figure 1). However, here we aim to take advantage of 

the fact that families 29 and 30 share the same dam, as it allows us to test if null alleles of 

maternal origin are being transmitted to the progeny. If at the same locus we observe that 

offspring from families 29 and 30 show a segregation pattern consistent with the 

inheritance of a maternal null allele, then the Mendelian incompatibility is attributed to a 

null allele instead of a potential genotyping error. 

After quality filtering and trimming, reads from individual oysters belonging to all three 

families were assembled and genotyped de novo using Stacks v1.4 (Catchen et al., 2013, 

Catchen et al., 2011). A minimum stack depth of 3 and a maximum of 6 mismatches were 

allowed to build a locus within an individual. In addition, a gapped alignment was enabled 

to allow for the detection of indels.  A catalogue of representative loci was obtained for 

each individual by merging loci using a maximum sequence mismatch of 8. After samples 

are matched back to the family loci catalogue, we exported the genotype data as RAD loci 

haplotypes only if the marker was present in 70% of the individuals at a minimum coverage 

of 8 reads.  

Haplotype markers genotyped across the three oyster families were then categorized into 

one of the following haplotype marker status: (i) Mendelian errors, if the genotypes in the 

parents and offspring showed incompatibilities and therefore did not fit with expected 

Mendelian inheritance, (ii) a distorted locus (SD), if the marker conformed to expected 

Mendelian inheritance but offspring genotypes deviated from expected genotype ratios 

under Mendelian laws, and (iii) normal, if the locus showed a normal inheritance pattern 

and showed no significant deviation from expected ratios. For the segregation analysis of 

the loci free of Mendelian errors (i.e., those not in the Mendelian error category) we tested 

for significant departures from Mendelian expectations within families using a chi-square 

test (α = 0.05). 

 

5.2.2 Detection of null alleles 

All individual haplotypes were recoded according to two variables: (i) genotypes status – 

i.e., either a homozygote or heterozygote haplotype; and (ii) haplotype coverage, either 

above or below a predefined threshold 37x. This threshold value was determined by 

estimating approximately half the distance between the two peaks of the bimodal coverage 
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per locus distribution observed for the oyster samples after read normalization; peaks 

occurred at ~25x and ~49x. The experimental threshold of 37 (at the theoretical minimum 

between the two coverage peaks) was chosen to distinguish between the loci with one 

observed gene copy (putative null alleles) and the putative normal loci with two gene 

copies (Figure 1). This was taken as a pragmatic approach, expecting a proportion of false 

positives and false negatives in each category due to the overlap of the coverage 

distributions.  

 

 

 

Figure 1. The experimental threshold used to define high and low coverage regions from 

the histogram of coverage per locus. The y-axis shows the frequency of RAD-loci, and the 

x-axis shows the read coverage for a given locus. 
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Following the classification described above, all typed haplotypes were assigned to one of 

the following bivariate categories (henceforth a 'genotype-coverage' category):  

i. homozygote of low coverage (Hom-LC), 

ii. homozygote of high coverage (Hom-HC), 

iii. heterozygote of low coverage (Het-LC), 

iv. and heterozygote of high coverage (Het-HC). 

 

5.2.3 Frequency of 'genotype-coverage' categories in an individual 

As a first exploration of the genotype coverage data, we calculated the number of times 

each 'genotype-coverage' category is present in an individual oyster. To allow for a 

comparative analysis, each category is expressed as a percentage of the total number of 

non-missing haplotypes per individual. 

 

5.2.4 Association between genotype-coverage patterns and Mendelian inconsistencies    

The presence of null alleles in our dataset was assessed by evaluating the association 

between Mendelian errors and 'genotype-coverage' patterns derived from parents and 

offspring. Since we were interested in evaluating the presence of null alleles, both the 

heterozygotes showing HC and LC are merged into a single heterozygote category. This was 

done because the relevance of coverage (either HC or LC) is by default minimal in a 

heterozygous genotype, as both alleles are present and have been detected.  Consequently, 

only three categories were considered when extracting parental and offspring 'genotype-

coverage' patterns: homozygote-LC, homozygote-HC, and heterozygotes. For each 

haplotype marker within a family, a 'genotype-coverage' pattern is defined by taking the 

frequencies of the abovementioned categories and observing whether a category is present 

or absent in the (i) parents (parental pattern); and (ii) offspring (offspring pattern). In other 

words, 'genotype-coverage' data is being represented for the parents and offspring using a 

binary variable (present/absent). Contingency tables summarizing the joint frequency 

distribution of 'genotype-coverage' patterns and haplotype status (either Mendelian error, 

SD or normal) were visualized in mosaic plots using R (R Core Team, 2013). The association 

between 'genotype-coverage' patterns and proportions of Mendelian errors was assessed 
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using a Pearson chi2 test of independence with a p-value threshold of 0.05, after applying a 

Bonferroni correction for multiple testing.  

 

5.3 Results 

A total of 2,830 haplotype markers were identified across the three oyster families. Each 

marker was categorized by their haplotype status, either as showing (i) Mendelian error, (ii) 

segregation distortion (SD), or (iii) normal Mendelian inheritance ratios (i.e., no SD) (Table 

1).  

 

Table 1. Summary of haplotype marker status. For each oyster family, the frequency of 

markers showing Mendelian errors, segregation distortion (SD), and normal inheritance are 

presented. In the last column, the number of informative haplotypes per family is shown, 

with the percentage from the total amount of markers identified in each family in 

parenthesis.  

Family ID Mendelian 

error 

SD Normal inheritance,    

no SD 

Numb. informative 

haplotypes 

Family 19 313 695 326 1,334 (47%) 

Family 29 399 746 367 1,512 (53%) 

Family 30 387 777 390 1,544 (55%) 

 

 

5.3.1 Detection of null alleles 

For each individual oyster, all markers were categorized according to two variables: 

haplotype genotype, either homozygous or heterozygous; and coverage, either above or 

below the pre-defined read depth threshold of 37x. The percentages of each bivariate 

category (four in total: Hom-HC, Hom-LC, Het-HC and Het-LC) were calculated for each 

individual, without taking into account missing genotypes.   

Within an individual, irrespective of the family, ~47% of the haplotype markers were called 

as heterozygous. The proportion of homozygous haplotype markers per individual is 

marginally higher than heterozygous haplotypes, which can be observed in Figure 2. At an 
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individual level, genome-wide heterozygosity was relatively constant across family 

members. Notably, within each genotype category (i.e., homozygote versus heterozygote) 

the ratio between LC and HC genotypes shows a statistically significant difference. 

Regarding the homozygote genotypes category, the ratio of LC to HC across individuals is 

around 1.14, whereas for the heterozygote category the ratio is 0.38. Thus, the proportion 

of heterozygous-LC haplotypes is significantly lower than the equivalent homozygous 

category (i.e., homozygous-LC) in all three families (chi2 goodness of fit test: p-value<0.001 

in all families). This means that homozygous haplotypes are equally likely to be designated 

as originating from the low coverage distribution than from the high distribution. On the 

contrary, the vast majority of heterozygous haplotypes genotyped within individual oysters 

are found in the 'high coverage' spectrum of the bimodal distribution observed for the 

coverage per locus plots (Figure 2). 

The incidence of null alleles was investigated by evaluating the association between (i) 

'genotype-coverage' patterns derived for both parent and offspring genotype data and (ii) 

the number of Mendelian errors. The rationale behind this was that patterns that fit with 

the presence of a null allele (i.e., patterns that contain the homozygous-LC) should be 

associated with a higher frequency of Mendelian errors. A summary of the frequency of the 

parent and offspring 'genotype-coverage' patterns for each oyster family are shown in 

Tables 2 and 3, respectively.  

Regarding the parental 'genotype-coverage' patterns, the relative frequency of the patterns 

is consistent across families (Table 2). The most frequent pattern is the "Het x Het" cross, 

which is uninformative for the detection of null alleles. The following patterns, "Het x Hom-

HC" and "Het x Hom-LC", show no statistically significant difference in numbers (chi2 

goodness of fit: p-value = 0.3). For the parental 'genotype-coverage' pattern that is 

informative for the detection of null alleles (i.e., the "Het x Hom-LC" cross), the sire was 

equally likely than the dam to be the Hom-LC category (chi2 goodness of fit: p-value = 0.2). 

Similar to the parental 'genotype-coverage' patterns, the frequency of the offspring 

patterns is similar across families (Table 3). The most frequent pattern observed in the 

offspring is of instances in which a haplotype marker shows three 'genotype-coverage' 

categories in the offspring: Het, Hom-HC, and Hom-LC.  
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Figure 2. The proportion of Het_LC category is comparatively inferior to other 'genotype-

coverage' combinations. In the x-axes the different individuals from a family (parents + 

offspring) is shown and each bar represents an individual. In the y-axes the percentage of 

haplotypes belonging to each category is shown and color-coded according to the legend at 

the right after removal of missing genotypes. 
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Table 2. Frequency of parental 'genotype-coverage' patterns across families. The bottom 

row shows the number of informative (haplotype) crosses, with percentages from the total 

number of markers identified in each family in parenthesis. 

Parental pattern Family 19 Family 29 Family 30 

Het x Hom-LC 328 393 398 

Het x Hom-HC 419 453 489 

Het x Het 442 493 502 

Hom-LC x Hom-HC 35 53 43 

Hom-HC x Hom-HC 5 8 13 

Hom-LC x Hom-LC 105 112 109 

Total 1,334 (47%) 1,512 (53%) 1,544 (55%) 

 

 

Table 3. Frequency of offspring 'genotype-coverage' patterns across families. The bottom 

row shows the number of informative (haplotype) crosses, with percentages from the total 

number of markers identified in each family in parenthesis. 

Offspring pattern N⁰ categories Family 19 Family 29 Family 30 

Het | Hom-LC 2 331 325 254 

Het |Hom-HC 2 305 351 433 

Het 1 51 89 101 

Hom-LC | Hom-HC 2 10 10 10 

Hom-LC 1 6 2 0 

Hom-LC | Het | Hom-HC 3 631 735 756 

Total  1,334 (47%) 1,512 (53%) 1,544 (55%) 
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To detect the segregation of null alleles in our data we explored the relationship between 

two categorical variables. One variable describes a 'genotype-coverage' pattern, which is 

defined independently for the parental and offspring individuals (termed 'parental pattern' 

or 'offspring pattern,' respectively). Both the 'parental pattern' and 'offspring pattern' have 

six levels (see Tables 2 and 3). However, for downstream analysis, we only analyzed the 

'parental patterns' that could generate informative segregation patterns in the offspring: 

specifically, "Het x Hom-LC", "Het x Hom-HC", and "Het x Het" (3 levels in total). The other 

categorical variable analyzed represents the haplotype’s marker segregation status, and 

includes three levels: Mendelian error, SD, or normal, as described above. To understand 

the nature of the relationship between these two categorical variables we visualize their 

joint occurrences using a mosaic plot. A mosaic plot (Hartigan and Kleiner, 1984) is a 

visualization tool for contingency tables (i.e., tables of counts). The utility of a mosaic plot is 

that each cell in a contingency table is represented as a box whose area is proportional to 

the number of observations, creating an effective graphical display of variable relationships. 

We represent our data by plotting the 'genotype-coverage' patterns on the y-axis and the 

haplotype marker segregation status on the x-axis. The height of each 'genotype-coverage' 

pattern will be proportional to the number of observations for that pattern with respect to 

all analyzed patterns. The height of the boxes is the same for each 'genotype-coverage' 

pattern (i.e., row) and is equal to the total counts for that category. Each row can be 

treated as a histogram with stacked bins. The width of the box is the proportion of 

observations in a specific row that fall into that category, which has the same column-wise 

order across rows.  

 

5.3.2 Parental patterns vs. haplotype status 

A mosaic plot of the relationship between the 'parental pattern' and the marker 

segregation status is shown in Figure 3. We found a statistically significant dependence of 

the two variables (chi2 test of independence: p-value = 2.2E-16).  The low p-value, which is 

the lowest output given in the R software, is caused by the fact that certain 'parental 

patterns' do not have observations for all three possbile haplotype status categories. For 

instance, the 'Het x Het' category is never found to be associated with a marker showing a 

Mendelian error. The mosaic plots of the two categorical variables were strikingly similar 

across the three families. Among the three patterns analyzed, the one that proportionally 

showed that highest number of Mendelian errors was the 'parental pattern' where one 
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parent is Het and the other a Hom-LC, with a proportion of markers showing Mendelian 

errors ranging from 142 in family 19 to 200 in family 30.  
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Figure 3. Relationship between the 'parental pattern' (y-axes) and the marker segregation 

status (x-axes) across three oyster families. 
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To evaluate whether the high number of Mendelian errors detected in the 'Het x Hom-LC' 

cross was associated with the segregation of null alleles, we estimated the proportion of 

offspring categorized as Hom-HC or Hom-LC for the crosses flagged as having Mendelian 

errors. The rationale is that if the 'Het x Hom-LC' cross carried a null allele, then it should be 

transmitted to the next generation following the Mendelian rules of inheritance. That is, 

the putative "AB x AØ" parental cross (represented by the 'Het x Hom-LC' cross) should 

generate the following genotype proportions in the offspring: 25% AB (i.e., Het), 25% AA 

(i.e., Hom-HC), 25% AØ (i.e., Hom-LC) and 25% BØ (i.e., Hom-LC). If the genotypes are 

grouped by 'genotype-coverage' category, then the expectation is 25% Het, 25% Hom-HC 

and 50% Hom-LC. In Figure 4, it can be observed that the distribution of the proportion of 

each 'genotype-category' is different, with a slight tendency towards the 'genotype-

coverage' expectations (i.e., 50% offspring genotypes = Hom-LC; 25% offspring genotypes = 

Hom-HC). For the Hom-LC distribution, the proportion of offspring categorized as Hom-LC is 

skewed towards the expected 50%. On the other hand, the histogram distribution of the 

Hom-HC is skewed towards a lower proportion of offspring per haplotype marker being 

Hom-HC. 
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Figure 4. For haplotype markers flagged as showing Mendelian errors, a different 

distribution of the proportion of homozygote 'genotype categories' (top: Hom-LC; 

bottom: Hom-HC) is observed in the offspring. In the x-axes the proportion of each 

'genotype-coverage' category and in the y-axes the frequency. 
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Offspring patterns vs. haplotype status 

A mosaic plot of the relationship between the 'offspring pattern' and the haplotype marker 

segregation status is shown in Figure 5. These two variables also showed a significant 

association (chi2 test of independence: p-value=2.2E-16). The 'offspring pattern' that 

showed the highest number of Mendelian errors was the pattern in which the offspring 

displayed two different types of 'genotype-coverage' categories: Het and Hom-LC. The 

proportion of Mendelian errors in this category was 38%, 55% 60% in families 19, 29, and 

30, respectively. The following category that showed the highest proportion of Mendelian 

errors per 'offspring pattern' was the one in which all three 'genotype-coverage' categories 

are found in the offspring: Het, Hom-HC, and Hom-LC. The 'offspring pattern' that showed 

fewer Mendelian errors was the one where the offspring only displayed the Het and Hom-

HC categories. Overall, among the 'offspring patterns', the presence of the Hom-LC (i.e., 

putative null allele) category in the offspring was associated with a higher number of 

Mendelian errors.  
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Figure 5. Relationship between the 'offspring pattern' (y-axes) and the marker 

segregation status (x-axes) across three oyster families. 
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5.3.4 Parental + Offspring pattern vs. haplotype status 

Finally, the 'parental pattern' and 'offspring pattern' were combined into a single 

categorical variable to explore whether a specific combination was associated with a 

greater number of Mendelian errors (Figure 6). The highest proportion of Mendelian errors 

was associated with two combinations of a 'parental pattern' + 'offspring pattern' that fit 

with the segregation of a putative null allele in the family (patterns marked with a red 

asterisk in Figure 6). Under the hypothesis that these patterns are reflecting the presence 

of null alleles, certain conditions – reflected in the number of parental alleles and genotype 

categories present in the offspring – should be met. A Punnett square explaining these 

conditions is depicted in Figure 7.  

If the 'Het x Hom-LC' (parental pattern) + 'Het | Hom-LC | Hom-HC' (offspring pattern) 

combination were associated with null alleles, then it would be required, as a first 

supporting evidence, that (i) both parents share an allele and (ii) three genotype categories 

are present in the offspring; Hom-LC and Hom-HC should share the same genotype, 

although the coverage classification should be different (Figure 7A). Of the 163 haplotype 

markers that showed the abovementioned pattern across families, all fitted the expected 

offspring genotypes expected to be found in the presence of a segregating null allele when 

both parents share an allele. Nevertheless, to be taken as evidence of true null alleles, all 

markers exhibiting the (parental + offspring) patterns that meet these requirements should 

have been flagged as exhibiting Mendelian errors (100% markers showing Mendelian 

errors). As observed in Figure 6, however, markers with this pattern, although showing a 

significant proportion of Mendelian errors, also behave "normally" in some cases, without 

showing unexpected genotype categories in the offspring. Among the patterns that meet a 

pattern consistent with a null allele, only 130 (44%), 194 (51%), and 200 (51%) produced a 

Mendelian error for families 19, 29 and 30, respectively.  

On the other hand, if the 'Het x Hom-LC' (parental pattern) + 'Het | Hom-LC' (offspring 

pattern) was associated with Mendelian errors because of null alleles, then (i) the parents 

should have no alleles in common and (ii) four different genotype categories should be 

present in the oyster progeny (Figure 7B). Of the 166 haplotype markers that showed this 

pattern, only 32 (19%) fitted the number of parental alleles and offspring genotypes 

expected to be found in the presence of a segregating null allele. The reason for this low 

fitting to expectation is caused by the fact that we observe less than the four expected 
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'genotype-coverage' categories in the offspring. A point to be taken into consideration 

when applying the approach of combining 'parental' and 'offspring' patterns and checking 

for expected genotype categories in the offspring is that it does not consider the fact that 

certain genotype categories may be absent because of natural selection (i.e., genotype-

specific mortality of larvae).  
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Figure 6. Proportionally higher number of Mendelian errors associated with 'parental 

pattern' +'offspring pattern' that fit with the segregation of a null allele (patterns with a 

red asterisk). In the y-axes the different combinations of 'parental patterns' + 'offspring 

patterns' observed for each family. Only patterns that represent more than 10% of the data 

are graphed. In the x-axes the marker segregation status that is color coded according to 

the legend in the top right. 
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Figure 7. Combinations of 'paternal pattern' + 'offspring pattern' that fit with the 

segregation of a single null allele (∅) inherited from Parent 1. 

 

 

5.3.5 Maternal transmission of null alleles 

Another approach to evaluate whether Mendelian errors in the RAD-Seq data are caused by 

null alleles is to examine the stability of the genetic transmission of the Hom-LC loci (marker 

with a putative null allele). Pacific oyster families 29 and 30 share the same dam. Therefore, 

if the Hom-LC loci from this dam are in fact null alleles, we would expect them to generate 

Mendelian errors at the same genomic positions in both families. We cross-referenced all 

haplotype segregation information for the dam genotypes that belonged to the Hom-LC 

'genotype-coverage' category. Of the 665 haplotype markers that were Hom-LC in the 

abovementioned dam, only 49 generated the same informative crosses for testing this 

hypothesis [(sire x dam): 'Het x Hom-LC'] at the same loci in both families. The expectation 

is that at these genomic positions (i.e., loci) Mendelian errors are going to be generated in 

both families, given that they share the same dam carrying a putative null allele. Among 

these 49 markers, only 19 (39% → 19/49) displayed Mendelian errors in both families. As 

an approach to test whether this value was low because of chance, a pairwise comparison 

of families that shared or did not share the same dam was made. As shown in Table 4, 

families that share the same dam (families 29 and 30) share more Mendelian errors and 
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normally behaved markers (i.e., those without Mendelian errors) compared to other 

possible family pairwise comparisons. Nevertheless, this association is not significant after 

adjustment for multiple testing (chi2 test-of-independence: p-value=0.018, p-value 

threshold=0.016). 

 

Table 4. Number of shared and unique loci showing (i) Mendelian errors or (ii) normal 

inheritance between two oyster families 

Comparison 

(Family A vs. Family B) 
Code 

Present only 

Family A 

Present only 

Family B 
Present both 

Family 19 vs 29 M. Error 224 310 89 

Family 19 vs 30 M. Error 230 304 83 

Family 29 vs 30 M. Error 256 244 143 

Family 19 vs 29 Normal 502 523 1,139 

Family 19 vs 30 Normal 433 581 1,208 

Family 29 vs 30 Normal 364 491 1,298 

 

 

5.4 Discussion 

The aim of this Chapter was to test the hypothesis that the large numbers of Mendelian 

errors detected in the Pacific oyster RAD-Seq data were due to widespread null alleles. Null 

alleles are a reasonable explanation for the extensive genotype incompatibilities detected 

in the Pacific oyster RAD-Seq data due to the high sequence and structural polymorphism 

of the bivalve genome (Zhang et al., 2012b, Sauvage et al., 2007, Rico et al., 2017). The 

presence of null alleles was examined in our haplotype dataset by incorporating 

information on locus coverage to each genotyped haplotype marker. Coverage per locus 

was integrated as a relevant factor into our analysis because we have observed a bimodal 

coverage per-locus distribution across all individuals and bivalve species analyzed in this 

thesis (Chapter 3; Figure 6). This bimodal distribution, therefore, appears to be an intrinsic 
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property of the bivalve genome. One potential explanation for this unusual distribution is 

that the peak that shows near twice the coverage is the true 'diploid-state' (far right of the 

distribution), and the peak at half-coverage distance represent genomic markers carrying a 

null allele. Therefore, this coverage per-locus bimodal distribution may be reflecting a high 

prevalence of null alleles in the oyster genome, which may, in turn, be generating a large 

number of null alleles and the consequent high number of Mendelian errors detected in the 

RAD-Seq data. To test this hypothesis, for each haplotype marker, 'genotype-coverage' 

patterns were derived from the parental and offspring individuals separately. Patterns were 

then tested for significant associations with levels of Mendelian errors, as a first approach 

for establishing a causal relationship and estimating levels of null alleles in bivalve RAD-Seq 

data. 

At an individual level, we found that the proportion of heterozygous genotypes belonging 

to the low coverage spectrum of the bimodal distribution (Het-LC) is significantly lower 

compared to the proportion of Hom-LC haplotypes. The non-random association of 

genotype and position in the bimodal distribution is evidence in favor of the low coverage 

peak being generated by sequencing only one of the two alleles expected for a diploid 

species. When individual genotypes were recoded to include locus coverage, and patterns 

were derived in the parents and offspring, a complex set of pattern was identified. Almost 

all possible combinations of 'genotype-coverage' categories were observed (Tables 2 and 

3). However, certain patterns were substantially more frequent than others. For example, 

patterns that theoretically would fit with the presence of a null allele – that is, those that 

contain Hom-LC haplotype categories – exhibit a higher frequency across all Pacific oyster 

families, representing near 36% and 70% of the 'parental' and 'offspring' patterns, 

respectively. If these putative null-allele-containing patterns reflect true null alleles, all 

should produce an incompatibility with Mendelian inheritance (or in other words, a 

Mendelian error). However, no single null-allele containing pattern showed 100% 

Mendelian errors in any of the three different types of 'genotype-coverage' patterns 

evaluated (Figures 3, 4 and 6), revealing that we cannot argue with confidence , under the 

approach taken, that Mendelian errors are exclusively caused by the segregation of null 

alleles. Moreover, the fact that families that shared the same dam exhibited a low 

consistency (~39%) regarding Mendelian errors at putative null maternal alleles (i.e., Hom-

LC) is evidence against the presence of null alleles being transmitted from one generation 

to the next. An interesting observation in early published allozyme work (Lassen and 
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Turano, 1978, Zouros et al., 1980), which was used against the argument of null alleles as a 

cause of SD in bivalves, was the absence of null homozygotes (i.e., ØØ). Indeed, if null 

alleles are segregating at a high frequency in populations, then loci showing SD should also 

exhibit an increased number of missing genotypes (i.e., the genotypic state of two null 

alleles being combined). In our study, no significant difference in the overall proportion of 

missing genotypes was found when pairwise comparisons of parental + offspring patterns 

were performed. Nevertheless, we did find a significant association between 'genotype-

coverage' patterns and haplotype marker status (either 'Mendelian error,' 'SD' or 'Normal 

inheritance'). Among all possible patterns (parental, offspring or parent + offspring), those 

that contain the Hom-LC always exhibit a proportionally higher number of Mendelian 

errors. 

The main limitation for discussing potential explanations for the results presented above 

emerges from the fact that we are using an approach that is error-prone, specifically, 

because it depends on the interpretation of the origin of the bimodal distribution of 

coverage.  The logic of classifying genotypes by coverage and expecting certain patterns to 

signify certain biological properties – for example, the Hom-LC is interpreted as a putative 

null allele – is based on the hypothesis that the lower peak of the distribution corresponds 

to haplotype markers that carry an allele that is null. Although it is conceivable that bivalves 

suffer higher rates of null alleles, their magnitude would have to be extreme to generate a 

distinctive, low coverage peak (Chapter 3; Figure 6). Whether the interpretation of the 

bimodal coverage distribution is correct would require further testing. For instance, the 

confirmation of null alleles with a different technology would be a robust approach. 

Methods are currently available to detect null alleles from SNP array data, which are 

discovered by an unusual clustering pattern in a Cartesian plot of allele intensities (Carlson 

et al., 2006, Crooks et al., 2013, Winchester et al., 2008). Unfortunately, our SNP array and 

RAD-Seq data did not overlap (Chapter 4), limiting the ability to cross-validate putative null 

alleles. 

On the other hand, under the scenario that our approach of integrating locus coverage to 

genotype information was adequate, and the haplotypes showing lower coverage indeed 

do tend to represent null alleles, we could suggest that one explanation for not finding a 

clear causal relationship between putative null alleles and Mendelian errors was the high 

variability in DNA quality of the oyster samples. To derive 'genotype-coverage' patterns a 
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threshold of 37x was chosen to separate loci showing high or low coverage (HC and LC, 

respectively). This value lies approximately in the middle between the two peaks of the 

bimodal distribution of coverage per locus histograms. A significant issue arises when DNA 

samples are of poor quality, as they will lead to a lower number of quality reads, which will 

impact the normalization step. Given that we normalize all individuals by the sample with 

the fewer number of reads, a lower read output per sample will downsize the sequencing 

data considerably. Therefore, the major consequence of low-quality samples is that the 

peaks of the bimodal distribution will become closer and overlap, increasing the risk of 

misclassification of haplotypes by coverage. The misclassification of individuals may lead to 

the erroneous assignment of patterns, and spurious associations with haplotype marker 

status. This situation may be improved by sequencing better quality samples at a higher 

depth. Another approach would be omitting the read-count normalization step, and instead 

of using the same cut-off value of coverage for all samples, we could define a specific 

threshold for each sample in concordance with the sample’s particular coverage 

distribution per locus. By using this approach, bad quality samples would not cause a 

detrimental effect in the overall analysis, specifically by reducing the threshold criteria, 

although they would have to be removed from the analysis nonetheless. 

In summary, a strong association between patterns containing Hom-LC and high levels of 

Mendelian errors was found, irrespective if the 'genotype-coverage' category appears in 

the 'parental-pattern', 'offspring-pattern' or a combination of both. The most likely 

explanation for this association is null alleles – whether they are inherited or caused by 

spontaneous (sequence or structural) mutations. The fact that 'genotype-coverage' 

patterns that would fit with the segregation of a null allele (i.e., patterns containing the 

Hom-LC category) show no exclusive association with Mendelian errors may be due to the 

misclassification of genotypes by coverage. This limitation was specifically associated with 

our experiment and does not reflect a general deficiency of the approach of using coverage 

to detect putative null alleles. The results presented here suggest that homozgyotes 

showing low coverage are unreliable for genetic analysis of Pacific oysters, and possibly 

other bivalve species.  
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CHAPTER 6 

Characterisation of de novo mutations in GreenshellTM 

mussel (Perna canaliculus) full-sib families 
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6.1 Introduction 

One of the most important factors that predict genetic diversity is the life-history of a 

species (Ellegren and Galtier, 2016). In a comparative genome-wide survey across 76 non-

model animal species, the estimates of synonymous nucleotide diversity (𝜋s) were similar 

within taxonomic families, supporting the theory that a species’ biology is a good predictor 

of diversity (~73% of variance in πS explained) (Romiguier et al., 2014). The primary life-

history traits explaining variations in polymorphism between species are propagule size and 

fecundity, both a reflection of parental investment in reproduction. As highly fecund, 

sessile, broadcast spawners, marine bivalves are considered extreme examples of species 

with low parental investment (termed ‘r-strategists’). For sessile organisms, favouring 

offspring quantity over quality appears to be beneficial in the face of changing 

environmental conditions, where fitness can have a low adaptive value. However, the 

question of whether the high number of offspring generated by r-strategists is created at 

the expense of individual viability is an aspect that has rarely been considered in animal 

research.  

Normal cells replicate their DNA with remarkable fidelity, as a result of key processes that 

include nucleotide selectivity, proofreading and DNA mismatch repair (Arana and Kunkel, 

2010). If defects are present in any of these genome maintenance systems, then increased 

mutation rates are expected. For instance, mutations in the mismatch repair mechanism of 

humans can cause hereditary colon cancer via increased spontaneous mutations 

(Peltomaki, 2001). Hence, it is plausible that during the process of generating the large 

amounts of gametes required by r-strategists, a higher frequency of germline mutations is 

being produced due to the greater demand for the DNA replication machinery. A high 

germline mutation rate may consequently lead to increased genome instability of the 

offspring of highly fecund species, which may ultimately affect the overall survival (viability) 

because of endogenous factors. In bivalves, studies of genome inheritance are starting to 

reveal that some of the unusual genetic properties observed in this group of species, such 

as extensive marker segregation distortion, are triggered by endogenous factors that 

underlie differential larval survival (Bierne et al., 1998, Plough and Hedgecock, 2011, Plough 

et al., 2016, Launey and Hedgecock, 2001). Consequently, fundamental ‘unsolved’ aspects 

of the genetics and biology of marine bivalves can be better understood by analysing the 

characteristic stage of species with indirect development – the larva. 
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As discussed in Chapter 1 a popular suggested reason for the genome-wide patterns of SD 

of marine bivalves is viability selection acting on deleterious mutations during the larval 

stages of the bivalve life-cycle (Bierne et al., 1998, Launey and Hedgecock, 2001, Plough 

and Hedgecock, 2011, Plough et al., 2016). Indeed, bivalve larvae experience substantial 

mortality during early-life history – with field estimates reaching up to 99% (Thorson, 1950). 

While these high mortalities were traditionally thought to be caused primarily by 

exogenous factors such as predation, food availability or physical factors (Thorson, 1966, 

Gosselin and Qian, 1997, Rumrill, 1990), there is growing evidence that endogenous factors 

such as lethal mutations, a suggested intrinsic property of marine bivalves (see, for a 

review, Plough (2016)), may also play a major role. The evidence that SD in bivalves is 

caused by early selection has been provided by studies that genotyped single larva of 

experimental pair crosses. Bierne et al. (1998) sampled day 1 (early larval stage), day 10 

(late larval stage), and day 70 (juvenile, sessile stage) flat oyster offspring, and showed that 

1-day-old larvae typed with 4 microsatellite markers conformed to Mendelian segregation 

ratios. The offspring from the last temporal sample (day 70) exhibited variable levels of SD, 

which varied amongst markers and families. This temporal analysis allowed the detection of 

the time at which putative strong selection was occurring – mainly at metamorphosis –  

along with evidence for its major role in determining the SD patterns that are observed 

later in life. A study by Launey and Hedgecock (2001) supported these findings, and by 

genotyping larval offspring at a higher marker density (n total = 19 microsatellites), mapped 

the deleterious mutations using distorted proxy markers in linkage disequilibrium. Using 

this approach, they estimated that the wild founders of inbred Pacific oyster lines carried a 

minimum of 8-14 highly deleterious recessive mutations. The segregation of these lethal 

variants in the offspring was estimated to be responsible for 80% of the larval mortalities.  

Subsequent studies employed a first generation Pacific oyster linkage map (~80 

microsatellites) to map viability QTL (Plough and Hedgecock, 2011, Plough, 2012), 

suggesting similar numbers of segregating deleterious mutations, which mainly acted 

during the larval stage and near metamorphosis. The substantial early-life history 

mortalities and the extensive SDs of bivalves, which have been demonstrated to arise 

during larval stages, have been interpreted as evidence for a high genetic load in marine 

bivalves (Plough, 2016). Although a (deleterious) mutational load has been hypothesised as 

the main contributing factor to this genetic load, the source of these mutations and direct 

evidence for a high mutation rate in bivalves has not yet been reported.  
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In addition to the fundamental evolutionary questions that may be associated with a 

potentially high level of mutation, they must be accounted for in selective breeding 

programs for these species. De novo mutation rates in other farmed animals are so low that 

they generally do not contribute significantly to genetic variation underpinning complex 

traits of economic importance. However, it is plausible that in addition to the putative 

viability loci segregating in bivalve families, the high mutation rates inferred for bivalve 

species may also contribute to genetic variation in all heritable traits. Therefore, 

quantification and characterization of these phenomena are important for informing 

strategies for selective breeding, and optimal use of genomic tools to enhance aquaculture 

production of these critically important food production species.   

The Greenshell™ mussel (Perna canaliculus) is New Zealand’s main aquaculture species 

(FAO, 2005). With most of the spat (juveniles) being traditionally collected from the wild, 

the establishment of a commercial hatchery in 2015 marked the beginning of selective 

breeding for trait improvement in this endemic species. To support Greenshell™ mussel 

breeding programs, different technologies have been developed, including oocyte 

cryopreservation methods (Adams et al., 2009), parentage assignment tools (MacAvoy et 

al., 2008), and high-density culture systems (Ragg et al., 2010). Additional technologies that 

would allow for the genetic improvement of key traits in these mussel stocks would be 

high-density genetic markers, which could be applied for parental assignment, the creation 

of high-density linkage maps and genome-enabled selection. Nevertheless, the utility of 

DNA marker technology will depend on our understanding of the stability of genetic 

transmission in mussels, particularly in view of the high quantity of apparent Mendelian 

errors observed previously in this thesis (Chapter 5). Moreover, this situation can be further 

complicated by the proposed argument that bivalves exhibit high mutation rates, which 

may lead to Mendelian errors, segregation distortion and novel contribution to trait 

variation that is not typically accounted for in quantitative genetics models underpinning 

selective breeding models. 

The aim of this Chapter was to identify, quantify and characterize de novo mutations in five 

full-sibling families of the Greenshell™ mussel. The mussel families were created in 

replicate and reared separately until settlement. Samples from the parents, their gametes, 

and pools of their offspring at different larval stages were sequenced using RAD-Seq. To 

examine if mutations originated during gamete formation, we compared the genotypes of 
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the parents with their respective gametes. To determine if mutations appeared post-

zygotically, we searched for novel alleles in pools of larval offspring and estimated at which 

larval stage the novel alleles appeared in the temporal samples of larvae. Additionally, as an 

indirect indication of a possible association of putative de novo mutations with SDs, 

changes in allele frequencies during larval development were monitored. Using these 

families and genetic marker resources, a characterization of the timing and origin of de 

novo mutation was provided. 

 

6.2 Material and Methods 

6.2.1 Pair-crosses 

Five Greenshell™ (Perna canaliculus) mussel families consisting of two full-siblings and 

three half-sibling families were produced in 2016 (see Chapter 2). The dams used in this 

study were derived from a line selected for growth, whereas sires were randomly sampled 

from a wild population from Nelson, New Zealand. Families were created in replicate, with 

gametes from the same parents being fertilized twice, and each reared separately. Pedigree 

information and family labels are shown in Figure 1.  

Given that the primary aim of the study was to detect de novo mutations in pools of larval 

offspring, the experimental layout and procedures were designed to minimize chances of 

cross contamination of individuals in the hatchery. For instance, the physical distance of the 

experimental tanks was maximized at the different stages of the larval rearing procedure, 

to avoid the remote occasion of cross-contamination of larvae from different families. 

Additionally, as part of the larval rearing procedure, the Cawthron Ultra-Density Larval 

rearing (CUDL) system (Ragg et al., 2010) has to be cleaned every other day. Distinct 

cleaning materials were used for each set of family replicates. The whole larval rearing 

process, from fertilisation to settlement was carried out at the Cawthron Aquaculture Park, 

Nelson, New Zealand, where families were grown in a closed system with UV-treated and 

filtered sea water, addressing the possibility that foreign larvae may enter the experiment 

through the water supply (see Chapter 2 for details).  
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Figure 1. Description of the pedigrees used in this study. The ID of the male and female 

individuals used as parents in this study is indicated below each mussel picture. M stands 

for ‘male’ and F stands for ‘female’. Mussel drawing is taken from 

http://www.kentandessex-ifca.gov.uk 

 

 

6.2.2 Collection of samples 

The aims of this Chapter were to (i) detect, quantify and characterize de novo mutations in 

GreenshellTM mussels by sequencing genomic DNA from nuclear family samples; if present 

the subsequent aim was to (ii) identify the sources (i.e., germline or post-zygotic) of these 

novel alleles, and (iii) monitor significant changes in allele frequencies, as a means of 

determining the timing of SD in larval development.  

Different sets of samples were collected to address the different aims proposed. To detect 

de novo mutations and monitor allele frequencies during development (aims i and iii), 

tissue from all parents (4 males and 4 females) and pools of their larval offspring at 

different time points of development: 20 hours (h) (trochophore), 40h (early veliger), 4 days 

(d) (veliger), 8d (veliger) and 12d (late veliger/pediveliger) were sampled. Regarding the 

origin of de novo mutations (aim ii), to identify whether the source was the germline, 

samples of sperm and oocytes (henceforth termed ‘eggs’) were taken from each parent. On 
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the other hand, to detect mutational events arising post-zygotically, previously sampled 

pools of larvae and parents (as used for aim iii) were utilized. 

 

6.2.3 DNA extraction 

DNA was extracted from pools of gametes and offspring with protocols that depend on the 

type of biological sample (see Chapter 2 - section 2.1.2). A major challenge in pooled 

sequencing is to get an accurate allele frequency estimation (Andrews et al., 2016). 

Moreover, when looking for polymorphisms and de novo mutations the frequency at which 

they occur will determine the number of individuals to sample, and the power of the 

analysis. In the absence of preliminary information regarding the frequency of putative de 

novo mutations in mussels, a high number of individual larvae were sampled at each time-

point, estimated at between 5,000 and 10,000.  

 

6.2.4 RAD-Seq library preparation 

RAD libraries were prepared following the protocol described in section 2.1.3 (Chapter 2). 

In total, the genomic DNA from each of the 8 parental individuals, 8 pools of their 

respective gametes, and 48 pools of larval offspring were digested separately with a SbfI 

restriction enzyme. To detect any potential technical sources of variation, two technical 

replicates – consisting of the same DNA sample processed independently during library 

preparation – were included in the analysis. Each individual sample was barcoded with a 

unique combination of 11 P1 and 6 P2 adapter sequences. All samples were pooled in 

equimolar amounts and sequenced in a single lane of an Illumina Hiseq2500 platform 

(2x125bp) at the Edinburgh Genomics facility, Edinburgh, UK.  

 

6.2.5 De novo assembly 

De novo assembly was performed using the pseudo-reference pipeline developed and 

evaluated in the previous Chapter (section 3.2.5, Chapter 3). Briefly, the assembly of 

GreenshellTM mussel single-end reads was performed using Stacks (Catchen et al., 2011, 

Catchen et al., 2013) with the following parameters: reads were assembled into RAD-loci 
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with the ustacks module using a minimum stack depth of 10, and a maximum number of 

mismatches between stacks (or the two putative alleles of an individual) of 6. In addition, 

we allowed for the presence of indel variation enabling a ‘--gapped-alignment’. The total 

number of individual RAD-loci identified across family members was then merged into a 

master file and clustered by similarity (using an identity threshold of 94%) into a 

representative set of family-specific loci using CD-hit (Fu et al., 2012). A preliminary 

evaluation of the de novo assembly indicated that building a reference pseudo-genome 

from loci assembled across mussel families was not conducive to the analysis. The number 

of common RAD loci identified across families was significantly lower than expected when 

compared to an approach where family-specific RAD loci were defined (example in 

Appendix, Figure 1). The cause of this observation is unknown, although it may be related 

to the high levels of sequence and structural polymorphism observed in bivalve genomes 

(Zhang et al., 2012), which may be limiting to some extent the identification of homologous 

loci across unrelated individuals. Since the primary aim of the study was to detect 

mutations, the number of genomic regions interrogated within each family was maximised 

by conducting de novo assembly and variant calling within each family separately. Quality-

filtered reads from each sample were aligned to their respective family pseudo-reference 

with BWA under highly relaxed parameter values (Li and Durbin, 2009) (full BWA command: 

bwa aln -l 210 -o 2 -n 0.01 -e 10 -d 12). These parameters were used to account for the 

possibility that samples within the same nuclear family may be unusually divergent under 

the hypothesis of a high mutation rate. The sequence alignments were converted to binary 

format (BAM) files, sorted and indexed using SAMtools v1.4 (Li et al., 2009). Prior to data 

analysis, the alignment files were filtered for low-quality bases (BQ<15) and reads with low 

mapping quality (MQ<20). 

At this stage, two aligned datasets were created for downstream analyses: one that 

contained all parents and their respective gametes (parent-gamete dataset) and another 

that contained all parents plus their offspring sampled at different larval stages (parent-

offspring dataset). These files were processed via three different methods depending on 

the aims that were established, as outlined below: 
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6.2.6 Prediction of an ‘expected’ mussel progeny 

To study SD occurring at early developmental stages, larval offspring samples were taken at 

different time points from age 20h until 2 weeks after settlement. However, this 

experimental design is not able to capture segregation distortion if it occurred between 

fertilization and the first sampling point. As an approach to estimate levels of distortion at 

this very early stage, the hypothetical genetic pool of the offspring populations was 

mimicked based on the gamete genotype data according to Mendelian expectations, 

assuming (i) all parental gametes had an equal chance of fertilization and (ii) no post-

zygotic selection occurred. For each family replicate, post-filtered sequencing reads from 

eggs and sperm were combined into a single file (mimicking alleles that are randomly 

brought together at fertilization in a marine environment). Given each read in the gamete 

(pool) sample should correspond exactly to an individual gamete, male and female gamete 

pools have to be normalized by read number before merging them. This ‘virtual pool of 

embryos’ can be considered to represent a time zero sampling point and was used to 

extrapolate our analysis to a theoretical earlier stage. The ‘virtual pool of embryos’ were 

created for each parent pair and then included in the parent-offspring datasets. 

 

6.2.7 Processing of parent-offspring dataset 

Two approaches were utilized for variant calling depending on the question under study:  

 

6.2.7.1 Changes in allele frequencies during larval development 

An analysis of temporal changes in allele frequencies was performed by comparing two 

consecutive larval stages. The “virtual” pooled offspring samples (see above) were treated 

as the time-point zero in the analysis. Significant differences in allele frequencies between 

developmental stages were detected using a Fisher exact test implemented in PoPoolation2 

(Kofler et al., 2011), by using a sliding-window approach (window size = RAD-loci length = 

100bp). (RAD) loci that showed a minimum of 15x (--min-coverage), a maximum of 200x (--

max-coverage), and a minimum allele count of 3 (--min-count) were included in the 

analyses. Significance levels were adjusted for multiple comparisons using a Bonferroni 

correction (α=0.05). After detecting significantly distorted loci within families, we aimed to 
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evaluate whether the same loci were responsible for segregation distortion (if present) at 

each other developmental stage within families. 

 

6.2.7.2 Estimation of post-zygotic mutations in pools of mussel larvae 

To monitor single-point post-zygotic mutations arising at different larval development 

stages, variants were called using the parents and the pooled offspring samples utilizing 

VarScan2 (Koboldt et al., 2012). VarScan employs a heuristic approach to identify variants, 

with the main parameters controlling for sensitivity and specificity being the minimum 

coverage (--min-coverage) and minimum variant frequency (-min-var-freq). Variants were 

called using the mpileup2snp command, with the following parameter value settings: a 

minimum of 3 reads were required to call a variant (--min-reads2), the minimum variant 

allele frequency threshold of the variant was set to 0.01 (--min-var-freq), a minimum 

coverage of 20x was required to process a site (--min-coverage), the strand bias filter was 

disabled (--strand-filter=0), and the p-value threshold to call a variant was set to 0.3. The 

latter p-value threshold was low stringency to enable the software to call a ‘heterozygous 

genotype’ with low evidence from the variant allele, which would be the case under the 

presence of de novo mutations occurring at a low frequency in pooled samples of sibling 

larvae.  

 

6.2.8 Processing of parent-gamete datasets 

Two parent-gamete datasets were created depending on the objective. 

 

6.2.8.1 Estimation of germline mutations 

To detect germline de novo mutations in male and female mussel gametes, pairs of samples 

(parent vs. pool of gametes) were compared using a VarScan2 command designed to 

distinguish amongst (i) germline (inherited) variants, (ii) loss of heterozygosity (LOH) events 

or (iii) somatic mutations in paired tumor/normal samples. These categories are assigned 

based on the presence/absence of alleles in a pair of sequenced samples. For a given SNP 

marker, if the genotype of the ‘normal’ and so-called ‘tumor’ sample match, then it is 

categorized as a germline inherent variant. For instances in which the ‘normal’ sample is 

genotyped as a heterozygous and the ‘tumor’ homozygous, the mutation would be 

considered to be caused by a chromosomal loss event, and therefore would be classified as 
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LOH. On the other hand, if a ‘normal’ sample is homozygous and the ‘tumor’ is 

heterozygous, then it would be considered a somatic mutation.  

For the parent-gamete dataset, the focus was on the commands used to detect somatic 

mutations, as they resemble the pattern expected for a de novo mutation – i.e., alleles 

present in gametes and absent in the parent sample. The VarScan somatic command 

searches for variants in each sample according to user-defined parameter values. Once a 

variant is called in either sample, the genotypes and supporting data (read counts for the 

reference and variant allele) for both samples are compared with a Fisher's Exact test. For 

each parent-gamete pairwise comparison, the parents were treated as the ‘normal’ sample 

and their respective gametes as the ‘tumor’ sample. De novo mutations were identified in 

the GreenshellTM mussel parent-gamete pairs using the following VarScan parameters: --

min-coverage 15, --min-var-freq 0.05, --somatic-p-value 0.01, --strand-filter 0 and --min-

avg-qual 20. No strand bias filter was applied because of the nature of RAD-Seq technique. 

An additional filter was applied to remove SNPs that were located near indels, as they may 

be false positives derived from local misalignment. A subset of high-confidence (H-C) 

variants were obtained by running the processSomatic command requiring a variant allele 

frequency (VAF) equal to 0% in the ‘normal’ sample (i.e., parents) and higher than 2% VAF 

in the ‘tumor’ (i.e., pool of gametes) sample. A preliminary evaluation of the distribution of 

the number of SNPs across the single end read showed an enrichment of polymorphic 

variants at three specific nucleotide positions: 7bp, 70bp, and 97bp (Appendix, Section 1: 

Figure 2). The expectation is a homogeneous distribution of genuine SNP markers along the 

read. It was hypothesized that the observed pattern might have been caused by a 

systematic error being introduced during the sequencing process on the Illumina platform 

(Nakamura et al., 2011). The sequencing facility was consulted for a possible explanation. 

Due to the fact that the internal control of the sequencing run (PhiX virus) did not exhibit a 

peak at the aforementioned positions, the reason for the non-random distribution of SNPs 

remains unknown. To avoid potential biases, markers identified at these positions were 

removed and not taken into account when estimating numbers of putative de novo 

mutations. 
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6.2.8.2 Transmission ratio distortion 

Transmission ratio distortion (TRD) is observed when one of the alleles from a parent is 

preferentially transmitted to the offspring. This unequal segregation of alleles can be 

detected by testing for a significant departure from the Mendelian inheritance ratio of 0.5 

per parental allele (Pardo-Manuel de Villena and Sapienza, 2001). To generate this dataset, 

variants were called from parental samples and pools of gametes utilizing the same pipeline 

that was used for estimating post-zygotic mutations in larvae (see section 6.2.7.2). From 

this dataset, the allele ratio for parental heterozygous alleles was calculated and compared 

to the allelic ratio of their respective gametes.  The allele ratios from both pairs of samples 

(parent vs. gametes) were evaluated for a deviation from a 1:1 ratio using a chi2 goodness-

of-fit-test. The nominal significance threshold was 0.05.  

 

6.2.9 Evaluation of de novo mutations: genome measures used for quality control 

The transition/transversion ratio (Ti/Tv) was used as a metric to distinguish true mutations 

from technical errors, and is generally used as a quality control procedure for SNP 

discovery. The Ti/Tv ratio of neutral mutations or random sequencing errors should be 

close to ~0.5 (case in which all nucleotides have an equal probability of mutating to another 

state). 

 

6.3 Results 

The number of paired-end reads obtained per sample ranged from 1,411,820 to 8,907,054, 

with an average of 4,146,642 (SD = 1,611,394). After the quality control filtering and read 

alignment, it was observed that the sequencing depths per locus vary significantly 

according to the biological sample (Appendix, Section 1: Figure 3). Comparatively, the egg 

and trochophore samples had a lower average locus coverage (<100x across all families). 

The effect of this low coverage on the different analyses is negligible, as at most they lead 

to the underestimation of the frequency of putative mutations, which herein we observe at 

a high frequency in both eggs and trochophore. The coverage plots by sample also confirm 

the results presented in previous Chapters (Chapter 3) for other bivalve species, as a 
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bimodal distribution of two distinct coverage categories in the GreenshellTM mussel genome 

was observed.  

 

6.3.1 Temporal analysis 

A Fisher’s exact test was used to detect significant changes in allele frequencies between 

pools of larval offspring from five GreenshellTM mussel families. We found a substantial 

change in allele frequencies throughout larval development. The results of the temporal 

analysis are expressed as the percentage of loci examined that show a statistically 

significant difference in allele frequency between two consecutive larval stages. In total, 

25% (567/2,264), 29% (378/1,319), 23% (1,067/4,602), 24% (755/3,118) and 22% 

(951/4,247) of loci (i.e., 100bp regions) became distorted at least once in the larval 

offspring of families F, G, H, I and J, respectively. Across families, the same tendency was 

observed, with a higher proportion of loci showing significant changes in allele frequencies 

arising at earlier stages (Figure 1). Our first sampling time point (time zero in larval 

development) is represented by a ‘virtual’ sample created by merging the sequencing files 

of the parental sperm and eggs from each family unit; mimicking the offspring allele 

frequencies that would be present under random fertilization, the equal viability of all 

gametic genotypes and no natural selection. This first sampling time point was included to 

account for the possibility that significant allelic changes may have occurred before the first 

sampling took place – that is, before the trochophore stage, approximately 20h after 

fertilization. Comparatively, the highest proportion of significant changes in allele 

frequencies occurred between the time zero (‘virtual embryos’) sample and the 

trochophore stage, with the proportion of loci affected ranging from 10% (family J) to 20% 

(family G). Interestingly, the slight increase observed at the end of our temporal analysis, 

between day 8 and day 12 larvae, coincides with the age at which the Cawthron hatchery 

staff have observed significant larval mortalities (personal communication), which 

motivated the inclusion of this sampling time-point in our study. 
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Figure 1. Temporal analysis of changes in allele frequencies in five different GreenshellTM 

mussel families. In the y-axis the percentage of loci (~100bp in length) analyzed that show 

significant changes between two consecutive larval stages. In the x-axis, the different time 

points that were sampled during larval development, including a ‘virtual’ sample that 

represented the time-zero time-point. Note that the y-axis does not start from the origin 

(i.e., zero). 
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The next stage was to investigate whether there are loci that consistently show distortion 

(i.e., changes in allele frequency) throughout larval development. For every family, loci 

were analysed across five larval transitions: 

• ‘virtual embryo’→ trochophore 

• trochophore→ early veliger 

• early veliger→ day 4 larvae 

• day 4 larvae→ day 8 larvae 

• day 8 larvae→ day 12 larvae. 

 

As shown in Table 1, most of the significant changes in allele frequencies affect a single 

locus at a single larval transition. RAD loci that consistently exhibit changes in allele 

frequency throughout development are comparatively less (Table 1: All-transitions 

category). 

 

Table 1. Number of loci that were distorted once, twice or at all larval transitions 

evaluated in the temporal analysis. The percentage of the total amount of loci showing 

significant allele changes by family is shown in parenthesis. 

 

Number of times a loci showed changes                          

in allelic frequencies 

Family ID Once Twice All-transitions 

F 261 (46%) 161 (28%) 13 (2%) 

G 139 (37%) 133 (35%) 18 (5%) 

H 559 (52%) 304 (29%) 16 (2%) 

I 379 (50% 211 (28%) 20 (3%) 

J 458 (48%) 306 (32%) 20 (2%) 

 

 

6.3.2 Post-zygotic mutations 

To detect mutations arising post-zygotically, novel variants were identified in the pools of 

mussel offspring at different larval stages. Once reads were mapped to their respective 

family-specific pseudo-reference a high variation in average read-depth across RAD-loci was 
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noted; sequencing depth of loci varied according to the type of biological sample, with 

trochophore samples showing the lowest overall coverage across all family pools. The 

average read-depth per locus ranged from 26x, in the trochophore pool of family F, to 117x, 

in the pool of sperm from the sire of family H (Male 19) (Appendix, Figure 3). The lower 

coverage for certain samples may have affected de novo estimations, as mutations 

appearing at low frequencies in the pool are harder to detect with lower sequencing 

depths. Nevertheless, the analysis of single stage estimation of de novo mutations showed 

that sample pools with low coverage (i.e., typically the trochophore stage) showed higher 

or near equal rates of mutations than samples with higher average coverage (Figure 2), 

suggesting a marginal effect of coverage on the estimates. The frequency of observed 

putative de novo mutations in larval offspring was high and they occurred at all 

developmental stages (Figure 2). The rate of putative de novo mutations by larval stage was 

calculated by dividing the total number of heterozygous SNPs (i.e., putative mutations) of a 

pool of larvae over the total number of variants for which both parents are homozygous. 

When analyzed by larval stage, the day 8 larvae exhibited a higher proportion of putative de 

novo mutations, ranging from 13% to 31%. Lower numbers of putative de novo mutations 

are present in day 12 larvae, with values varying from 3% to 8%. No single larval stage 

consistently shows the highest or the lowest mutation rates across families. If levels of de 

novo mutations are analyzed by family, then the average frequency of mutations is similar 

across larval stages, ranging from 12% (in Family F) to 16% (in Families H and I). The Ti/Tv 

ratio of putative de novo mutations was consistent across families (chi2 test of 

independence; p-value>0.05) and averaged 0.5, indicating that either a large number of 

false positives are present in the dataset or that they are true random mutations. 
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Figure 2. Putative de novo mutations detected by larval stage and family. In the x-axis the 

ID of the family of provenance is shown. In the y-axis the number of de novo mutations 

from the total amount of variants identified in a family are shown, expressed as a 

percentage. In the legend to the right, the following abbreviation is used for the different 

larval stages: trochophore (Tr), early veliger (EV), veliger day 4 (d4), veliger day 8 (d8), and 

veliger day 12 (d12). 

 

Two technical controls of pooled samples were included in the analysis. One had to be 

removed due to a low number of quality reads. For the remaining sample the genotyping 

error, defined as the fraction of discordant genotypes between the same DNA sample 

processed separately (technical replicate), was ~5%. Although this value is within the range 

of technical variation observed for the RAD-Seq method (Chapter 2 (this thesis) and 

Mastretta-Yanes et al. (2015)), to be more confident of the putative de novo mutations 

detected in this study, an analysis in which mutations were tracked during development 

was performed. The rationale behind this analysis is that if a de novo mutation appears 

(post-zygotically) at a certain time in development, then it should either be (i) present in 

the next larval stage sampled (if the mutation is neutral or sub-lethal) or (ii) absent in any 

consecutive stages (if the mutation is lethal). In the same manner, if a putative de novo 

mutation appears and disappears at different larval stages, then it is most likely an error or 

a reflection of the low sensitivity of the methodology to consistently detect alleles 

throughout development, particularly if these mutations appear at low frequencies. The 
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earlier trochophore stage was not included in the temporal analysis of mutations because 

of its comparatively lower quality. The different patterns of presence/absence of alleles 

during the development of larval offspring were ranked by the number of observations 

(from the pattern with the greatest number of observations to the lowest), and the top 8 

were selected for visualization. As shown in Figure 3, the patterns with a proportionally 

higher number of observations were those in which a mutation appeared once during 

development, with no single predominant pattern emerging consistently across families. 

Patterns in which putative de novo mutations emerged in a single larval stage and were 

absent in the remaining larval stages represented between 67% and 82% of the patterns 

identified within a family. At a lower frequency (3-15%) we observed different types of 

patterns that have in common the appearance of a mutation in an early larval stage, the 

maintenance of the mutation in the next larval stage, but then the disappearance of the 

novel allele in the last sampling time point (i.e., day 12 larval pools). It is noteworthy that 

none of the most abundant patterns fitted with what would have been expected in the 

presence of significant cross-contamination with exogenous DNA.  

One reason that may explain the ephemeral nature of the putative de novo mutations 

observed when the fate of mutations is tracked during larval development is technical 

error. The fact that we observe patterns in which a mutation appears in an early larval 

stage, disappears in the next temporal stage and then re-appears in the following one may 

be an indication of a certain degree of technical noise that is impeding the correct sampling 

of the novel alleles. Furthermore, given the majority of presence/absence patterns derived 

from larval pools are the ones where mutations are detected at a single particular larval 

stage but are not present either earlier or later in development, raises concerns regarding 

the sensitivity of the experiment to accurately detect mutations in pools of mussel larvae. 

To evaluate the sensitivity of the methodology, the frequency of the de novo allele in each 

larval pool was calculated by family. As shown in Figure 4, putative post-zygotic de novo 

mutations occur at a low frequency (<0.07), showing a right-skewed distribution with a 

mode at either 0.02 or 0.03 depending on the family. Therefore, coverages per locus of 

500x would be required to accurately identify variants present at 2.5% in a larval pool 

(Stead et al., 2013). At the moderate coverage depths that sample pools were sequenced in 

this study (maximum effective average of 117x, although the experiment was designed to 

achieve 200x), correct assignment of the absence or presence of novel alleles was limited.  
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Figure 3: Patterns of presence/absence of de novo mutations at different stages of larval 

development. In the x-axes the different larval stages coded as follows: early veliger (EV), 
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day 4 veliger larvae (d4), day 8 veliger larvae (d8), and day 12 veliger larvae (d12). In the y-

axes (to the left), the most frequent patterns of absence/presence of de novo mutations 

during development (in decreasing order). The patterns are interpreted as follows: for all 

loci detected within a family a genotype comparison across different larval stages was 

made; if the genotype of a larval pool was homozygous then the square is grey, whereas if 

the inferred genotype was heterozygous (indicating a putative de novo mutation, as both 

parents were homozygous for the locus) an orange square is depicted. In the y-axes (to the 

right), the percentage of observations that show a specific pattern. 
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Figure 4. Comparison of the minor allele frequency of SNP markers that are constitutive 

of a family (i.e., a heterozygous SNP is observed across all larval stages) (left) and the 

frequency of a de novo allele that is detected at least once in any larval stage (right). 
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6.3.3 Transmission ratio distortion 

Meiotic drive is characterized by the differential formation or success of gametes, which 

results in heterozygous markers in the parents showing departures from the expected 1:1 

ratio. We evaluated the possibility of TRD in male and female mussels by estimating the 

allele ratios of heterozygous SNP markers in the parents and their respective gametes. 

Under optimal (technical) conditions the allele ratio of a heterozygous marker should be 

similar in an individual parent compared to their gametes. For each SNP marker, it was 

tested whether the allele ratio of a single parent deviated significantly from the allele ratio 

determined for its pool of gametes. Our results show that the markers showing evidence of 

TRD (Figure 4), were not significant after Bonferroni correction. Therefore, we find no 

significant evidence of TRD in these mussels. The allele ratios of parent vs. gamete showed 

a higher consistency in males compared to females, given their homogeneous distribution 

across the diagonal. Females, on the other hand, show a greater oscillation in the 

relationship between the two allelic ratios, possibly reflecting the lower DNA quality of 

female gametes compared to the male counterpart (Appendix, Section 1: Figure 3). 
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Figure 7. Transmission ratio distortion (TRD) evaluation on male and female 

individuals used as sires and dams in this study. 
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6.3.4 Germline de novo mutations 

Table 2 shows the number of putative de novo mutations detected in the gametes (parent-

gametes dataset) of the four male and four female mussels used to create the families 

analysed in this study. A high number of novel alleles were identified in both male and 

female GreenshellTM gametes. Moreover, mutation rates are surprisingly high considering 

that <1% of the GreenshellTM mussel genome was examined. Overall, the number of 

mutations was higher in females than in males, with an average of 222 in females, 28.5 in 

males, and a total average across gamete pools of 125 de novo mutations.  

The fact that consistently a higher overall number of de novo mutations were detected in 

all females compared to male individuals is an argument against these variants being false 

positives generated by systematic artifacts. The main source of false positives is errors in 

the alignment of short reads to a reference genome (Koboldt, 2013). If this was the case in 

our data, male and female individuals would have been equally affected, showing no bias to 

a certain gender. The range of mutations was different between males and females, with 

females showing a wider range of mutations compared to males (t-test, p-value=0.0064 for 

single nucleotide mutations; p-value=0.014 for LOH events). The difference between the 

male with the highest versus the lowest number of mutations was 2.2 fold, compared to a 

difference of 3.1 in females. In addition, a higher frequency of LOH events is present in 

females. Putative LOH events tended to be lower in frequency compared to putative de 

novo mutations in females, whereas in males they were higher. It is noteworthy that the 

greater proportion of de novo mutations in female gametes is evidence against the 

possibility that the generally lower quality of the DNA extraction of eggs biased our results. 

As a consequence of low quality, a higher risk of not sampling both alleles would be 

expected. This would lead to an artificial decrease in the number of de novo mutations, 

which is not consistent with the data presented in Table 2, indicating a minor effect of 

lower DNA quality in these incipient stages of analysis of the de novo mutation in mussel 

gametes. 

After detecting a set of putative de novo mutations in the gametes of male and female 

mussels, we sought to determine if they got transmitted to the first larval stage sampled 

(trochophore → ~20 hpf). The numbers of de novo mutations detected in the offspring are 

shown in Table 3. Following the trend observed in the gametes, more putative de novo 

mutations are transmitted from the female parent compared to the paternal line. 
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Table 2. A higher number of de novo mutations and LOH events were detected in the 

germline of the GreenshellTM mussel dams compared to sires. Results are presented for 

the pairwise comparison of each parent (sire or dam) with their respective gamete pool.  

Sample ID Family ID 
Number of de 

novo mutations 

Number of LOH 

events 
Total N⁰ of SNPs 

Female 27 H 98 135 9,863 

Female 50 G 276 154 9,644 

Female 57 F & J 203 113 9,889 

Female 74 I 311 164 9,472 

Male 15 G 38 120 9,650 

Male 19 H & J 35 52 8,563 

Male 31 I 17 21 9,141 

Male 77 F 24 29 9,023 

 

 

Table 3. Frequency of germline de novo mutations of maternal and paternal origin that 

were also detected in the first larval stage sampled. 

 
Offspring - age 20h 

Family ID Maternal origin Paternal origin 

F 18 0 

G 26 13 

H 16 0 

I 29 3 

J 18 0 

 

 

By knowing the frequency of the de novo allele in the gamete pool and the read-depth of 

the locus, a general view of the mutation frequency may be obtained. Comparatively, the 

frequency of de novo mutations is higher in female than in male gametes (Figure 5). In eggs, 
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the de novo allele frequency ranged from 0.05 to 0.7, with a mean of 0.11 and a mode of 

0.06. In sperm the range was narrower, extending from 0.05 to 0.34, with a mean of 0.09 

and a mode of 0.06. The detection of de novo alleles at a lower frequency was impeded due 

to the coverage thresholds applied: minimum of 3 reads to call an allele at a maximum of 

100x coverage per locus. As shown in Figure 6, at lower read-depths (<50x) both male and 

female gametes exhibit de novo mutations at frequencies higher than 0.05. Nevertheless, 

these high mutation frequencies are not detected at higher coverages (>50x). This unequal 

dispersion of the data is most likely the result of an imbalanced allelic representation at low 

coverages. The correlation coefficient between the (i) frequency of de novo alleles and (ii) 

locus read-depth for the pool of eggs was -0.33, indicating a weak negative correlation 

between variables. On the other hand, in the pools of GreenshellTM mussel sperm, only a 

few de novo mutations are detected at read-depths <50x, with the majority identified at 

coverages between 50x-100x. For the pools of sperm, a low correlation between frequency 

of de novo alleles and locus read-depth was found (Pearson correlation coefficient=-0.19). 

Since novel alleles in both the male and female gamete pools asymptote at ~0.05, it can be 

concluded that putative germline mutations occur at low frequencies. Thus they can solely 

be reliably detected at high coverages. Considering that a minimum of 3 reads was required 

to call an allele, any locus should exhibit a sequencing depth of at least 60x for a de novo 

allele to be detected at a frequency of 0.05. At the moderate coverages that were observed 

in the egg pools (Appendix, Section 1: Figure 3), it is likely that there is a higher rate of false-

negatives in the egg dataset. 
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Figure 5. Comparison of the frequency of de novo alleles between pools of eggs (top) and 

sperm (bottom). In the x-axes the minor allele frequency of the de novo allele, and in the y-

axes the number of observations (frequency) for each category. Only minor allele frequency 

values between 0.05 and 0.15 are shown. 
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Figure 6. The frequency of putative de novo alleles asymptotes at ~0.5 at higher 

coverages in eggs (left side) and sperm (right side). In the x-axes the read-depth of a locus 

that shows a novel allele. The y-axis shows the frequency of the de novo allele in the pool of 

gametes. 
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6.4 Discussion 

The RAD sequencing of five GreenshellTM mussel families identified a significant number of 

putative de novo alleles appearing in a single larval generation, overall representing around 

15% of the discovered single nucleotide variation at the RAD loci. These putative mutations 

were detected mostly in the germline of female mussels and in the larval progeny, 

suggesting that two independent sources – gametogenesis and post-zygotic events – are 

contributing to the short-term genetic makeup of early developmental stages of a bivalve 

species. 

 

6.4.1 Sources of de novo mutations in mussels 

Post-zygotic mutations have not been studied as potential sources of genetic variation in 

bivalve species. Previous genetic studies in mussels – although not formally searching for 

mutations – however have consistently reported unexpected genotypes in the adult 

offspring of controlled pair crosses, which did not fit with the presence of null alleles (2%-

8% in Reece et al. (2004); 5% in McGoldrick and Hedgecock (1997)). Due to the generally 

low frequency of these individuals, they were treated as contaminants. Nevertheless, it is 

reasonable to suggest, particularly in view of the rates of mutation detected in the 

GreenshellTM mussel families, that these ‘contaminants’ may have been the result of de 

novo mutations. This may also suggest that the high mutation rate predicted for bivalves 

possibly creates such mutational burdens that unfit genotypes get removed by natural 

selection early during development (Plough, 2016), before sampling takes place. 

Consequently, in bivalves, the main lifecycle stage in which to search for de novo mutations 

is the larval stage.  

By comparing the RAD-Seq data of parents versus their progeny at different larval stages, 

not only was a high level of putative mutation identified (from ~200 to 6,000 novel alleles) 

but the fate of these mutations was tracked through the larval life cycle. The GreenshellTM 

mussel larvae raised in this study settled at day 15, therefore, from fertilization to day 12 

(the last time-point sampled) approximately 80% of the larval cycle was evaluated. De novo 

mutations (as defined by comparing pools of larvae to parents) were detected at all the 

pools of larval stages sampled: trochophore and veligers sampled at day 4, day 8 and day 

12. The levels of novel alleles were significantly higher than the estimated genotyping error 
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of 0.4 % for the Illumina platforms (Quail et al., 2012). Thus, there is a low risk that 

mutations are being confounded by sequencing errors. The amount of de novo mutations 

per larval stage, counted across replicates and families, revealed no pattern that may 

indicate that a certain larval stage (or age) is more susceptible to mutations (Figure 2). For 

instance, the stage at which more de novo mutations were detected in family J was the 

trochophore stage, comprising ~36% of all genetic polymorphisms identified in this family. 

In comparison, in family H the majority of post-zygotic mutations appeared in the veliger 

larvae 8 days after fertilization, which represented ~31% of the de novo variants within the 

family. This lower level of mutation may indicate that there is a biological window at which 

larvae are more vulnerable to mutational events. When the fate of mutations was tracked 

during development, as a means of assessing the nature of mutations (neutral, lethal, sub-

lethal), in most occasions mutations appeared at a certain larval stage but disappeared in 

the next sampled larval stage. In this context, it is difficult to imagine why we did not 

observe, at proportionally higher frequencies, patterns (Figure 3) that would fit with the 

arising of a neutral mutation – that is, a pattern that consistently showed the presence of 

the mutation in all consecutive stages after its appearance in the larval pool. A limiting 

factor in the use of pooling strategies is the sensitivity of the assay. By sensitivity, we mean 

the probability to detect a mutation given that the mutation is present in some member(s) 

of the DNA pool. Although the average marker coverage in the larval pools was ~90x, a 

specific locus would have to be consistently sequenced at read-depths >60x in all larval 

stages in order to consistently detect de novo alleles at frequencies <0.05, which is highly 

unlikely. Due to this technical limitation, the true nature – whether neutral, lethal, or sub-

lethal – of these putative post-zygotic mutations remains to be assessed. The fact that 

mussel larvae exhibit these high amounts of mutations under hatchery conditions, in the 

absence of genotoxic substances that may have unexpectedly induced mutational events 

(Bouilly et al., 2003), indicate they are an intrinsic property of the biology of bivalves, as 

predicted (Plough, 2016). Given bivalves experience significant chromosomal abnormalities 

and can tolerate cell chromosome number variations ranging between 5 and 30% (Leitão et 

al., 2001, Thiriot-Quievreux, 2002), it is likely that post-zygotic point mutations are part of a 

wider spectrum of de novo polymorphisms that are actively affecting the genomic integrity 

of bivalves. 

Another source of de novo mutations evaluated in this study was gametogenesis. The RAD-

Seq data of male and female mussels were compared with their respective sequenced pool 
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of gametes. The vast majority of germline de novo alleles are maternally derived (~89 % in 

our study).  A higher de novo mutation rate for females is contrary to the expectation of 

sperm carrying a higher mutational load due to a comparatively higher number of germline 

cell divisions (Kahn and Quinn (1999), although see (Hurst and Ellegren, 1998)). A single 

female mussel can spawn between 5 and 12 million eggs annually. Hence, they also must 

undergo the high number of germline cell divisions experienced by males. The fundamental 

difference observed between the mutation rates of sexes suggest distinct mutational 

mechanisms are operating in mussel spermatogenesis and oogenesis. Evidence in humans 

indicates that the signatures of mutation depend on the parent of origin, as a result of 

differences in the biology of male and female gametogenesis.  For example, paternally 

derived mutations are enriched for T→G and C→A substitutions, whereas maternally 

derived ones contain a higher amount of C→T changes. Additionally, genomic location and 

nucleotide context also revealed parent-of-origin signatures (Goldmann et al., 2016). 

Several attempts have been made to uncover biological processes of mutations based on 

genome signatures, particularly in cancer research (Greenman et al., 2007, Alexandrov et 

al., 2013). The application of a similar approach may aid in the understanding of the 

mutational processes underlying the difference between male and female mussel mutation 

rates observed in this study. In addition to gender differences in rates of mutations, we 

observed a significant variation among individuals within sexes. A 2.2-fold difference was 

found between the male individual with the highest versus the lowest number of 

mutations. For females this difference spanned 3.1 orders of magnitude across individuals. 

This natural inter-individual variation raises the question if there are genetic (heritable) 

factors that may be controlling the rate of mutation of DNA. In this study, the two half-sib 

families that shared the same dam produced offspring with the most dissimilar mutational 

patterns observed across larval development (Figure 3: families F and J). However, with the 

small number of families analyzed herein, it is not possible to derive any reliable conclusion 

regarding the role of genetic factors in the mutation rate of mussels. Nevertheless, others 

have reported that chromosomal loss in bivalves is not random (de Sousa et al., 2012) and 

that aneuploidy (i.e., presence of an abnormal number of chromosomes in a cell) has a 

genetic basis, given levels of aneuploidy have been observed to be inherited from parents 

to offspring (Leitão et al., 2001). The results of the current study demonstrate that a 

fraction (~12%) of the de novo mutations detected in male and female gametes were 

present in the first sampled time-point, at the trochophore stage ~20h after fertilization. 
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This implies that they are actively contributing to the genetic make-up of the larval 

population. However, larval development represents a complex biological process, 

characterized by dramatic morphological, physiological, and behavioral changes. Moreover, 

during metamorphosis, the complete reorganization of the body plan is finely orchestrated 

(Wygoda et al., 2014), suggesting that the manifestation of mutations at this stage would 

be highly detrimental. Whether maternally or paternally inherited mutations can survive 

this complex larval cycle, produce viable and fertile individuals, and get transmitted to the 

next generation, remains to be addressed.  

 

6.4.2 Temporal changes in allele frequencies 

The larval offspring of five mussel families were monitored for changes in allele frequencies 

during development. A similar pattern was observed across families, suggesting a 

consistent process is taking place (Figure 1). The number of loci showing significant changes 

in allele frequencies was proportionally higher at the earliest larval stages, steadily 

decreasing during development, with a final slight increase between the last larval 

transition examined (day 8→ day 12). Previous literature indicates that segregation 

distortions (or deviations from Mendelian inheritance) occur at a higher frequency around 

the time of metamorphosis, when many genes are likely to be activated for the first time 

(Launey and Hedgecock, 2001). We report that significant distortions also occur earlier in 

development, probably at the embryonic stage. Our results show that changes in allele 

frequencies tend to occur at significant magnitudes at the time window between the time 

zero (‘virtual’) sample and the early veliger larva (in our samples represented by day 4). 

Additionally, we find that loci associated with changes in allele frequencies were distorted 

mainly once during development, instead of consistently being responsible for distortions 

throughout larval development. This may suggest either (i) that distinct genomic regions 

are temporally expressed during development, and therefore differentially selected; or (ii) 

post-zygotic de novo mutations are (partially) driving local temporal loci effects. An 

approach to discern between these two possibilities would be to examine whether the 

same loci are affected during the same larval transition in other mussel families, which if 

true would reflect a biological effect. However, given we aligned the sample reads to 

family-specific pseudo references, we are not able to fully test this hypothesis. 
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6.4.3 Transmission ratio distortion 

The frequent observation that markers in bivalves typically show segregation distortions (or 

deviations from Mendelian proportions) raises the possibility that pre-zygotic processes 

may be playing a role. Although it is not the purpose of this Chapter to examine potential 

sources of segregation distortion, we made use of the data generated in this study to 

evaluate a different aspect of segregation distortion that was not covered in the previous 

Chapters. We utilized the RAD-Seq data from male and female parents and a pool of their 

gametes to detect consistent deviation from the 1:1 expectation of a heterozygous marker. 

Each allele from an individual should be transmitted with equal probability to the offspring. 

Hence, a pool of sequenced gametes (1 gamete=1 haploid cell=1 chromosome pair=1 

sequencing read) should contain half of the reads matching one allele and half to the other 

allele. To correct for potential biases that may arise due to sample type or the sequencing 

process, for each SNP marker we compared the allelic ratios of the parent vs. gametes. As 

both ratios should be similar at near optimal conditions, we fitted the allelic ratio (parent: 

gametes) to a 1:1 expectation. Our results show no evidence of TRD in male or female 

individuals. We therefore conclude that segregation distortions arise in bivalves through a 

different mechanism than the preferential transmission of one allele from either parent.  

 

6.4.4 Technical limitations 

Two major potential sources of technical noise were present in this study. First, a 

considerable variability in DNA quality across samples was observed. This variability was 

associated with the type of biological material analyzed. DNA extracted from eggs 

(oocytes), and trochophore larvae represented the lowest quality samples. As can be 

observed in the coverage per RAD-loci graph across samples (Appendix, Section 1: Figure 2), 

~90% of the loci in these samples have a coverage <100x.  A maximum of 300x coverage per 

loci was allowed in our analysis; this upper limit favoured the detection of de novo 

mutations in samples of better quality and of consequently higher coverage. This difference 

in average read depth by sample type may have affected the ability to detect de novo 

mutations in pools of eggs or trochophore. Nevertheless, the impact of this limitation will 

depend on the frequency of de novo mutations. In this study we observe a high frequency 

of mutations in the pools of both eggs and trochophore larvae, indicating that an allele 
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sampling bias, if present, has a minor impact on the comparatively high rates of mutation 

detected. Another source of potential bias in our analysis may have been generated by the 

RAD-Seq technique. The genotype discordance rate is defined herein as the number of 

genotype calls that differ between a pair of replicate samples (same DNA) divided by the 

total number of non-missing SNPs. The genotype discordance estimated from technical 

controls of larval pools was around 5%. This high value of genotype discordance is most 

probably caused by the sub-optimal sampling of all the alleles present in the pool of larvae. 

I must be noted, however, that under the parameter values that we used, which were set 

to detect alleles appearing at a low frequency, a higher discordance rate is expected. At 

present, without an independent technique to validate our findings, false-positives and 

false-negatives co-exist with true de novo variants in our dataset. The most favorable 

situation to validate mutations would be to sequence single larvae (an attempt that we 

make in Appendix, Section 2). However, the main limitation of this approach is the high 

effort involved to detect low-frequency mutations, as a high number of individuals would 

have to be genotyped. Nevertheless, these confirmatory experiments are necessary to 

validate some of the results described herein. 

 

6.4.5 Evolutionary implications 

Mutations are the ultimate source of novel genetic variation. Mutations typically arise 

spontaneously at a low frequency (e.g., ~1.2×10-8 substitutions per generation in humans; 

(Campbell et al., 2012)), and are therefore thought to exert marginal effects on the genetics 

of populations. However, the high rates of de novo mutations observed in this study 

suggest they may play a major role in the short-term response to selection of bivalves. Of 

most relevance to our findings are the arguments exposed by William’s in his theoretical 

work on the evolution of sexual reproduction (Williams, 1975). The author proposed that as 

a consequence of early selection in a fluctuating environment, high-fecundity organisms 

would experience extensive genetic change in a single generation. Although William’s 

utilized bivalves as a model to describe the advantage of sexual reproduction (Elm-Oyster 

model), he lucidly extracts the essential features of fecund organisms, providing a link 

between life history traits and certain defining genetic properties of an organism. Indeed, 

the parallels between the population biology of long-lived, highly fecund plants and bivalve 

mollusks are remarkable and include their high fecundity, high propagule dispersal, and the 
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fact they are sedentary most of their lifespan. At high fecundities but low population sizes, 

as observed previously for wild bivalve populations (Gosselin and Qian, 1997), strong 

selection pressures must be taking place. William’s argued for a relationship between high 

fecundity and selection at early stages, suggesting that part of these mortalities were 

associated with a high genetic load (see, for a review, (Plough, 2016)). Genetic load is 

understood as the difference between a particular genotype in populations and the 

theoretically fittest genotype. With a high genetic load, the proportion of the deaths which 

arise from variations in fitness is higher. Direct evidence of high genetic load in plants has 

been provided, for example, by counting abortions (Wiens et al., 1987, Kärkkäinen et al., 

1999). For marine bivalves, on the other hand, the empirical demonstration of genotype-

dependant mortalities remains elusive, mainly because of the complexities derived from 

the experimental design (e.g., the sampling of inviable individuals). Nevertheless, indirect 

evidence of high genotype-dependant mortalities at larval stages has been provided based 

on a retrospective analysis of SD (Plough and Hedgecock, 2011, Plough, 2012). If genetic 

load is the negative aspect of a high mutation rate, then faster adaptation may be the 

positive. Although most mutations are neutral or deleterious, some will be advantageous 

under local heterogeneous environments, which may be opportunistically exploited by 

certain genotypes. A relevant issue under this scenario would be how bivalves maintain a 

high mutation rate, as it should be, by definition, unsustainable in the long-term – a 

mutator allele (i.e., an allele that increases the mutation rate) would be itself eventually 

disrupted by mutations. Indeed, several key questions remain to be addressed, which in the 

face of remarkably high levels of putative de novo mutations detected in this study, may 

require the re-evaluation of the concepts of inheritance, population genetics, and evolution 

applied for marine bivalves. 

In summary, we report a high rate of de novo mutations in a bivalve species, the 

GreenshellTM mussel. By analyzing genome-wide patterns of genetic variation of different 

life-history stages of the mussel life-cycle – parents (adults), their gametes, and larval 

offspring at different ages – we detected de novo mutations originating from two sources, 

during gametogenesis or post-zygotically in larvae. To the best of our knowledge, this is the 

first time RAD-Seq is utilized for uncovering fundamental biological aspects of larval 

genetics. The increasing accessibility to NGS technologies will serve to validate the data 

presented here and provide estimates of mutation rates in other bivalve species, yielding 
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further insight into the evolutionary significance of the extreme levels of polymorphisms 

present in marine bivalves. 
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7.1 Introduction  

Bivalve genetic research is characterised by the frequent presence of genetic markers 

showing distortions from expected genotype ratios. A widely held hypothesis to explain 

segregation distortions (SD) is recessive/dominant deleterious alleles in linkage with the 

interrogated markers, which are expressed at early larval development (Plough, 2016, 

Plough and Hedgecock, 2011, Plough et al., 2016, Bierne et al., 1998, Launey and 

Hedgecock, 2001). It has been suggested that the origin of these deleterious alleles is a high 

rate of mutations that is fuelled by a high gametic output. The main supporting evidence 

for the hypothesis that SDs are caused by mutations is the substantial genotype dependant 

mortalities of bivalve larvae. At early larval stages, markers show no distortions from the 

expected genotype proportions (Bierne et al., 1998, Launey and Hedgecock, 2001), 

suggesting that the appearance of SD later in development is the by-product of genotype-

dependant selection. As most of this genotype-dependant selection occurs at the larval 

stage, the analysis of this life cycle is critical for unraveling fundamental aspects of SD 

patterns in bivalves. In this thesis methods for high-throughput genotyping were used to 

provide insights into the origin of SD in bivalves. Patterns of SD were characterized at an 

unprecedented high resolution in the Pacific oyster Crassostrea gigas genome with the aid 

of a 55K SNP chip (Gutierrez et al., 2017) and the RAD-Seq technique (Baird et al., 2008, 

Miller et al., 2007). While in GreenshellTM mussel Perna canaliculus families, sequencing 

technologies were used to uncover potential sources of de novo mutations. Finally, to get 

an estimate of the genotyping errors that may result from the analysis of a species with a 

complex genome, a detailed comparison of two commonly-used high-throughput 

genotyping technologies (SNP array vs. RAD-Seq method) is performed. In the following 

section, the main findings of the research are discussed in the context of existing literature. 

 

7.2 Temporal analysis of SD 

The literature indicates that in marine bivalves SD appears during larval development as a 

result of natural selection acting on linked deleterious mutations (Bierne et al., 1998, 

Launey and Hedgecock, 2001, Plough and Hedgecock, 2011). As embryonic and larval 

development progresses, genes are sequentially turned on for the first time. Hence, if a 

mutation disrupts the function of a relevant gene that is normally expressed at a certain 
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point in development, the viability of the individual may be comprised. Therefore, an 

indirect estimation of the presence of detrimental mutations may be achieved by 

measuring its consequence, that is, genotype-dependant mortalities. If a mutation is 

exerting a negative effect, then significant changes in allele frequencies should be observed 

when comparing the genetic pools of two consecutive larval stages. 

The temporal analysis performed in this thesis revealed that the strongest selection 

pressure occurred between the (virtual) time-zero embryos and the first larval stage 

sampled, that is, the trochophore stage (~20hpf). Contrary to our finding, three studies 

agree in that at the trochophore stage no significant departures from Mendelian 

expectations are observed (i.e., the absence of SD) (Bierne et al., 1998, Launey and 

Hedgecock, 2001, Plough and Hedgecock, 2011). In these studies, SD mostly appears later 

in larval development, near metamorphosis, a critical transition at which the animal 

changes from a free-swimming planktonic stage to a juvenile with a benthic life. Some 

reasons for this discrepancy may be that previous studies genotyped individual larvae with 

a maximum of 80 microsatellites, whereas we sequenced pools of GreenshellTM mussel 

larvae and genotyped >1,300 RAD-loci (each 100bp in length) across families. The greatest 

advantage of pooling versus single individual analysis is that more individuals can be 

simultaneously genotyped (around 130 larvae by pool in this study). However, since by 

sequencing in pools we lose the link between an individual and its genotype, the analysis of 

SD is based on allelic frequencies in pools of larvae instead of the evaluation of genotype 

proportions in a group of individuals. To simplify the analysis, we created a ‘virtual’ pool 

that represented the allele ratios that should have been expected under normal Mendelian 

inheritance. This ‘virtual’ pool was generated by merging the RAD-Seq data of the parental 

gametes, after normalization. The fact that we used an artificial instead of a biological 

sample as the zero time point complicates the interpretation of the high distortions 

detected at the window between fertilization and the first larval stage sampled at ~20 hpf. 

For instance, it may be that mutations cause gamete inviability. This differential viability of 

gametes could be caused, for example, by deleterious mutations affecting gamete 

functionality such as motility in spermatozoa (Takasaki et al., 2014). Therefore, our 

assumption that all gametes have the potential of becoming embryos is invalid. Another 

possibility that would have led to the incorrect base-line allelic ratios in the ‘virtual’ pool is 

the unequal representation of parental alleles (e.g., caused by meiotic drive). However, no 

preferential transmission of any parental allele was detected in the GreenshellTM mussel 
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broodstock. Therefore, the presence of transmission ratio distortion was discarded. Ideally, 

the first time point of the temporal analysis should have been represented by pools of 

embryos sampled immediately after fertilization. However, this approach is impracticable, 

as embryos have the same size than unfertilized eggs. Hence, they cannot readily be 

separated from the gametes, limiting the possibility of obtaining a reliable estimate of allele 

ratios in pools of embryos.  

Under the assumption that the allele frequencies of the ‘virtual’ pool are a close 

representation of the true allele ratios of embryos, we observe that most SD occur at the 

early (embryonic) stage. These results suggest that a substantial amount of mussel embryos 

carry genetic combinations that are inviable, similar to what has been observed in long-

lived plants (Sorensen, 1969). Further studies could perform whole transcriptome 

sequencing on different larval stages to evaluate the stage-specific expression of 

deleterious alleles and their effect on fitness. In a broader context, it would be interesting 

to evaluate whether molluscs that have different reproduction strategies (e.g., brooding 

gastropods) share similar mutation rates than bivalves. This inter-class comparison would 

provide direct evidence of the evolutionary importance of mutation rates as an adaptive 

mechanism to cope with the fluctuating, stressful marine environments. 

 

7.3 Genome-wide patterns of SD 

SD is suggested to be a driving force of evolution (Lyttle, 1991). Markers showing distorted 

segregation ratios have been reported since the beginning of bivalve genetic research 

(Beaumont, 1991, Borsa et al., 1991, David et al., 1997). Several mechanisms have been 

proposed to explain SD, including gamete selection, preferential transmission of alleles or 

post-zygotic selection. In marine bivalves, the transmission of recessive/dominant (lethal 

and sub-lethal) mutations has been suggested as a possible cause of SD (Plough and 

Hedgecock, 2011, Plough et al., 2016, Launey and Hedgecock, 2001). SD patterns in bivalves 

have been previously studied with a moderate marker density (e.g., 99 markers in Plough et 

al. (2016)). The use of a higher marker density would enable the study of genetic 

phenomena such as SD at a higher resolution, providing insight into the origin of these 

unusual patterns.  
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In this thesis, genome-wide patterns of SD were studied in three Pacific oyster families by 

genotyping individuals with a higher density of markers. Two genotyping technologies were 

applied: a SNP array (~55k) and the RAD-Seq method. The percentage of highly distorted 

markers ranged between ~14% and 34% across the three families. To compare the SD 

patterns across families, SNPs from the array were placed on scaffolds of the Pacific oyster 

genome assembly (Zhang et al., 2012). 

The majority of distorted markers clustered in specific regions of the chromosome, as 

observed in previous studies (Hedgecock et al., 2015). The physical location of regions 

showing SD (SDRs) was highly consistent between two of the three families analyzed. These 

families were (to the best of our knowledge) not closely related. On the other hand, the 

two families that shared the same dam show a low consistency of SDRs. Between these 

related half-sibling families, SDRs were commonly present in only one of the eight LGs 

analysed. Thus, the level of genetic difference between parents may be one of the causes of 

the difference in the number of SDRs detected among families. Although a high consistency 

between SDRs has not been detected previously, which was likely enabled in this study by 

the higher marker density utilized, SDs have been shown to cluster in specific LGs (Jones et 

al., 2013, Li and Guo, 2004, Hedgecock et al., 2015, McGoldrick and Hedgecock, 1997). In 

bivalve linkage studies, SD is mostly attributed to a deficiency of homozygote genotypes in 

the progeny (Li and Guo, 2004), evidence that suggests selection against linked deleterious 

recessive alleles. In this study, a tendency towards homozygote deficiencies is only 

observed in crosses in which the dam is heterozygous and the male homozygous. Notably, 

most SDRs tend to be biased towards the female parent, which is consistent with SD data 

obtained from a different oyster species (Jones et al., 2013). The observation that 

segregation ratios are skewed towards the female parent is consistent with the results from 

the evaluation of paternal and maternal allelic effects. We find that maternal alleles are 

responsible for the largest proportion of SDs in haplotype markers. Additional studies on 

multiple families created from parents with diverse genetic backgrounds (related vs. 

unrelated) would reveal the influence of female parents on SD, and whether it originates at 

the gamete or post-zygotic stage.  
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7. 4 Potential sources of de novo mutations in bivalves 

The hypothesis that SD is caused by recessive/dominant mutations requires the 

demonstration of a high mutation rate. No direct incidence of a high mutation rate in a 

bivalve species has been provided, although preliminary data support this notion (Peñaloza, 

2013). Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that family-based studies have consistently 

detected the presence of ‘contaminant’ individuals at low frequencies (McGoldrick and 

Hedgecock, 1997), which may or may not have been a mutant. 

The findings from this thesis suggest that de novo mutations are common in bivalves. 

Moreover, we detected that they occurred both in the germline and post-zygotically in the 

larvae. De novo mutations of post-zygotic origin were detected in all larval stages analyzed, 

from the trochophore (~20hpf) to the day 12 veliger larvae. The level of putative de novo 

single-nucleotide changes ranged from 207 to ~6,000. The frequency of these mutations 

was consistently low across the pool of larval offspring, ranging from 2% to 5% across 

families. Undoubtedly these values are extreme and would require confirmation with an 

orthogonal sequencing technology. Of particular concern was the result obtained from the 

experiment in which de novo mutations were tracked during development. The purpose of 

tracking the fate of the putative de novo mutations was to establish their nature – 

deleterious, sub-lethal, neutral or potential error. The behavior of post-zygotic mutations 

was odd, as they tended to appear only once in development, being completely absent in 

all previous and posterior larval stages. This observation contradicts the expectation of a 

neutral mutation (types of mutations that should be comparatively more abundant), which 

should remain present during development once it appears. A relevant factor that may be 

explaining the ephemeral nature of these mutations is the fact that they occur at low 

frequency. A study suggests that to confidently detect alleles at a frequency <5%, at least 

250x coverage is required (Stead et al., 2013). The average read-depth per locus of our 

experiment was 90x per sample. Hence, repeating the experiment with more input DNA, 

sequenced at a higher coverage would provide unbiased evidence of the rate of post-

zygotic mutations. Notably, if we conservatively establish that true post-zygotic de novo 

mutations are those that are present in at least three consecutive larval stages, then post-

zygotic mutations would range from 254 to 871 across families. Given that we estimate that 

we are sequencing approximately 0.1% of the mussel genome, these conservative values 

are still high as an overall estimate. 
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An additional source of mutations in the GreenshellTM mussel was the germline. De novo 

mutations of germline origin were detected in both male and female gametes. Contrary to 

the expectation that mutation rates are more frequent in males due to their higher number 

of cell divisions, females showed the highest rates of mutations. The average number of 

mutations across females was 222, eightfold higher than the number of events detected in 

males (~27). The frequency of these mutations in the gamete pool was also higher for 

females compared to males (4% vs. 2%, respectively). A fraction (~10%) of the mutations 

that were observed in the female gametes were also found in the first larval stage, 

indicating that they contribute to the genetic pool, at least in early stages of development. 

The females (dams) that had the greatest number of germline de novo mutations were also 

the ones that contributed the most to the larval pool. Considering the hypothesis that SD is 

caused by deleterious mutations, then the higher rates of novel alleles in the maternal line 

should bias SDs towards the female parent. This hypothesis is consistent with the genome-

wide analysis of SDRs performed in this thesis, as near twice of the regions showing 

distortions in Pacific oyster families were female based. Altogether the evidence suggests 

that females may play an important role in determining patterns of SD.  

In summary, bivalves show a high rate of putative de novo mutations, as predicted from 

their life-history traits (Plough, 2016). Because of the scale of our experiment (focused on 

the larval cycle) we were not able to accurately determine the contribution of these 

mutations to the population. Ideally, a single experiment should have been designed to 

identify mutations (in both gametes and larvae) and monitor their fate, not only at the 

larval stage but at least until the reproductive maturity of the organism, mainly to 

determine if the de novo mutations are transmitted to the next-generation. This attempt 

was made on two occasions but was unsuccessful because of unexpectedly high larval 

mortalities encountered in the hatchery. Further experiments addressing the fate of 

mutations are required to understand the adaptive value of the putative high mutation rate 

of bivalves. For instance, the answer to whether a high mutation rate has an evolutionary 

advantage may be addressed performing multigenerational studies in divergent 

environments. Of particular utility for the aquaculture industry would be to evaluate the 

short-term adaptation of bivalves to algal blooms (Bricelj et al., 2005) or ocean acidification 

(Thomsen et al., 2017), two major environmental challenges for future sustainable 

production. 
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7.5 Genomic technologies in polymorphic species 

Genotyping accuracy is crucial for genetic analysis, although the tolerable error rate will 

depend on the biological question under study. The bivalve genome is highly polymorphic 

(Sauvage et al., 2007, Zhang et al., 2012) and therefore at risk of technical errors such as 

null alleles. Indeed, null alleles are common in bivalve genetic studies (Launey and 

Hedgecock, 2001). Moreover, initially, they were considered a main responsible factor for 

SD when deviations were due to a deficiency of heterozygote genotypes in population 

studies (Foltz, 1986, Hare et al., 1996). Due to the importance of accurate genotyping for 

downstream analyses, the assessment of the genotyping performance of current 

technologies in species with challegning genomes is required. 

Three Pacific oyster families were genotyped with two commonly used genotyping 

platforms – a SNP array (Gutierrez et al., 2017) and the RAD-Seq method (Miller et al., 

2007, Baird et al., 2008). The genotyping rate of the platforms was calculated based on the 

proportion of markers showing Mendelian errors. Mendelian errors are defined when the 

genotype of an individual is inconsistent with the parental genotypes based on Mendelian 

rules of inheritance. The number or Mendelian errors detected for both platforms was high. 

When the families were genotyped with the SNP array, 8% of the markers showed 

Mendelian errors. Likewise, Qi et al. (2017) found high Mendelian error rates in the same 

species when families were genotyped with a 190k SNP array. On the other hand, when the 

families were genotyped with the RAD-Seq method, 24% of the haplotype markers showed 

a Mendelian error. No mention regarding a high Mendelian error rates was made in a study 

that utilized the same technology in another bivalve species (Li and He, 2014). Interestingly, 

when we estimated the genotyping error of the RAD-Seq method using technical replicates 

(i.e., same DNA sample processed twice), the genotyping error rate (measured as the 

concordant genotypes between sample replicates) was lower and ranged from 0.4% to 

3.6%. Therefore, it appears that error rates are inflated when they are estimated from 

pedigree data (as Mendelian error rates). The most plausible explanation for these high 

levels of Mendelian error rates is null alleles. The high frequency of null alleles is likely 

caused by the high sequence and structural polymorphism of bivalves, which in turn is 

probably driven by high mutation rates. Therefore, null alleles may be inherited or occur 

spontaneously. A limitation of the present study was that the markers genotyped with both 

technologies (SNP array and RAD-Seq method) did not overlap. Hypothetically, if both 
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technologies genotyped the same locus, then it would have been possible to gain insight 

into the source of the error. For instance, if the same markers showed Mendelian errors in 

both platforms, then the error would have been likely to be caused by biological factors. To 

truly clarify the origin of Mendelian errors in bivalves, genomes of different species should 

be studied at greater detail, ideally by using technologies that allow the phasing of each 

parental haplotype. Indeed, the sequencing of bivalve genomes with technologies such as 

10x (www.10xgenomics.com) may help build a comprehensive view of the mutational 

landscape present in this group of species. Moreover, 10x has successfully been used as a 

method to study large rearrangements in cancer genomes (Xia et al., 2018), holding 

promise for the study of the complex bivalve genomes. Of importance for selective 

breeding would be to determine whether the inter-individual difference in germline 

mutation rate – which was more prominent in females – is heritable and can therefore be 

selected on as a production trait. In the same context, it would be interesting to explore the 

connection between the low levels of methylation found in marine bivalves with stochastic 

variation in transcriptional products (Gavery and Roberts, 2014), as observed in the 

honeybee Apis mellifera (Li-Byarlay et al., 2013). This avenue of research would inform on 

the importance of phenotypic plasticity for bivalve species and, indirectly, the extent to 

which selective breeding is feasible.  

In summary, technical errors associated with genotyping performance are not 

comparatively high (based on the results from the technical replicates). This however does 

not imply that genotypes are reflecting the true diploid state. The high incidence of 

Mendelian errors, particularly observed in the RAD-Seq data, suggests (to some extent) the 

decoupling of segregation ratios from Mendelian expectation. One possibility would be that 

null alleles are segregating at a high frequency in the data. Attention must be paid in 

population genetic studies that utilize RAD-Seq for marker discovery and genotyping, 

especially if an excess of homozygote genotypes is encountered, as they may be driven by 

null alleles instead of reflecting population processes. 
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7.6 Conclusion 

Next-generation sequencing technologies were used to uncover fundamental aspects of the 

longstanding phenomenon of SD in bivalve species. Moreover, for the first time, a genome-

wide genotyping by sequencing method (RAD-Seq) was used to unravel the genetic 

composition of larval stages of a species with indirect development. High levels of null 

alleles were detected in bivalves, which are reflected by the unusual bimodal distribution of 

histograms of depth of coverage per locus. These null alleles are a likely causing the high 

frequency of Mendelian errors detected the RAD-Seq and SNP array data. The high density 

of genetic markers allowed us to study the genome-wide patterns of SD at a high 

resolution. Distorted markers tended to cluster in specific linkage groups. Consistency 

between SDRs was found between two unrelated families, suggesting SDRs may encompass 

viability-related genes. No clear tendency was observed in SDRs, as distortions were caused 

both by homozygote excess or deficiency. A feature of bivalves that may be contributing to 

the generation of these SDs is a high mutation rate. Direct evidence of a high mutation rate 

is provided for the first time, and the indicative data suggest they occur at a rate far in 

excess of what has been shown for other species. Two putative sources of de novo 

mutations were identified: the germline and posy-zygotic events. Because of the 

preliminary nature of this finding, further research is warranted to confirm this high rate of 

de novo mutations. 
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Section 1  

 

 

Figure 1. Reduced number of RAD-loci identified in a catalogue of loci created from Pacific 

oyster individuals across three families (top graph) compared to catalogues of loci created 

only from family members. In the y-axes the frequency of RAD-loci, and in the x-axes the 

number of individuals that align (support) a specific RAD-loci in a catalogue. 
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Figure 2. Unexpected increase of SNP counts at three nucleotide positions on the RAD-

loci. Data are presented separately for each GreenshellTM mussel family. 
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Figure 3. Frequency of locus read-depth across different GreenshellTM mussel samples and 

families. Read depth is the total number of reads from a locus. In the x-axes the number of 

RAD-loci, and in the y-axes the coverage per locus. A coverage range between 1 and 300 is 

shown for convenience. 
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Section 2 

RAD sequencing of whole-genome amplified single mussel 

larvae 

 

Introduction 

An approach to characterize genome-wide patterns of inheritance in larval offspring is to 

genotype single larva at a high marker density. The technical limitation of this approach is 

that larvae are microscopic (<200um) and their DNA yield is insufficient for sequencing with 

a technique such as RAD-Seq. To circumvent this issue, the amount of starting material may 

be increased by whole genome amplification (WGA) techniques. To be useful for molecular 

analysis, a WGA technique must provide an unbiased representation of the genome, which 

has to be amplified with high fidelity. 

Multiple displacement amplification (MDA) is a non-PCR based WGA technique used in the 

amplification of very low DNA quantities (Dean et al., 2002). In MDA, DNA is amplified 

isothermally (i.e., at a constant temperature) by using the high fidelity Φ29 DNA 

polymerase. MDA-based WGA is favoured over other PCR-based WGA techniques regarding 

bias amplification and reproducibility (Hosono et al., 2003). In this experiment, MDA was 

used to amplify the genomic DNA of single larvae, which was then used for the preparation 

of a RAD-Seq library to study marker inheritance patterns in blue mussel Mytilus edulis 

larval offspring. 

 

Material and Methods 

Pair-crosses 

Twenty-four blue mussel M. edulis families were produced in 2014 at the Centre for 

Environment, Fisheries and Aquaculture Science (Cefas), Weymouth, the UK (see Material 

and Methods Chapter). Tissue samples were taken from the parents at the time of 

fertilisation and preserved in absolute ethanol. Samples from larval offspring were taken at 

15 and 72 hour after fertilisation. The different larval stages were cryopreserved in 10% 
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DMSO and transferred to The Roslin Institute, UK, for DNA extraction, genotyping and 

analysis. 

 

DNA extraction 

Genomic DNA was extracted from the adult tissue using a CTAB-based extraction method 

(Richards et al., 2013). To extract DNA from 72 hour post fertilisation larval offspring, single 

larvae were isolated manually under a microscope using a 10ul micropipette. Each larva 

was washed 3 times in a Sodium Chloride 0.9% solution to remove debris that may 

contaminate the DNA extraction. The larva was transferred to an autoclaved 1.5ml 

Eppendorf tube and the presence of a single individual was confirmed by visual inspection 

under a microscope. DNA was extracted from the larval offspring by adding 60ul of Chelex 

5% and 5ul of proteinase K (20mg/ml) to each tube and leaving the sample incubating 

overnight at 37°C. The following day extractions were centrifuged at 1,000 rpm and the 

supernatant transferred to an autoclaved 1.5ml Eppendorf tube. The DNA extraction was 

stabilized by adding an equal volume of Buffer EB (Qiagen). 

 

WGA of larvae 

After decontaminating all surfaces and equipment with 5% sodium hypochlorite, the 

genome of individual larvae was amplified using a MDA-based WGA kit (REPLI-g Single Cell 

Kit, Quiagen), following the manufacturer’s instruction. Five microliters from each larval 

DNA extraction were used in the amplification reaction. A negative control was included to 

assess the possibility of contamination of the reagents. All WGA DNA reactions were run on 

an agarose gel to evaluate the quality of the amplification. To confirm that the WGA DNA 

was of mussel origin, a PCR was carried out to amplify a mitochondrial (COI) and a nuclear 

locus (Me15/Me16). 
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RAD-Seq library preparation 

The genomic DNA from three blue mussel families was used for library preparation. Each 

family included the parents and ~40 larval offspring whose genome was previously 

amplified using MDA. RAD libraries were prepared following a protocol described in the 

Material and Methods Chapter of this thesis. 

Additionally, as a means of assessing the technical variation introduced by MDA and the 

library preparation procedure, a set of controls were included: 

Control 1: The DNA from and adult was diluted (through a serial dilution) to ~5ng in order 

to match the theoretical amount of DNA being amplified from a single larva. Subsequently, 

the diluted DNA sample was amplified using MDA. Both the (i) undiluted (adult) DNA and 

(ii) diluted DNA that underwent MDA, were included in the preparation of the RAD-Seq 

library.  

Control 2: The genomic DNA from an individual larva was amplified using MDA in two 

independent occasions (technical replicate for MDA amplification). 

Control 3: The gDNA from a single individual, which was previously amplified by MDA, was 

processed as two independent samples during the library preparation process (technical 

replicate of the library preparation procedure). 

 

Preliminary de novo assembly and SNP calling 

De novo assembly of blue mussel single-end reads was performed using Stacks (Catchen et 

al., 2013, Catchen et al., 2011). Within individuals, reads were assembled into RAD-loci with 

the ustacks module using a minimum stack depth of 10, and a maximum number of 

mismatches between stacks (or the two putative alleles of an individual) of 6. In addition, 

we allowed for the presence of indel variation using the ‘--gapped-alignment’ command. A 

catalogue of representative loci across individuals was obtained by merging individually 

assembled loci using a maximum sequence mismatch of 8. The population module in Stacks 

was used to generate a dataset of SNP markers genotyped across individuals if the locus 

had a minimum of 8 reads.  
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Results and discussion 

The number of paired-end reads obtained per sample ranged from 52,495 to 2,445,998 

with an average of 938,409 (SD =606,312). After the quality control filtering and read 

alignment, we found that the number of RAD-loci genotyped across larval offspring was 

significantly lower than the number of loci genotyped in the parents (adults) of the mussel 

families (Figure 1A). In average the number of loci in the parents was of 10,615, whereas 

the average number of loci in the offspring was 2,366. This difference in the number of loci 

between parents and offspring was not associated with the number of reads per sample, as 

shown in Figure 1B (Pearson correlation coefficient = 0.13). 

 

 

Figure 1. No relationship between the number of RAD-loci and the number of sequencing 

reads per sample was found. 
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The reason for the lower number of RAD-loci sequenced across the larval offspring was 

inferred from the analysis of the controls included in the RAD-Seq library. Considering the 

pair of technical replicates represented by an adult sample and its dilution that underwent 

MDA-based WGA (control 1), we observe a comparatively lower average coverage per locus 

for the diluted sample (Figure 2A). Additionally, the number of RAD-loci identified in the 

adult samples was higher than in the diluted replicate sample (8,817 vs. 4,008), as shown in 

the Venn diagram (Figure 2B). This suggests that the gDNA of the diluted adult mussel 

sample may have been amplified with a certain degree of bias, given not all loci appear to 

have been successfully sequenced in the diluted sample. The potential bias introduced by 

WGA becomes more evident in the technical replicates of the MDA reaction (i.e., same 

individual larva amplified twice by MDA) (control 2). We observe, apart from the overall low 

coverage per locus for both sample replicates (Figure 3A), a low number of shared RAD-loci 

(Figure 3B). This is evidence in favour of a biased whole genome amplification procedure, as 

RAD-loci appear to have been inconsistently amplified in both replicates of a pair, leading to 

a low number of common sequenced RAD-loci. The hypothesis that MDA may have 

amplified the larval genome in a biased manner is further confirmed by comparing the 

technical replicate for the library preparation procedure (control 3). Similar to the other 

controls, we observe a low coverage per locus, which at this stage appears to be typical of 

samples that are amplified by MDA prior to library construction. For this replicate pair, 

however, most of the identified RAD-loci within each sample were also common between 

samples, implying a low technical variation derived from the preparation of the RAD-Seq 

library. Altogether the evidence suggests that all the bias observed in the RAD-loci sampling 

occurred before library preparation. Overall, the RAD-Seq of WGA larval DNA suggests that 

the amplified larval genomic DNA was a biased representation of the original sequence. 

Consequently, future analysis of larval stages is performed by sequencing pools of larvae 

instead. 
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Figure 2. Coverage histogram for the control 1 replicates (A) and the Venn diagram of 

RAD-loci that are common between the replicate pair (B). 
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Figure 3. Coverage histogram for the control 2 replicates (A) and the Venn diagram of 

RAD-loci that are common between the replicate pair (B). 
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Figure 4. Coverage histogram for the control 3 replicates (A) and the Venn diagram of 

RAD-loci that are common between the replicate pair (B). 
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